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It's a boy! Ifs a TV! It's ... What is it? 3 Letters 17 Getting personal 18 Cinematic eruption 38 
2 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
FEBRUARY SALE 
You'll love our 
irresistible bargains ... 
50% off AND MORE 
gmoltt lnVegtment CQothlftg 
~Olt meft -g. Womeft 
, 
Max Mara, Mondo, Zanella, 
Vestimenta, Cynthia Rowley, 
Diesel, Canali, and many more 
designer labels. 
~OSEPH'S 
Man - Fri 10-6 • Sat 10 - 5:30 
41 0 Fore St_ • Old Port 
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To Bar Harbor Di Millos Major Credit Cards Accepied 
MAKING ~ QUAUrY, AND GOOD DESIGN AfFORDABII FOR MAIlE 
She said she wanted to be with me always. 
I said prove it 
I went to get another tattoo, 
and she came with me. Now my name graces the base of her back. 
e n joy 
clean-burn ng c garette r 0 I I n 9 papers 
It With I t 
© 1997 RBA 
available in 1 V,. 1 V2, Double Wide, Lights, and Ultra Lights 
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A CONVERSATION WITH 
TIM FOLLAND 
A couple of weeks ago, mysterious flyers with the 
words, "TV Boy For Sale" began to show up around 
Congress Street. As it turns Qut, "TV Boy" is, in fact, a 
sculpture by T;m Folland, a local artist who spends most 
of his time working with the band Cerberus Shoal, mix-
ing the mediums of visual art and music. 
What Inspired TV Boy? 
I didn't really have an idea in mind other than it was 
something I wanted to do visually_ I learned a.lot about 
how a TV works. 
So what you're saying Is that TV Boy Is apt to blow 
up at any minute? -
No, no. We don't need that kind of rumor going 
around. We dio actually go through a period where he 
was smoking out the back_ It was crazy. The whole 
thing was just nuts. I was really taking my chances 
doing this electrical thing, but I think he's pretty solid. 
He's hasn't smoked since that time. I don't know what I 
did, but I fixed it_ 
It's sort of odd to go about seiling your artwork by 
pinning up flyers. 
I just didn't know any other way so I thought, well, 
I'll tty flyers. It was easier than going into a store and 
saying: 'Do you want to sell this?' 
Has'T\! poy sold? 
No. 
How much do you want for him? 
I:m really bad about finance. I was just going to say, 
~''fhat do you think?' And.then maybe I'd be like, well, 
Fresh Seafood Every Day 
Proudly Served the Downeast Way 
--I don't want 
anyone to 
think that 
TV Boy is 
treacherous, 
that he 
has a lot of 
psychological 
problems.~ 
five bucks is a little low. I want to get my money back, 
at least for the TV. If! was going to put a price on it, I 
was going to put $200 or best offer. It took a long time 
and it was dangerous work. I was on the edge of my seat 
the whole time. I think I got electrocuted once, that I 
remember. I probably got electrocuted more times. 
What kind of home would you envision for him? 
It's not like he's a dog. I guess anyone who would 
actually be interested in having something like that 
around their house is probably all right. If you're really 
interested in paying money for this, then you're fit for 
the job. 
Interview by Ellen McAlister; photo by Colin Malakie 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
MAINE FRIED SHRIMP 
Every Wednesday All Day 
Every Saturday 4 - Close 
ONELESS SKINLESS 
CHICKEN BREAST 
BONELESS CENTER CUT 
PORK CHOP. 
. . 
Now Serving Your Favorite CoCktails 
Award Winning Chowder 
871-5636 • 92 COfIllnerclal St., Portland 
Alt Major Credit Cards Accepted 
Hours: Sun - fues 11-6, 
Wed & Thurs 11 -9, Sat 11 -10 
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4 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
• .. .. he form'er Superman of the .. Portland Press Herald is going to work 
• .. at the Philadelphia Inquirer. Lou .. 
.. Ureneck, who was forced out as Press Herald .. 
• editor last fall, will serve as 
assistant to the Inquirer's .. 
editor for the next 18 • 
months to two years 
before settling into some : 
as· yet. unspecified assign· • 
ment in the Knight·Ridder : 
chain. That could mean a • 
• collision of titans is in the : 
• works, since CBW founder Monte "Captain • 
• • Marvel" Paulsen is also a Knight.Ridder : 
.. employee. .. 
• • 
.. 
• .. • Kiss another superhero goodbye. Orlando • 
• • "Batman" Delogu announced on Feb. 7 • • .. that he was retiring from the Portland City • 
: Council. Delogu cited family issues and pro· : 
.. fessional opportunities as reasons for bailing .. 
• • out. Potential candidates seeking to replace : 
.. Delogu as the representative of Parkside and • 
• • the West End include David "Darth Vader" : 
.. Garrity, Karen "Spider·WomanuGeraghty • 
• • and Robert "Deadman" Hains. As for the : 
.. other two council seats up for grabs in the .. 
• • • May election, incumbent George "Mister • 
.. Fantastic" Campbell intends to seek another • 
: three years in the East End seat, while the at· : 
.. large slot now held by retiring Councilor • 
: Dick "The Spectre" Paulson is being sought : 
.. by Nick "Aquaman" Mavodones, Jr., .. · .. .. Christopher "Lone Ranger" Goett and Nolan 
.. "Spawn" Thompson. • .. . 
• • 
• • He really is Doctor Doom. Norman • 
• • .. Dickinson, convicted kidnapper and self· • 
The new parking garage on Cumberland Avenue Is nearly completed. PHOTO/COLIN MALAKIE 
Cast in concrete • described "time bomb," is back in .. : Cumberland County Jail. Dickinson was : 
• returned to the pokey after smashing a televi· .. 
• • .. sion set at a Bangor pre· release center, a .. Did Ihe new parking garage have 10 look like Ihis? 
• crime that could convince a judge to revoke .. 
: his probation and send him back to prison for : • S A R A H GOODY EAR 
• another 10 years. Meanwhile, Bangor officials " "I'd like to see a story," said Cyrus 
: are complaining to the state about having a : Hagge, chainnan of Portland's planning 
• threat to TV like Dickinson dumped on them • board, "with the headline, 'PLANNING 
.. without warning. • BOARD WAS RIGHT; TOO BAD 
: : DEVELOPER DIDN'T LISTEN.'" 
: • Tank Girl likes guns. Cumberland : Hagge was talking about the 648· 
• County District Attorney Stephanie • space parking garage'that is nearing com· 
: Anderson said a new law banning people con. : pletion on Cumberland Avenue between 
• victed of domestic violence from possessing _ Preble and Elm streets. When the pro· 
: guns is a back.door method of imposing gun : posal for the project came before the 
• control. Anderson said the law won't stop • planning board last spring, Hagge and 
: ~rimes, .but will clog up the courts. Other : others expressed concern that the garage 
• District Attorneys, family crisis workers and • didn't conform to the city's aesthetic 
: people with fully functional common sense : guidelines for n.ew development in the 
• glands all seemed to think the law was a swell • downtown district . Those standards 
: idea because most murders in Maine are the .. state, "The exterior design of portions of 
• result of violence in the home, and removing : buildings witlun the first 3S feet of height 
: guns from th?t mix might keep some people .. shall enhance the character, attractive· 
• alive. .. ness, comfort and usability of the street-
• .. level pedestrian environment." 
: • This looks like a job for Underdog. On : Because the five-story parking garage 
• Feb. 'I, 21,000 gallons of gasoline spilled into .. was part of the late Betty Noyce's scheme 
: Portland Harbor because somebody forgot : for revitalizing downtown, and because 
• to watch a gauge, and because state law .. the parking crunch has long been seen as 
: doesn't requiring automatic warnings on the : a key obstacle to Portland's economic 
• devices. The disaster stunk up much of South .. development, the planning board's objec-
: Portland, but the fuel evaporated before : tion to the structure's stark street-level 
• doing much other obvious damage, and .. facade got considerably more attention 
: before convincing anybody that after two : than the low-profile board is accustomed 
• petroleum spills in six months, new regula- .. to. Douglas Carr, an attorney who repre-
.. tions are needed. caw • .. .. sented Noyce's interests before the plan-
ning board, told the Portland Press Herald 
that the aesthetic requirements were 
"more than an insignificant condition 
and insignificant change .... It's an 
impact that will have a dollar cost, and 
we need to know what that is." 
The newspaper's editorial page editor, 
George Neavoll, put his two cents in as 
well, opining in the Maine Sunday 
Telegram that "[i]f you make someone 
feel that he or she is making a terrible 
imposition when all that person wants to 
do is something that will benefit the city, 
there are bound to be ruffled feelings." 
And Kathleen Brown, Portland's direc-
tor of economic development, said dur-
ing a hearing on the garage that" . . . if the 
board has concerns about the building 
facade, I think they may be unfounded. I 
think this developer ... has clearly indi-
cated a community-minded desire .... I · 
urge you to support this project uncondi-
tionally." 
As Hagge put it, "It was clear that we 
were in deep doo-doo and they were 
going to do what they wanted to. They 
pissed and moaned to the point where 
they got their way." . . 
Not everyone involved in the decision 
felt as Hagge did. While fellow board 
member Deborah Krichels agreed "the 
reaction was certainly overblown and 
unwarranted," she insisted "the board 
wasn't under any pressure. " 
"I think it got a little politicized," said 
Paul Stevens, president of SMRT, the 
architectural firm that designed the 
building. "It didn't go much differently 
than the usual process, but people talked 
about it more." 
In the end, the planning board voted 
7-0 to approve the project. As far as 
gussying up the street level, the develop· 
ers were asked only to submit "revised 
facade details" for review, which they 
did. Additional columns were incorpo-
rated at the building's base level, more 
lines were put in the pre-cast concrete, 
and a slightly brighter shade of green was 
used to paint the railings. Stevens said he 
wasn't .sure what the changes cost. They 
meant "some additional cost," Stevens 
said, "but nothing exorbitant. " 
The result is a massive structure that is 
drawing mixed reviews from those who 
have to confront it on a daily basis. "It 
looks ugly," said Lou Aceto, a pedestrian 
on Preble Street. "This is like the fourth 
parking garage they've slapped up in 
three city blocks. Enough's enough." 
"Are they going to put murals on the 
side?" said Alvinia Williams, who works 
on Congress Street. "That'd be an idea." 
Some former opponents have been 
won over. Douglas Cardente, who owns 
the Government Center complex on 
nearby Oxford Street, had hired a lawyer 
. and written a letter to the planning board 
during the review process. "This project 
IS gomg to be huge and will change the 
feeling of the entire area forever" 
Cardente wrote. "Smaller, more aesthe;i-
cally pleasing parking facilities '" would 
seem to be much more in keeping with 
the city of Portland's skyline rather than 
this gigantic, Boston-sized project." 
But today, Cardente said his fears 
have been assuaged, in part because he 
sees potential economic benefit from the 
structure, especially after the Portland 
Public Market goes in across 
Cumberland Avenue. "It's certainly a 
very large structure," Cardente said. "But 
aesthetically, it's a good·looking struc-
ture." 
Even if it isn't, many who work down-
town have dealt with limited parking 
long enough to welcome it . "Parking 
garages are not attractive," said Sally 
Bancroft, who works on Congress Street. 
"But we needed parking. If this was the 
least expensive and most functional way 
to get it, then I have to accept it." 
Thrift Stores 
Where's the cash go? 
Some Portland stores turn old 
clothes into old-time religion 
Beyond the aisles of hip retro clothes 
and furnishings at local nonprofit thrift 
shops are the organizations that depend 
on the castoff treasures for revenue. The 
money that trendy shoppers cough up to 
add style to their homes and wardrobes is 
supporting a variety of causes - from 
the obvious, such as Goodwill's services 
for people with disabilities, to the less 
obvious, like Good Cause's scholarships 
to provide Catholic education for girls. 
The Salvation Army operates five 
shops in Greater Portland. The Army 
runs a variety of community programs, 
but the money generated from thrift sales 
is used exclusively to support its adult 
rehabilitation center at 88 Preble St. The 
center is a six-month residential program 
for chemically dependent men with 
according to Salvation Anny offi~ials, ~ 
strong emphasis on religious education 
and spiritual development. In addition to 
substance abuse and occupational coun-
seling, residents receive spiritual counsel-
ing, and attend retreats focusing on 
religious instruction. . 
Those programs have an annual bud-
get of $2 million a year, virtually all of it 
generated by thrift store sales, but the 
stores actually take in far more than that. 
Program director Lt. William Kapschull 
said overhead costs for the entire opera-
tIOn - the center, the stores, a ware-
house, II vehicles and 100 employees _ 
consume about 60 percent of sales re'v-
enue, leaving the rest for direct services. 
Though Salvation Army stores are 
plastered with posters asking patrons to 
"help us to help others," the strong reli-
gIOus flavor of the program is less than 
evident. Most customers shopping at the 
Preble Street store on a recent afternoon 
hadn't a clue as to where their money 
would be going. 
"I'm hoping [it] goes to the job train-
ing program," said Christine Turel who 
said she'd never really thought ~f the 
Salvation Anny as having anything to do 
with religion until a couple of months 
ago, when she noticed religious music 
coming over the speakers as she 
shopped. "I thought, this is bizarre," 
Turel said. "I didn't want to listen to 
rock 'n' roll for Jesus." 
But she said the religious compone~t 
wouldn't stop her from shopping at the 
store as long as the residents aren't being 
pressured to change their beliefs. "There 
are a lot of people out there looking for 
converts," she said, "and they are not 
too subtle about it." 
For shopper Erik O'Malley, who also 
had no idea where the proceeds from his 
purchases were headed, the issue isn't 
important. O'Malley believes every store 
has some agenda. "I'd rather deal with 
the Salvation Anny," he said, "than with 
some big corporation, where money goes 
toward nuclear weapons." 
Asked why the Anny isn't more up-
front about its religious nature, 
Kapschull said, "We don't play it down, 
but we don't draw everyone's attention 
to it, either." He doesn't think it's neces-
sary to alert customers to the potentially 
spiritual application of their money, 
but wouldn't dodge the question if 
asked. "My number one priority is to 
preach the gospel of Jesus Christ," he 
said. "Everything else is secondary." 
Religion is also the reason for the exis-
tence of the Good Cause Thrift Shop at 
693 Congress St. The Good Cause is 
owned and operated by Catherine 
McAuley High School, a Catholic girls 
school on Stevens Avenue, and the pro-
ceeds go to pay for scholarships. Sr. 
Jo~ce Mahany, who helps run the shop, 
saId Good Cause contributed about 
$38,000 to the scholarship fund in J 996. 
There's just a small sign over the cash 
register to alert shoppers to the Good 
Cause's good cause, but manager Judy 
Anderson denied the affiliation with 
McAuley is intentionally downplayed. 
Store staffers were all "quite proud" of 
the connection, she said, and made it a 
point to "tell everyone." Indeed, on a 
recent afternoon, only one of a half-
dozen shoppers was unaware the store's 
proceeds went to support religious edu. 
cation. 
Portland's other two nonprofit thrift 
store operators aren't spending the rev-
enue on religion. The 18 shops run by 
Goodwill Industries of Maine generate 
$6.1 million a year to help pay for group 
homes and treatment programs for peo-
ple WIth handicaps. 
The Society of St. Vincent De Paul in 
Portland operates a small thrift shop in 
conjunction with its soup kitchen at 10 
Locust Street. In spite of its religious 
affiliation, the shop's proceeds go entire-
ly to help with kitchen expenses. 
NIKKI MESERVE 
FEBRUARY 13, 1997 
beautiful, affordable accessories from around the world 
for home, body and soul. brighten up any room with our 
collection of lamps, hand-woven chenille throws , 
pillows and distinctive decorative objects! 
for a unique new shopping experience, shop ... 
468 fore sTreet, portlAnd, maine 04101 
Stone@st 
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celeb,«tel itl "eUl /««ti,,, '" 
S«tllr'«", Febrll«r" 75, 
The at IO«m - 3,m. 
Doc or Pr,(essi,n.1 Pet 'fr,ufr«,fr" -
(,Ie«se c«11 (Ir sitti"f: 874-2287) 
Food! Prizes! Demonstrations! 








H • •• a feast for lhe ears for those who 
ACQRN love a well· written British comedy.' 




Oak St. Theatre 
92 Oak SI. 
Portland 
Tickets $ 1 2.00 







• spinach & rice 
• veggie lasagna 
• macaroni & cheese 
HAVE LUNCH OR EARLY SUPPER WITH US! 
642 Congress St. Portland, ME 773-3353 
Tue.s-Fri 9-7, Sat & Sun 11-5 
Cabin fervor 
I met an acquaintance on the street. It 
was snowing - maybe the third snow of 
the season. I was caught off guard. See, I 
was in the middle of an argument with 
myself. 
I argue with myself all the time. (It's a 
sign of genius.) Just call me Old Meat 
Grinder Head. I get an idea in there and 
work it to a pulp. Think of dropping a 
Brazil nut into a meat grinder and then 
think of someone hyped up on ampheta· 
mines turning the handle of that meat 
grinder, and that's basically h'ow my 
internal arguments go. I was vexing on 
something (none of your business) on 
which I decided I ought not to and was 
trying to get the maniac to loosen his 
grip on the handle. "Stop it, stop it," I 
barked (yes, out loud), until I noticed 
people were crossing the street to avoid 
my path. I was thinking that maybe I 
should put an elastic band around my 
wrist and snap it each time the vexsome 
thought came into my head. And then I 
thought how much that would hurt, and 
decided I didn't much care for the idea 
- and that's when I ran into this 
acquaintance. 
"Hi, Liz. How are you?" 
I hate people who remember names. 
There's something so smug about it, as 
though they're saying, "You don't know 
my name, and I know yours." Me, I'm 
bad with names. The receptacle in my 
brain in which I store them looks like a 
sock drawer. I can always pull some-
thing out, but I usually come up with 
panty hose when an athletic sock is 
called for. So instead, I say a "Hi," with 
about 17 I's and a bunch of Y's in it. (By 
the way, those of you who also use this 
trick - it doesn't work. You always end 
up sounding like Jerry Seinfeld.) 
"Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiyyyyyy," I said, with a 
bit too much robustness. "I am so sick of 
this weather," gesturing to the sky. 
She smiled a smile belying my ruse. 
"And we still have two more months, 
Liz," she smugly said, as we continued 
in opposite directions. I only took.a few 
steps before her name flashed into my 
head in neon lights. I wanted to call after 
her, wanted to shout her name out like 
the flashing parking ban sign. I wanted 
to tell her I lied. 
It was an Exchange Street epiphany. 
It was February, and I - the biggest 
winter whiner on record - was not sick 
of winter. So unsick of winter was I, 
I didn't even realize I wasn't sick of win-
ter, wasn't even painfully aware it was 
There's been no winter 
this year, and I have 
to say that I deserve 
most of the credit. This 
year I was prepared. 
February until that very moment. 
But it is February, and I'm supposed 
to be miserable. I'm supposed to be 
curled in the fetal position in the middle 
of my living room rug, drooling. I'm 
supposed to be so sick of winter that I 
will find every excuse to stay indoors, 
even when the larder contains only a jar 
of capers and a box of organic oatmeal. 
This is the time of year that I should be 
so out of my mind with ennui that even 
licking the wallpaper (a favorite January 
pastime) holds no recreational value. 
But February came without so much as 
a blip on my irritability screen. 
And that's because we haven't had 
winter. There's been no winter, and I 
have to say that I deserve most of the 
credit. This year I was prepared. 
For the first time in my life, I have 
adequate and appropriate Maine winter 
clothing, thanks to a generous outpour· 
ing from family over the past few 
Christmases. And you know what? I've 
not once worn a hat or my Bean boots, 
and the gaiters and Thinsulate jacket I 
got this year still have the tags on them. 
That's not to say these things haven't 
seen action. Each time I pile off some-
where in my car, I cart all this stuff 
along. The mere possession of these 
items, I believe, has taken on a voodoo 
quality that wards offbad weather. 
And perhaps you've been wondering 
why we've had, at this writing, but one 
parking ban this season. It is because I 
moved into an apartment with not only 
off-street parking (my first in Portland 
since 1983), but also my own garage 
(my first ever). Portland Public Works 
estimates we had 13 parking bans last 
year, with about half of them occurring 
by this time. I remember those parking 
bans. I stored my car in the Spring Street 
garage - in by 5 out by 8 - and had to 
make the icy slog back and forth from 
the West End, with snow packing into 
the tops of my boots, and my scarf and 
my runny nose becoming a little too inti-
mately acquainted for my taste. 
Even road travel this winter has been 
relatively hassle-free. That's because 
unlike last year, I have not h.ad a full 
schedule of out-of-town poetry perfor-
mances lined up that I had to cancel. 
Most of this season's planned road trips 
could be easily rescheduled and, hence, 
didn't need to be. 
But the real reason we've had no win-
ter is that I've given up fighting winter. 
If it gets cold, I just throw on another 
layer. Ifit snows, Ijust drive slower. The 
basic truth is that I've taken all the fun 
out of winter making me miserable, and 
winter just gave up. 
But please, don't thank me. At least 
}lot in person. Because, while I know 
your name (really I do), it just happens 
to be balled up in a pair of cotton socks 
in the back of my brain that I won't see 
till May. When winter, I ani sure, will 
hit full force, ROBERTA. 
What's-her-name's columrt rurts biweekly. 
She advises agairtSt smooching flagpoles this 
Valentirte's Day. 
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Feel sorry for the fanatic 
Gov. Angus King is not a nutcase j Nevertheless, King, the true believer, is 
extremist kook. King doesn't belong to any i set to slap a cap on local government. 
violent militia groups. He hasn't espoused ! "Working with the municipalities" he said 
weird conspiracy theories ("Republicans i (emphasis added), "we will bienni'ally estab-
are being mean to me" and "The news ! lish an overall target for taxes in Maine as a 
media are nasty to me" don't count). He l percentage of personal income, allocate the 
hasn't covered the windows -- .. _. _ ...... __ ._._-_. - taxing capacity under the 
in the Blaine House with alu- limit between levels of gov. 
minum foil to keep out rays ernment and gradually work 
he thinks are being beamed at to reduce the bite that taxes 
his brain by the Central Intel- and oilier mistakes take from Maine people." 
ligence Agency or Central What that means is that 
Maine Power or the Central cities and towns will be told 
Division of the American how much they can spend. 
Football Conference. Municipalities that refuse to 
King seems to be a reason- give up local control of their 
ably normal guy. Which is to budgets will be punished by 
say he has the same under- reductions in state aid for 
standing of the political education and revenue shar-
process usually found in ing. Or perhaps not. "We're 
Cheez-Wiz: This probably trying to get away from 
explains why King has decid- penalizing a particular com-
ed to get chummy with the • A L D I A M 0 N munity for spending what 
froth·at-the-mouth crowd. goes beyond the average," 
It also explains why, duro state planning director Evan 
ing his State of the State address on Jan. Richert told Lewiston's Sunday. Instead, 
28, King displayed what from a distance Richert, who's King's tax-cap guru, wants 
appeared to be a milk mustache. The gov- to spread the pain around. Whenever over. 
ern or spent a significant portion of his all property tax rates rise faster than King 
address throwing his support behind a feels is justified, Richert wants the gover-
favorite idea of the sputtering set, a tax cap. nor to slash state aid to all local govern-
And not just a wimpy cap on one tax, such ments and use the extra money to beefup 
as the GOP's soon-to-be-history limit on property tax relief programs. 
the income tax or tax fanatic Carol Of course, such a shifting of funds 
Palesky's signature-impaired check on the would be next-to·no help in achieving 
property tax. King endorsed the idea of a King's goal of cutting the tax burden for 
cap on every single public revenue source. regular folks. That's because the average 
"What I am proposing," he said, "is a wage earner isn't eligible fQr most tax relief 
firm target for all taxes - state and local- . programs. The scheme also allows towns 
that will provide the discipline to force us that defY the tax cap to deflect most of the 
- and our successors - to say that hardest penalty for that defiance onto municipali-
of all words for people in our jobs: No." ties that stay within the limits. If the crimi-
(Perhaps the governor should consider a nal justice system worked that way, a 
cap on the number of subordinate phrases murderer sentenced to life in prison would 
permitted in each of his sentences. Or at serve a couple of weeks behind bars. Then 
least a blue-ribbon commission to reduce his family, friends and neighbors would be 
the number of dashes.) forced to take turns in Thomaston until the 
Until King decided to go extreme, the total time of incarceration equaled the 
idea of tax caps was nearly dead in Maine. offender's life expectancy. 
In the 1980s, a bunch of wild-eyed waclcos If the governor and the guru really want-
managed to convince about a dozen ed to reduce the property tax burden, 
municipalities to pass caps, most of which they'd be backing a homestead exemption, 
were quickly repealed. Meanwhile, proper- whereby a percentage of a house's value is 
ty tax rates, while still high by national declared free from property taxes. The lost 
standards, stabilized. As a percentage of local revenue could be made up by expand. 
average wages, real estate levies haven't ing the sales tax to services and entertain. 
risen since 1991. It seems that cities and ment (which generates revenue from 
towns, faced with tough times, were having out-of-staters) or by increasing the income 
little trouble saying the "hardest of all tax (which is based on ability to pay) or 
words. " both. 
The same cannot be said for the folks in That sort of change doesn't do enough 
Augusta. Since 1991, the state's share of damage to satisfY fools or fanatics. While 
average wages has risen from just over King has lately shown some sympathy for 
7 percent to just shy of 8. That means the the latter, it's more likely his tax plan is the 
amount taken from wage earners jumped result of a close association with the for-
by about $200 million each year, money mer. 
that, as far as anyone can tell, is being 
stuffed into the State House dome for insu-
lation. It's obvious nobody in state govern-
ment could say the N-word under any 
circumstance short of being propositioned 
by Rodney Dangerfield. 
Tax our patierrce by e-mailing ishmae/ia@ 
gwi. net. Draw your own deductions and fax 
them to 775·/615. Or address an envelope to this 
column, care of CBW, 561 Cortgress St., Port. 
land, ME 04101, and file thelongfonn. 




584 Coogress St., Portland ME' 207.774.5946 
117 Brown St. Westbrook,ME' 207.854.2518 
THE AUDUBON ROOM 
FINE DtNINO , DlSTINCTIVI: CATeRINO 
VALENTINE's DAY 
FEBRUARY 13, 1997 
\ 
Personal Service ... 
Romance By the Sea with a 5 Course Candlelight Dinner 
~ A sampling of our choices: ~ 
7 
'Grilled Wild Portobdlo Mushroom w/Crabmeat & Chevre. Grilled Tournedoes sauteed 'wl Ginger & Maple' 
'Filet of Salmon wi a Vodka Lemongrass Caper Beurre Blanc' Grilled Boneless Quail wi Plaintains & Yellow 
Sun-dried Tomaro in a Rum Sauce' Rack ofLarnb wi Zinfandel Oemj.gI= ' 
• $weer Dark Handmade Cherry Ice Cr<am wi Cinnamon Creme Anglaisc & Dark Chocolate Sauce • 
'Triple Chocolate Espresso Mousse Napoleon' Handmade Truffles· ~~.i.rt 
32.95 PP plus ,ax 2nd gmuiry ~ ~r 
.~~;~ 
REsERVE Now FOR THE WINTER WINE SERIES :i"\ ~ 
Unique, new wines paired with every course Wednesdays, February 21 through March 27 
Two for TuESDAYS - 50% OFF Second Entree 
INN BY THE SEA, 40 BOWERY BEACH RD., CAPE ELIZABETH. 767-0888 
. , .. 
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ON VALENTINE'S DAY, X \rIAS $IC.I(, 
I STilL WAP "Q c.~"~ &C~Q~I.) AI'40 
Y WAS FORCtD ,.~ TAj(f M ~ 
SIST£R'S "HClLLV HdSV" L..YNCM-
IQX WITH HaT' SOli? I~ THE 
I COMPL.AINED t:aR HALF A N HoUR 
SliT IT WAS NO liS E.. • I 
<IN THE SCHOlll8IJS) I MANACir D"~ 
HIDE. THE CUR~EP i~I~G UNOER ~V 
'OAT. I eSPEc.IAL..I.V DiDN'j WANT 
SCQTT AlTAY. TQ SEE Ii. HE WQlIlJ) 
'-A~E P'(t<Eb ON ME ALL DA'f FQR IT. 
S'~TT'SM(1M WA~ OUR 8uSDRIIJER. 
~N THE WAy HQIw1E ~RQM SCHO()l, SHE 
IWIJIILD PilL!. OilER 8V HER HGIISE TQ 
SC~fAM AT SC~iT's NAGoe ~"""CTd' 
read over to next page -- > 
All ,.~~ f(IOS ON ,. .. E. 8IJS ~~D STtJfF 
FoR THEIR '1AlEN'T'NE PAP-lfES " ' 
T't'JFO,l ( o"fJ(EO CUP-(A~ES) coo ~1£S.l 
SoDA poP. MO~TLY RiD (uP·(AI<e.S. 
n~()"~H .. ! 8ROIJG.HT A BIG PLASTIC 
JUG. o"F RED kOOl-AlO. At-IO CARDS 
J 
WE All UAb A S 'rAe~ Or: VAlENil/ll£ 
CARDS "0 HAN/) OUT. T"~SE (HEAP 
PEft~ORAT£D PUNC.I4-0I)T CAROS 
WITH I<E~MIT n.E: FR.o", OR 
SoM£"HIN~ QN "-HEt-;" :t ~Al) 01-1£ 
Spe.etA,", tARO 1 MADE FOR M\I 
S£t ItET G-ilt \. F' RIE ~t>. , $I.~~ 60r AO)108 
~/ SOAt c.v~ 
l@, ~ /~:1U 
1t~I~r()d1" kri~''af''(~t. ~4~i;;;'"tl 
tr ) 
w .... EN 1 GOT Ie> 
5o.IG~L. MY ltJNC.H-
8Q)( WAS NOTtC.E.D. 
1 S..,OClLj) UIJ,VE. 
"FORG.O'TTtN" IT 
IJNDEP 7'I4E BcJS · SE~T. 
r N tlA S S, MY TEll CHEft, ''''R~ . \JiLI.lAMS 
AS~£D liS TO B €HAVE 5~ WE (OIlLD 
kHP ouR PR,vElEGlES AND ~AVE A 
PARi" ~.., THE END OF lHE. DAY. Al~..I 
IT WAS 1HFIU'f CYRRAN's BIRTHDAY 
Al-lj) HE G()T TQ Plt'l( A TQ'f ()IIT.()~ 
PEPP'f ;1<1£ CLflWI-J) WHIC.M wA-S 
A 8L£4c..H B/I,.TLE. OfcQRATEO 8'1 
MRS. WIU/AM~ W'T~ A (liT" OUT 
MouTH AND LtTTU TOYS tNStO£. 
MRS, \lJILlIAM~ CEtM[/) To ~A"E A SI~"H SENSE AND 
C"ULD ALMQ,ST ALWAYS TELl WWEN ~ WASN'T PA~'NG. 
ATTENTION OVRIN& LESSONS. aFTEN) .I. 'WIJII~D sftJAP 
OflToF ~ ()A'IDREAt'I 'W'T~ H~({ lOOM'''''''' O"E.~ 
ME H" THE HII6.E FL.~RAL. PRIN70RE.SS ~Ul WORf.. 
I r .. ONIl IT WAS ~ep.. PfRFVME THAT PI" I'T" , LIItE 
St,,'£LLlNGt SALTS. IqTlof/S ~AV I BHtJM£ INST',o./oIiLV· 
s~ Naw) \l#ITH MV~ACC.Q~N V~L.tN­
TINEt"l WAS i>ARIN~ Ta PIERC.£' 
'THE N£8VLc)II~ 8ARRIER 8£1'111£0# 
FANTA'Sv ANi) iH A.,I TV. A.,l i)A'f 
1 \tJ"'f'lD€R ED ""H~T I wo~\.() 
DO A'T THE f'ooIl~MEN" Q; r'IJTH. 
PARAIJOto AT 71-1E. WHJFroF QL/)LADY PE"tFIJME.-) 
I,)IJRING rJ04e PARTY Wt ALL WE-NT 
AROUND PUTTtNG-< Quit ('AI< OS ~N 
E"C.H QTHER'S OESI(S. WHE.N 1 GaT TO 
HER DESK I I DIONTWANr A~YONf 
T~ !.e:f'-~()l ~T"'CJ( I; INSIDE, 
L.AifA, W~EN lHE FOliNO ,." 5 H E 
CRIIMPLEO Ii fJp ANi) 'tHREw IT AwA't. 
s.-£ WA~tf 'T «EAU" MY 
CttRlFRIENi>-"tN FAt.T, 1: 
POliti; 1H INt< 1 EVEf{ S~ID 
A SINGtLE WO 1),0 HER. 
ENERAl.l'l, 1. OID,.,,'T THIN/( 
M~CH AS""T ca IR LS Ai A"'L-
811T FaR SIJME ~EAC;(JN I HAO 
lit \lAC-IIE I liN FOC.IJSEO t.RIJSI't 
~N THIS aN E PIG.-"TAll£b 
blRL IN Mit( (. '"'AS S. 
~o 1. $TA'H D uP PAS T 
MV 8€D1IM£ AND Of(£W 
A. RACCaaN FOft HlR~ 
IINC>€1H/€ATI-IJ 1I)t~Ii)E 
iQ WlttT£ \\SE MiNE': 
AT THE I rHOUc"HT 
IT WAS TUE BEST TUIHG.. 
~\lER.- BII'T IN RpItO~I'ECT 
IT PR08ABI.'I LOOI( ED I 
M'~SHAPEN AWl) SCARV. 
ONE OF MY FfA,VQfVTE OA'1QR£AM FANTASIES ItJV<1lIlEP 
AN ESCAPED CQNIiIC.T lURK'N6IN THE BUSHES WITH 
HI6H-POW£~f." RIFLE. HE PfEltS INTO 1'/04£ CLASSRIIQM 
A~O TAKES AIM. 'liST iH.F(')R€ HE F.,~eSll M£RQICAL.\..V 
EAP IN F(tQI<J1 OF THE 811LlETj SAVINGI THt Gtlltl! 
IN MY SAi)L.1t" PA1."oI£T/C ANO SHV SCHflQI. EXISTENCE 
TMIS W"S THE ON~Y wAY 1 (OlJlC) IMAG",..,f MYS£I.: 
£ltPReSSINCa MY Fi.CLfNGtS A~O C,ETlING liER Ttl NQ'TIC., ME. 
POS7 SCRIPT: RECEN1L..~ I CAME ACROSS AN 
QL/) CLASS PHoTtJ fROM THE ~RO &RADE. UPDN 
CLOSE 'N)PEC.T/O~) I NOTICEO THAT~; SOME POINT 
EVERYONE'r E YES HAD BfEN POKED THRU WITI./ 
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Words, words, wOrds. All those text-heavy 
articles. It's really been too much work for our 
editorial staff this winter. 
So we decided to relax, take a week off in the 
sunny Caribbean, and 
,~~ ~h~ ~e~;~~ 
ee ~h~ ~e'k ;nc. 
We rounded up four of the most talented and 
feared cartoon artists in town and let them do 
our jobs for us. We thank them for the time off. 
. An~ no, we can't be held responsible for what 
they came up with. 
So let us introduce, in the order of their 
appearance, the artists featured over the next few 
pages: 
f~TJP;~k teJPJP;c~n has won several local and . 
national awards for his work, which has 
appeared in the Los Angeles Times, Detroit Free 
Press, Psychology Today and Utne Reader, among 
others. He is 'still waiting for a flying bullet to 
throw himself in front of. 
1'{E:"E:~~~ ,r~E:\;nc is an up-and-coming 
artist/ illustrator from away. A former Texan, she 
has been a Yankee for nearly seven years, but 
still likes watching the Mesquite Rodeo on TV 
Please don't call her Becky. 
\TE:vE: ",,"h has been producing drawings and 
cartoons for publication for the past nine years. 
~e is a published author ~nd former lead singer 
III a rock 'n' roll band. His main ambition is to 
get as groovy as possible and stay that way for a 
real long time. Woof. Howza bout them tater 
tots? :Yeah yeah. 
JE:rr tfE:IIE:JP was drawn here to Portland, like 
butter, from Chicago to melt and ooze into a 
steamy bowl of fish chowder. When not oozing, 
Jeff enjoys crunchy snacks and lots of coffee. 
• \ . 
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Unlimited Internet Access 
for $19.95 Flat! 
Set yourself free on the Internet from your home or office with a 
JavaNet Direct unlimited remote access account. Browse the 
World Wide Web, send and receive e-mail, and most importantly, 
watch the screen not the clock for $19.95/month. 
• No Busy Signals 
• No "Start-up Fee" 
• Fast, Easy & Unlimited Access 
• Netscape Personal Edition at No Charge 
• Tech Support Seven Days a Week, 9am to 9pm 
• A Local Call from Portland and Surrounding Communities 
CaII1-800-JavaNet 
www.javanet.com 
A Cup of coffee in cyberspace. 
Look for the new JavaNet Cafe coming to the OLd Port. 
Sc.cnT' "JA.Y. wAS 
IN(tTIII/C:r A t=lbHT IN 
I 
NlIM.A. MC.LfAN 1)10 ~ 
INSIDE-OUT EYEUt)S1Rl'K! 
ANI) jE~ (..~l\~ "f\\~tw 
up ~~ C.UVc.AKES! "0\£ 
J"""'TOR HloD"1"O (.oME WIT'" 
~e S"W~VST eUcJ(.f!Tj 
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•••. , anoth~r Ha~f ASs Production 
. by ~teve Kurth 
" 
ANT) Lrf'lA 
"1'11 "T1A1)E : S l> 




with valid college 
studenl I.D. 
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by the Bay 
Now Accepting Visa, MJC, AMEX & Discover 
Shop Around & Compare! 
1-800-U-CAN -MIX 
J. C · LEE 
BOUTIQUE 
MOVING SALE 
40% Off Selected Items 
30% Off ALL SWEATERS 
'Relocating to 58 'Exchange St. 
9 MOULTON ST . • PORTLAND 85 MARKET ST . • PORTSMOUTH 
207-773-6771 603-431-3942 
IF IT'S IN 
THE KITCHEN ... 
YOU'LL FIND IT HERE! 
We stock the most 
kitchenware 
in Greater Portland. 
FOR THOSE WHO LOVE To 
COOK & BAKE 
• Cookware • Bakewa re 
. Cutlery • Gadgets! ! ! 
369 Forest Ave., Portland 
(across from Oakhurst Dairy) 
772-9784 
M-F 8-& • Sat. 9-2 
Plenty of free parking/open to the public. 
" 
.' 
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VALENTINE'S DAY 
just a few ideas ... 
Lisa and Scott Cylynder's 
"Bashful Crow" pin, 
Peter Leonard's 
humidors 
Stuart Cathey's 18k 
diamond and pearl earrings 
Pascal Judet's 
"couple on a rock" clock 
Sarena Mann's 
flying angels. 
Let us help you choose 
the perfect gift 
NANCY MARGOLIS GALLERY 
564 Fore St., Portland ME 041.01. 
p 
A Contnnporary Stut/jo 
Whtrt You Art Th. A nist! 
School Vacation 
Fun! 
Painters of all ages can paint 
their own pottery ... and return 
in seven daysfor a glazed 
functional or cUcorattve piece. 
,.- No experience neccessary!,.-
Parties 
we're happy to host Y01!r private 
or corpprate event. Btrthdays, 
weddings, baby, showers ... 
also teambutlding and 
after-work gatherings. 






a musical journO' 
from the ashes of 
AltS[/Jwitz 
to tbe triump/J of love 
Feb. 21 - Mar. 16 
FrilSat·8pm Sun·2pm 
$10/ 8 
'We're a busy place here at 51CT5 !" 
Jitrts Conservatory 'IfieateT & Stuaw 
341 Cumberland Ave, Portland 
Lrilu@ l]])lID~n©}) ~ l])®11 
~m©1ll1w l1ilu@ ~mw 
W®lID !1@l]])@l]])lID@!1@@l 
({\b>tm1l lIft"l:1 ~ W@~ U@~ ~n~lI' ~@ <llil!ll(CII ~D 
New versions of 
the Songs frOID the 




Rock Videos for . 
sale & rent 
frWu©~n®cdl~® 





Utilize 20+ years experience 
in local government law. 
• Zoning 
• Business Licenses 
• Property Tax Abatements 
• Street & Sewer problems 
David A. Lourie 
799-4922 
The _ patagpplao 
ANTI Q U ARIAN .BOO of S ...----
Sun - Thurs 12pm - 5pm • Fri & S.r l0. m ·5pm 
Also by appoincmenl or chanc~ 
The Calendars Are Back! 
They're.l=ree, Plase StOP by to get yours, 
An organiud c:oIl~ion of over 50,000 wed, rue, & .scholarly books 
Antique Maps. Art. Photographs & Prinu 
A1W2)" buying books 
Book Search Service We make house cal ls 
24 1 Congress St .• 773-4200 
PRESIDENTS' DAY SALE 
THURSDAY, FEB. 13 
THllU 
TUESDAY, FEB, 18 
Up to 60 0k Off 
SELECTED pata~ CLOTHING 
-.I11III1' 0IIII PrICe SIIII'Ik* 
Print Synchilla" Blanket . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . $ 75.00 52.50 31 .50 
Print Lightweight Synchilla" Snap-~ ... . . . ... . 105.00 73.50 35.00 
Baby Shapka Bunting .............. • . . .. . .. . 62.00 43.00 21.50 
Kid's Print Big Zip .......... . . .. . . ......... 68.00 47.00 · 29.00 
Men's Heavy Flannel Shirt ... . .... . ... . .. . : .. 70.00 49.00 29.00 
Women's One-Piece Suit .. . ... ... ...... . . . . 545.00 381.50 275.00 
Men's Guide Parka . . .... ... .... .. ..•.. . .. 300.00 210.00 149.00 
Flyer Vest . . .... ..... ..... .. .. .. ..... . . .. 98.00 69.00 45.00 
Special Make-Up Alpine Gloves ...... ....... . . 65.00 45.50' 19.00 
WE WILL NOT BE ACCEPTI NG FAX OR MAIL ORDERS DURING THE SALE OATES. 
Addi1lonal sale items will be announced !he first day of !he sale. Sales hm~~d to stocl< on hand. 
' Based OIl suggested retail n. "first' 
#9 Bow Street, Freeport 
(207) 865-0506 
Sale Hours: 
Thursday - Tuesday 10 - 8 
UN TtlE ~IJN DOWN PART OJ:' TOwN, 
oN THE OTHeR SIDE 9F THE DII:Sfl-f>ITS, 
TI-lE M(~DtE~/)""f FlfASAli ,"MANfrE'; bE-
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Comic belief 
Why did we devote the space we normally use for a cover story to comics 
this week? 
For starters, we looked around us and realized that there were a number 
of people right here in Portland who could contribute to such an issue and 
make it interesting. Some of them we've known for a while -like Stephen 
Kurth, whose illustrations and cartoons have appeare~ on the editorial page 
Meanwhile, on ever-deepening levels of the underground, comics have been 
used to subvert and attack conventional thinking. Alternative newsweeklies 
like this one have been perhaps the most important venue for up-and-




of this newspaper for years, and Patrick Corrigan, who has ! 
been a regular contributor to CBW since 1995. The other 
two artists featured are newcomers: Rebecca Blaesing, 
who has done a few illustrations for us in the past few 
weeks, and Jeff Heller, who recently moved here from 
Chicago and is appearing in our pages for the ftrst time. 
These young artists are working in a tradition that has 
Unlike any other art form, comics allow a creator to deftne an entire 
world, to present the reader with a total sensibility that wraps up images 
and words and ideas in one easy-to-eat package. The result can be 
powerfully disturbing, as in R. Crumb's sexually twisted work. It can be 
powerfully political, as in Tom Tomorrow's acidic commentary on 
contemporary government. Or it can be powerfully strange, like the 
existentialist ramblings of Ben Katchor's "Julius Knipl, Real Estate 
Photographer. " 
proven itse1fincredibly vital. True, the glory days of the "funnies" may have 
passed. No longer do the comics take up big chunks of the Sunday 
newspaper; no longer does the entire nation follow their story lines with 
collective anticipation, as it did in the days of Dick Tracy and the 
Katzenjammer Kids; no longer are artists allowed vast expanses of 
newsprint to display the complexities of their creations. 
But in moving out of the mainstream, comics have gained as much as, or 
more than, they have lost. Books like Art Spiegelman's "Maus," a story of 
the Holocaust told with mice as Jews and cats as Nazis, won the form 
respect among highbrow literary types for perhaps the first time. ! 
The best comics represent completely personal, idiosyncratic visions. (Or, 
as in the case of "Mark Trail," they seem like they couldn't have been drawn 
by any actual living human being.) There are no rules in the world of 
comics. Men can tum into spiders and women can be transftgured into 
goddesses, all over the course of a few panels. Taboos fall away; the lines 
between male and female, human and animal, become blurred. In this 
world, a man can have a closer relationship with his cactus than with his 
neighbor. We're glad we get a chance to visit. 
Casco Bay W«kly ... Iromes 
your lettm. Pleag It«p your 
thoughts to less thon 300 words 
(long.,. lett'" may b. tdiuri for 
space muons), and include your 
add"" and daytime phone 
numMr Letters, Casal Bay 
W .. kly, 561 ConK"" St., 
Portland, ME 04101 or,,;a 
e-mail"Mitot@cbw.maine.cvm. 
Words from a CBW alum 
It takes a while for CBW to make its way out here to . 
the other Portland, but better late than never. I want to 
compliment AI Diamon on his brilliant column on Tuffy 
Laffin ("Big Mouth Blues," 1.16.97). No other journalist 
in Maine has Ai's command of history, his encyclopedic 
knowledge of Maine politics and his unflinching candor. 
When these skills come together, it's a beautiful thing. In 
this case it meant daring to speak ill of the dead and a 
dead-on analysis of how bigotry is alive and well, just 
more encoded than during Tu/fy's heyday. (Then there's 
the fact that only Al would choose a song by the 
incomparable Gram Parsons for his headline). Keep up 






I'm writing in response toAI Diamon's article 
"Nobody's wedding" ("Politics and other mistakes," 
1.23.97). Al praises Gov. Angus King for agreeing to 
sign anti-gay legislation. This may seem like successful 
back-room political maneuvering to AI. I'm afraid that 
the message it sends is that gay relationships are not as 
good as heterosexual relationships . That our 
relationships are not worth fighting for, not worthy of 
legal recognition. 
I would encourage every gay man and woman to 
express our outrage at this insult to our relationships. 
Tell the governor that he must NOT sign the anti-sarne-
gender-marriage bill. His willingness to do so means that 
he is legalizing unequal treatment of Maine citizens. 
We must insist on respect for ourselves and our 
relationships. We have to respect ourselves enough not 
to let this pass without expressing our anger at not being 
. treated as equals. 
Jim Estes 
Portland 
Use your voice 
The members of the Portland Health Education and 
Action Project (P .H.E.A .P .), a group of concerned 
citizens founded ~nd staffed by Maine People's Alliance, 
wish to thank CBW and Laura Conaway for your 
excellent coverage of the proposed for-profit HMO 
partnership by Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Maine and 
Maine Medical Center ("No mercy," 10.10.96; "Don't 
cry for mercy, speak up," 1.9.97). Your early and 
SARAH GOODYEAR 
thorough examination of the effects of this plan on 
consumers and of the possible loss to us all of hundreds 
of millions in "charitable" assets that rightfully belong to 
the citizens of Maine has been a true public service. 
Thank you. 
The public hearings are over and the expert 
testimonies, including those on behalf of the Maine 
People's Alliance, have been completed. It is only a 
matter of weeks before Superintendent Brian K . 
Atchinson must hand down his decision. We urgently 
suggest that all your readers make their feelings on this 
issue known to Mr. Atchinson right away. You can 
phone (1-800-300-5000, don't push any buttons, just 
hold) and ask for him or his assistant, Marte Martin. 
You can send e-mail (brian.k.atchinson@state.me.us) . 
Include your snail mail address for a reply. Or you can 
write to : Mr. Brian K . Atchinson, Superintendent, 
Bureau of Insurance, 34 State House Station, Augusta, 
ME 04333. 
. The members of P.H.E.A.P. and the Maine People's 
Alliance hope to hold a major teach-in next month on 
this proposal, other HMOs and managed care in general. 
A number of bills on these issues have been submitted to 
the Legislature that need our vigorous support. For 
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I've taken a Metro bus a few times, and latel,! 
they always seem to be running late. It doesn t 
seem to be a weather probrem because it 
happens rain or shine. What's going on1 
As you might imagine, offiCials at Metro are somewhat in denial 
about their buses' tardiness problems. However, they were able 
to offer a couple of possible reasons, other than bad weather, 
that a Metro bus may occasionally run late. For one thing, buses 
that run through school areas might be held up in the afternoon, 
when hordes of kids and school buses tie up traffic. Slow-moving 
trains also can hold up buses at railroad crossings. This problem is 
especially acute on particular routes. Some drivers have reported 
being stopped by the same train at two different points in one 
trip. . 
Got a burning question about lif. in Gr.at., Portland? L.t caw's crack 
investigotiYt squad sort ~ out for yo<J. Thos. whoso qu.stions ate .. /«[«1 for 
publication wiH roc"" a compimtnla'Y SPAMIIY "'(rigerotor trKlgnet. aw Q. 
561 Congress Sl, Pottland, ME O.f 101, or by fax: 775-1615. 
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LETTERS 
Let me name the bridge 
As a resident of South Portland who commutes to 
Portland daily, I have observed intimately the 
construction of the new bridge and had many thoughts 
regarding its impact on the two communities it joins. I 
would like to offer my suggestion for the official name: 
"The Portland - South Portland Bridge," for the 
following reasons. 
The name: 
• honors both communities equally 
• locates the bridge unmistakably for out-of-towners 
and direction-givers . 
• will probably be adopted anyway in general usage \ 
• will bring the names of our two cities with it I 
around the world (by sea, by mouth, by tour guide ... ) 
• makes a bridge in words 
• is Zen, is consummately familiar 
• connotes a sense of connectedness between the two 
communities 
• has only one syllable more than "Million Dollar 
Bridge" 
• is easy to say and remember 
• sounds like waves breaking on a shore 
Sarah Whitney 
South Portland 
n you don't like n, leave it alone 
The debate over pornography is, at heart, a debate 
over the type of society we want to have. Whether I 
personally desire pornography is irrelevant; rather, I 
have an uncompromisable conviction that if America is 
to be the land of the free, as promised by our 
Constitution, we must be free to do almost anything we 
want unless it actually hurts someone else. God's law, 
referred to by Paul Farrar ("Letters," 1.30.97), may be 
a basis for making personal decisions but in a secular 
country, which ours is until the First Amendment of 
the Constitution is repealed, it cannot be the basis for 
restricting conduct by others. 
Po.rnography is not the cause of men becoming 
dissatisfied with their wives. Ronald Re~gan, Newt 
Gingrich and host of other conservative leaders 
divorced honorable wives without (we assume, based 
on their public stands) being led to it by pictures of 
naked ladies. In contrast, thousands of people enjoy 
both pornography and satisfying relationships. 
Pornography is fantasy, as is a dream of owning luxury 
goods, and people respond to fantasies in different 
ways. An inability to distinguish fantasy from reality or 
find value in the life one has is a symptom of 
instability. The same instability leads supposedly 
rational adults to go into debt for material objects they 
do not need, but there is not talk of protecting 
impulsive consumers by banning advertising. We have 
free will, and how we exercise it defines our lives. 
Violence lurks everywhere in our society - poll 
female secretaries about their male bosses or waitresses 
about customers. Some pornography is violent. Larry 
Flynt's image of a woman going through a meat i 
grinder, though legal, disturbs me - I have yet to hear 
a convincing argument of this as something a woman 
could want to have happen to her. I do not condone 
violence of any sort. Period. However, an image of that 
same woman engaged in apparently pleasurable 
intercourse is also violent only if in fact a woman 
would never choose to do such a thing and her rapture 
must be fabricated. 
The idea that women are not interested in sex is a 
false stereotype. It may be true that women are not 
interested in viewing or participating in public sex 
displays in the same number as men, but it does not 
follow that no woman is. If one confers on women the 
right to control their own bodies and make decisions 
for themselves, then one must concede a woman's right 
. -to an actIve unconventional sex life if that is her choice; 
to say "yes" as well as "no." 
I would like to see Mr. Farrar's evidence that the 
amateur explicit sex involving adults available in 
increasing quantities on video and the Internet is a 
product of crime of any sort, organized or otherwise; 
that Tonya Harding's honeymoon tape was made 
without her permission or captured her doing anything 
she did not want to do; that Madonna's "Sex" was not 
the reasoned calculation of an intelligent woman. 
Whether these are defined as erotica or pornography, 
they are not violence; and violence results from my 
viewing them only if! choose to act violently. 
There is no logical connection between the Fine Arts 
Theatre and the spread of AIDS. Only a few sexual 
activities will spread AIDS and it is unlikely that any of 
them take place with any frequency in a cinema. It is 
much more likely that a typical night at a busy b~r 
leads to more unsafe sex than a heavy night at the Fine 
Arts. 
Mr. Farrar argues with faulty logic and appealing 
but untrue factual statements. Though he states that 
pornography is violence, he has failed to explain why, 
leaving one with the impression that what he is really 
saying is that he does not like it and therefore no one 
else can have it . The question we must decide is 
whether an individual ' s preferences are enough to 
establish the limits of what the rest of us can and 
cannot do. Before you side with Mr. Farrar on this 
issue make sure that you are willing to have your own 
choices - the car you drive, whether you own a gun, 
your religious practices, etc. - subject to a similar veto 
by others. 
Seth Berner, Esq. 
Portland 
Correction 
In Rick MacPherson's contribution to last week's 
cover story, "Is it safe" (2.0.97), a key sentence of one 
paragraph was dropped . What follows is that 
paragraph in its entirety: 
"It doesn't help matters when the experts can't find 
agreement on what constitutes risky behavior. For 
example, The Fenway Community Health Center in 
Boston recently attempted a major educational effort 
that resulted in a flurry of controversy. In a series of 
stylishly produced erotic posters for distribution in 
public rest rooms, T stations, clubs, gyms and bars, 
hot men were depicted with other men above the 
caption 'Oral Sex Is Safe Sex.' The message was clear 
and, not surprisingly, eagerly received. But safe-sex 
educators were unsure if it was the right message to 
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Car, not Car: Don't call them Car any : longer. The Portland alt rock trio of .. 
Colin Decker, Ryan Dolan and Neil .. .. 
Collins will henceforth be known as .. 
Uncolnvllle, a decision they reached last .. .. 
FEELING INDIANA AT THE PMA ... "DANTE'S PEAK" BLOWS, AND HOW .. . 
ANNIE SEIKONIA ON TRASH, PART II .. . WHOLE LOTTA KISSIN' GOIN' ON ... .. 
• week. "We never really liked Car as a band 
.. name," Dolan told CBW this week. "It fit in 
• 
• • .. 
RICK MACPHERSON ON WHY VALENTINE'S DAY BITES ... WHATS UP WITH lAZLO BANE! 
• with that one-word indie band thing, but it • • .. didn't mean anything. Lincolnville has some .. .. 
• effervescence to it':"" our record was already • .. 
: named that, for starters. Lincolnville is about .. 
• small towns and loneliness and ennui. It's a .. • : nice American name, and what we're doing is .. .. • American rock." The name doesn't have any- • 
• .. thing in particular to do with Lincolnville, .. 
• 
• Maine, Dolan said, but • 
rather with the "44 .. 
lincolnvilles across the 
U.S." Fair enough. The 
.. 
• • .. 
band will tour as lincoln- • 
ville when it backs up (and : 
opens for) Buffalo Tom .. .. 
member Bill Janowitz, • 
• beginning Feb. 28 in Boston. (Among the .. 
• • Janowitz/lincolnville tour stops is an opening .. • 
• slot for Sheryl Crow in Chicago.) Portlanders .. .. 
: can get a sneak preview of the lincoln- • 
• ville/Janowitz collaboration Feb. 26 at Granny : 
: Killams at 9 p.m. Tix: $5 .. . lincolnville, along • 
• with Twisted Roots, have both been : • • approached by mega-label MCA with no- • 
• • strings-attached development money to pro- .. .. 
.. duce demos. Twisted Roots, which has had .. .. . 
: labels knock on its door in the past, was first • 
.. approached in November, and recorded .. · .. .. three songs that MCA apparently took a • 
• shine to; the label forwarded more money, : • • and the band is planning to do four more • .. 
• songs. "It's an explor.atory thing with MCA," .. .. 
• said band member Adam Powers. "They're • .. 
: paying us to go into the studio, and we like .. 
.. it," Twisted Roots plans to release "Red," a • .. 
: "I-song EP, by the end of the month that will .. 
• include three of the MCA-funded songs, as : 
: well as "Every Now And Then," the tune cur- • 
ILLUSTRATION/REBECCA BLAESING .. .. rently in rotation on WCYY. (The band is • 
: planning an EP release show March I at Stone .. Personally speak-Ing : ~O~~:::~~~_~:~::I::: ii~ :~: ~:;~:. : .. 
: "It may be with MCA. it may not be," he said. • Deconstruct.-ng the personals, or what 
.. "But I have a pretty good feeling that MCA : 
: will be involved in some way." : it really means to be "solt yet lei sty" · .. • • Millennial update: As caw went to press • • RIC K MAC P HER SON 
• .. this week, things didn't look good for a .. When fair Juliet told Romeo to "deny • 
.. proposed dance club to open in the former • thy father and refuse thy name: or if thou .. 
: Morganfield's space. Building owner Ed • wilt not be but sworn my love, and I'll no 
• Noyes described negotiations with • longer be a Capulet," was she actually .. 
: Millennium, Inc. as being "at a standstill," .. saying, "Financially secure but sheltered 
.. while Millennium partner Bruce Wild said he : heiress willing to give it all up for hand-.. 
• was searching for "alternative ways to put • some Renaissance Man who's good with 
• .. this deal together." Noyes: "I hate to make .. a sword"? To think what the personals • • predictions, but I don't have a good feeling • ads could have done for dear Juliet. 
• • right now. We're in a wait-and-see mode." .. • There's a lot of woo being pitched out • 
: • Press release of the week: A flyer for 
• WMPG's third annual record sale has the 
: event taking place in "USM's Portland 
• Camus Center" on Saturday, March 15. 
• • Make that Sartreday, March 15. We're hoping 
• to score an old vinyl copy of Billy Joers "The • • Stranger." We could go on forever here, but 
• what's the point when all is meaningless! caw • • 
.. there in the world of the personals. But • 
• how do you weave an alluring, literary 
: love trap in such a limited amount of 
• space? And what are people actually say-
• .. ing? We combed through a recent issue 
• of the CBW personals in an attempt to • .. decode the semantics of personalspeak, 
• and discovered there are as many differ-.. 
.. ent approaches to making contact as .. 
there are contactees. Nevertheless, a few 
patterns did emerge. To wit: 
Women IlF Men 
Women seeking men are the Tolstoys 
of personals writers. Perhaps these 
women have a lot to say because they've 
been around the block a few times and 
know exactly what they're looking for. 
Assuming ages stated in ads are true, the 
average age for women seeking men is 
approximately 40, ranging from 24 to 57. 
Some of these ladies aren't afraid to let 
it all hang out; descriptions like "busy 
Rubenesque woman," "quite full of 
body" and "soft yet feisty" let you know 
right away that you're dealing with a 
woman who has set herself free of 
oppression from the body nazis . But such 
assertiveness isn ' t limited to personal 
description. By the looks of the ads, 
women seeking men are equally assertive 
in what they want in a man. The word 
"romance" appears most often in this 
section, as well as a healthy sprinkling of 
terms like "spiritual, " "centered," 
"mature" and "educated . " In other 
words, Jethro Bodean, Mickey Rourke or 
cavemen need not apply. 
Men IlF Women 
By contrast, Ipen seeking women. opt 
for brevity in their ads, while their aver-
age age - 37 - comes close to that of 
their female counterparts. 
These guys appear to take one of two 
possible approaches to finding the 
women of their dreams. The first , which 
we 'll call the Peacock Approach, follows 
evolutionary principles that would make 
Darwin proud: The male peacock with 
the showiest, most spectacular plumage 
attracts the best mate . Thus, we see a 
plethora of peacocky, chest-thumping, 
testosterone-laden descriptions like "mul-
tifaceted hunk," "aquaman seeks mer-
maid," "rugged" and, the most popular 
description among men seeking women, 
"adventurous. " 
The second approach, far outnumber-
ing the Peacock Approach, is what we'll 
call the Michael Bolton Approach. Here 
we see the appearance of the SNAG 
(Sensitive New Age Guy) , men who 
throw cultural expectations of masculini-
ty to the wind with descriptions like 
"artist/ musician seeking soul-mate," 
"into Native American spirituality," 
"seeking to share the inner meadows of 
our hearts" and "romantic, attentive gar-
dener." Caution, ladies: While the 
SNAG may at first glance appear to be 
your dream man, beware. The guy who 
says, "I have a lot of love to give! " may 
actually be sayihg, "I'm an emotional 
black hole and will suck the life out of 
your very soul!" 
Women q> Women 
The gay comedian Scott Thompson, 
formerly of "Kids in the Hall," once said, 
"I wish I were a lesbian. They get so 
much done in a day." There may be 
some truth to this, because they sure 
aren't wasting a lot of time, or words, in 
composing personals ads . 
From " country music-loving ," 
"canoeing," "candle-lit dinner" types to 
" athletic, extreme sports, techno" riot 
grrrls, these daughters of Sappho are 
looking for a lot of the same characteris-
tics in a woman: "caring," "friend first ," 
"no mind garnes," "loving." Average age 
of seekers is 34, though this section has 
the greatest lack of stated ages; where 
stated, the ages are all over the map . 
Interestingly, quite a few ads seek 
women who "enjoy children" or "are not 
scared off by the idea of Jdds." And per-
haps it can be said that women will be 
women, because the majority of ads are 
after "voluptuous" or "curvaceous" gals . 
Hear that, Ellen DeGeneris? 
Men lIS' Men 
At an average age of 33, men seeking 
men ads seem to be written by guys who 
are ready to look for Mr. Right instead of 
Mr. Right Now. An abundance ofphras-
es such as "tired of club scene," "sick of 
short-term relationships" and "seeking 
alternative to the bar" indicate a certain 
weariness with the evening scene. A 
number of ads"also sport a sense of futili-
ty, like "Want to give up at times : Is 
there really someone for everyone?, " 
"still searching" or "so it's come to this." 
Perhaps in response to a culture that 
overemphasizes youth and beauty , it's 
not surprising that a lot of ads say things 
like "40, look 30," "a young 38," or play 
the gym card: "muscular, work out," 
"work out, in shape, JJ "I work out." 
Interestingly, though a lot of men claim 
to be tired of the come-and-go attitude in 
the queer scene, there's a certain gun-
shyness to the ads when it comes to the 
word "relationship. " It ' s absent from 
most ads, and when it does appear it's 
almost a lways pejorative, as in "fun 
. 
prevle"",, 
now, relationship maybe." 
Lost Souls/ Others 
"Lost Souls" is easy enough to figure 
out. Here you'll find the ships that 
passed in the night and are now seeking a 
second pass, or perhaps someone who's 
spied the man or woman of their dreams 
from afar and now hopes to make con-
tact. It's the stuff of movies like 
"Sleepless in Seattle." 
But what about the strange, forbid-
ding and potentially scary "Others"? 
What's up with these people? Aren't the 
possible permutations ofW~M, MwW, 
W~W and M~M enough? Apparently 
not. "Others" appears to be a catch-all 
- for threesomes, four somes, numerous-
somes, swingers , voyeurs, spankers and 
any other sexually liberated type who 
doesn't fit the conservative one-on-one 
mentality of the previous sections. 
But what exactly the difference is 
between a woman seeking one man ver-
sus two - thus warranting inclusion in a 
separate section - is beyond me . 
Similarly, a gay male couple seeking a 
third seems perfectly at home in "Men 
Seeking Men." But if these ads must be 
separated, couldn ' t we have a more 
appropriate title than "Others"? If any-
thing comes to mind , feel free to let us 
know. caw 
'-'T'"(;lnn'feri(j:-~MhlIlf.~~: s" n 0 1 '!lIlh 'lm weet staked 
his claim as one of his generation's 
foremost pop masters. :Girlfriend" _ 
.as with the bulk of Sweet's subsequent 
output - was a smart, well-crafted col-
lection of tunes in the pop rock tradition 
that more than held its own in the face 
of the grunge juggernaut. But while 
grunge went on enjoy to widespread 
mainstream acceptance, Sweet - at 
least to most of the mall-going, record-
buying p~blic - remains a largely 
unknown quantity. 
His latest album, "Blue Sky On Mars,' due out next month on Zoo, isn't likely to change that 
but for Sweetheads it hardly matters. "Blue Sky," like the best of Sweet's power pop, looks baCk: 
slyly, to create something new and fresh, and the result is a satisfying compendium of pop noise. 
The broad-shouldered rhythms of the opening ' Come To California " suggest Joe Walsh, "Back To 
You " conjures Warren Zevon and "Where You Get Love," with its dizzying keyboard arpeggiation, 
~aves a~ The ca:s. "Where You Get Love" has been tabbed as the first single, but for my money 
I U take Hollow, a slightly more brooding tune that features Sweet 's typically superb arranging 
skills and beautifully layered vocal harmonies. 
Or, for sheer fun, there 's ' Into Your Drug," a mix of nasty groove, distortion, spooky organ riffs 
and cowbell, wh ich verges on cheese but ends up sounding playful and inventive. Leave name 
recognition to the likes of Stone Temple Pilots; Sweet's the real deal, and he's still got it. 
Matthew Sweet perfonns Feb. 18 at Stone 
Coast Brewing, 14 York St., at 9 p,m. 
Fastbal.1 opens. Tix: $12, $15 day of show. 
Tix available at Stone Coast Bull Moose 
and Strawberries. 773-2337: 
• SCOTT SUTHERLAND 
Jason Ricci & t ~ 
ranscend~ntal Trio 
£iquid~~ . ..........•... ~ ....•............... 
SQUAGMYRE 
II Moon Boot Lover 
...•.....••••....••..•....•.....••.• 
ZYRAH'S ORANGE 
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THE ARMY CAN HELP YOU 
GET A $30,000 EDGE 
ON COLLEGE. 
The Army can help you get an edge on life and earn up to $30,000 for college 
through the Montgomery GI Bill plus the Army College Fund. 
Here's how it works. You contribute $100 a month for the first year from your 
$11,100 first year salary. The government then 
contributes its share, $13,376 from the Montgomery 
GI Bill plus $15,424 from the Army College Fund for 
a four-year enlistment 
Army opportunities get better every day. !fyou 
qualifr,you could train in one of over 200 
challenging and rewarding high-tech skills in fields 
like avionics and electronics, satellites and 
microwave communications, computer and radar 
operations - just to name a few . 
It makes sense to earn while you learn. For 
more infonnation about getting money for college, 
call your Army Recrui ter today. 
207 - 775 - 7180 
207 - 729 - 87 67 
207 - 283 - 9182 







121 Monlrose Ave 
Portland . MOine 
04103 
(207) 828-0540 
y •••• " ................ " •••••• " ...... " 
hA1'VIUHG Flu I:f SAT NITE 
• Garlicky Grilled Shrimp Kebob - served 
over p ti wla tomato basi l [llirt,ara 
• Peppen:om CfI!Sted Salmon - ~sh fi let wla 
tncolor peppercorn crust served wla white 
wine sha llot sauce 
• <¥JIed Tuna Steaks - served wi_ r~ red 
bell pepper picante sauce 
MARDI GRAS BIWNCH 
Play along & cpme dressed up 
• Tony'. Combffi Halh • Almond Crusred French T "'~ • 
• Bowl O'Goodn", • Italian Vil~ • Banana Walnut !'.ncak" • 
• Lisa'! Baked Beans • G~k Soul Focw:f • Farmer's Omelette . 
• ~'00r ~akfast • OJrOwn gravlox • Juanita's BurritCti • 




Tues, Wed, Thurs 11am • 9pm 
The Good Table Restaurant 
Opt'n Sun ~3 . cln~{'d Munda,,, 
luI'> ·F'; II .9, Sa! N-9 
R!. ii • Cape Eli:ahl'!h • i99.(;000 
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free Street Ta~erna 
loalllHr, loal .rt ~ local red, 
The Zeftrons 
Diesel Doug & 
the Long Haul Truckers 
Peep Show 
Near Frank Quality 
Open Mic Night 
Wild Oats 
Come try our 
two for one specials 
Monday· Thursday 
125 Free St., Portl ... d 
774-1114 
Roadside Attraction 
865 Forest Avenue Porttond, ME 04103 
tel 20?: 71.HIIII§J(Jxm.~~4~~ ......... . 
t.el.i.~.Mex Lunch: Everydayat.ll.: :ro 
Frida 2/14 
PAPA loVES MAMBO 
Latini Jazz/9pm,/$5 
Saturda 2/1 5 
Don Campbell 





Cliff Eberhardt + 
Jennifer Kimball 
of the story 
$10 9pm 
UPCOMING 
2/22 Kate Shrock 
2/28 John Hammond 
.......... ....... Tickets' availiijj·ie·iiit ·· ······ 
a CD Authority 
Prime cut 
Chad Rscher, vocalist, gUitarist and songwriter for the rock quartet LAZlO BANE, operates under 
the three-crayon theory: if you give someone three crayons and tell them to draw a picture, they' II cre-
ate something much prettier than if you gave them the whole bOle Similarly, the songs Rscher comes 
up with have a pleasingly poppy sound - in a minimalist sort of way - with a grungy edge and 
melodies that reel you in immediately. Catch Lazlo Bane playing cuts from "11 Transistor: 
Raool's 
Don Campbell and Lynn 
Deeves (folk), 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
SIsters 
Dance witll OJ Bob Look, 




Dan Merrill (folk); Jason 
Ricci (11 pm), 14 York St, 
Portland. 773-2337. 
Tipperary Pub 
. Sound Decision. Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd, 
So. Portland. 775-6161. 
The UnderglOOnd 
Dancing witll OJ Andy, 
3 Spring St. Portland. 
773-3315. 
Verrlllo's 
Chameleon, 155 Riverside 
St. Portland. 775-6536. 
Zootz 
Decades of Dance 
('70s, '80s and '90s dance 
music). 31 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 773-8187. 
sunday 1 G 
Comedy Connection 
j... Butch Bradley's Comedy Feb. 14 at Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland, at 9 pm. Tix: $4. 772-7891. 
thur,d.y 13 ZooIz The Pavilion 
/'
--- I ~ Showcase, 6 Custom 




Throwing Muses. The Uly's DJ Jim 40). The Basement 
_-1-E~~~~~r--1~a~nd~L~on~g~R~ive:rT~ra~in~· ____ til~~~~~~~~--r~ 
Raoul's \ The Big Easy 
Pappa Loves Mambo Rick Russell & The Cadillac 
The Rec-Room, 
29112 Forest Ave" 713-8187 
is open 7 ni!lhts from Bl1m-l am • 
NEV[R A COVER I 
The Big Easy 
The 3-D Homs (blues). 





6 Custom House Wharf. 
Portland. 774-5554. 
Frll StTeet Tavema 
The Zeftrons (rock), 
128 Free St. portland. 
774-1114. 
Geno'l 
Reggae,\\un-ia witll Reggae 
Roots. 13 Brown St, 
Portland. 772-7891. 
The Moon 
College Night (OJ Jayce spins 
top 40 dance), 427 Fore St. 
Portland. 772-1983. 
Old Port Tavern 
Skinny Mulligan (rock), 
11 Moulton St, Portland. 
774-0444. 
The Pavilion 
DJ Jim Oawg Lynch (top 40), 
1~ Middle St, Portland. 
773-6422. 
TIpperary Pub 
Greg Powers Karaoke. 
Sheraton Tara Hotel. 
Maine Mall Rd, So. Portland. 
775-6161. 
TIle UndergroUnd 
Retro Dance witll Bob Look, 




Uquld Daydream (rock). 
1 Exchange St. Portland. 
828-1111. 
The Big Easy 
Ed Vadas & The Fabulous 
Hea\Y"lt!ights (blues). 
4U> Fore St. portland. 
780-1207. 
ComedY Connection 
Mike McDonald and Julie 
Barr. 6 Custom House Whan, 
Portland. 774-5554. 
Free Slteet Taverna 
Diesel Doug & The Long Haul 
Truckers (rig rock). 128 Free 
St. Portland. 774-1114. 
Geno's 
Lazlo Bane (Indie rock), 
13 8rown St, Portland. 
772·7891. 
Granny KIlIamS 
Sabretooth Nudist and 
Heavens to Murgatroid. 
55 Marl<et 51. Portland. For 
info on Granny's, call Squire 
Morgans at 774-5246. 
The Moon 
Valentine's Bash {OJ Jaycet, 
427 Fore St. Portland. 
772·1983. 
Old Port Tavern 
Skinny Mulligan (rock), 
11 Moulton St, Portland. 
774-0444 . 
(calypso), 865 Forest Ave. . Horns (blues). 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 773-6886. I Portland. 780-1207. 
Sisters 
Hard to Please (pop/rock). 
45 Danforth St, Portland. 
774-1505. \ 
~=:=:JUlie 





Bim Skala Blm (funk/ ska) 
and Reverend Groove (funk), 
14 York St. Portland. 
773-2337. 
\ 
Free SIteet Taverna 
Peep Show (geek core). 
I 128 free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
T-Binls 
OJ Steve Nason ('70s 
dance) , 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland, 773-8040. -
Tipperary Pub 
Marc Brann. Sheraton Tara 
Hotel, Maine Mall Rd, 
So. Portland. 775-6161. 
The Underground 
Dancing witll DJ Andy, 
3 Spring St. Portland. 
773-3315. 
Verrlllo's 
Chameleon, 155 Riverside 
St, Portland. 775-6536. 
zootz 
Isaac Green & The Skalers 
witll tile H~Hats (ska -
6:30 pm/al~ages); Bounce! 
(DJ Larre Love spins until 




String Builder (country rock) 




hop/ jazz). 55 Marl<et St. 
Portland. For info on 
Granny's, call Squire 
Morgans at 774-5246. 
The Induslly 
Dance witll DJ Mixx, 
50 Wharf St, Portland. 
879-<)865. 
The Moon 
I Portland's 8est Dance Party I (OJ Jayce), 427 Fore St. 
\ 
Portland. 772J.983. 
Old Port Tavem 
Skinny Mulligan (rock), 
11 Moulton St. Portland. 
774-0444. 
The Pavilion 
OJ Jim Dawg Lynch (top 40), 




Arlo West, 396 Fore 51. 
Portland. 772·2739. 
The Moon 
'70s Retro Party (DJ Jayce). 
427 fore 51. Portland. 
772·1983. 
Old Port Tavem 
Laser Karaoke witll Stormin' 
Norman. 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
The Underground 
Dancing with Jammin' Joe 
(karaoke in front lounge), 
3 Spring St. Portland. 
773-3315. 
Wharfs End 
Open Mic with Ken 
Grimsley. 52 Wharf St. 
Portland. 773-0093. 
Zootz 
Sam Black Church (hard-
core - 5:30 pm/all·ages); 
All Request Night (dance 
until 3 am), 31 forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-8187. 
monday 17 
The Big Easy 
Laser Karaoke with Ray 
Dog, 416 Fore St. Portland. 
780-1207. 
Free Street Taverna 
Open Mlc. 128 Free St. 
Portland. 774-1114. 
Old Port Tavern 
Laser Karaoke witll Stormin ' 
Norman. 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Zootz 
Rec Room (open 8 pm-
1 am). 31 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 773-8187. 
tuudlY 18 -
The Big Easy 
Mike HaY"ard's All Star 
Revue (blues), 416 Fore St. 
Portland. 780-1207. 
Free Street Taverna 
Poetry with Doug Bither; 
Big Wond Gazz -10 pm), 
128 Free St. Portland. 
774-1114. 
Gritty McD\lll's 
Cattle Call . 396 Fore 51. 
Portland. 772-2739. 
Old Port Tavem 
The Glen Livet Band, 




Matthew Sweet (power 
pop), 14 York St, Portland. 
773-233]. 
Zootz 
Rec Room (open 8 pm. 
1 am). 31 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 77 3-8187. 
Wild Oats 
416 Fore St. 
780-1207. 
Free Street Tavema 
Johnny Welfare and the 
Doomsday Prophets, 
128 free St. Portland. 
774-1114. 
Geno's 
Ladies' night. 13 Brown St, 
Portland. 772-7891. 
Gritty McDuff's 
Watermen. 396 fore St, 
Portland. 772·2739. 
Old Port Tavem 
Concert Karaoke wilh Greg 
Powers, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Raoul's 
Improv Comedy Jam, 




Blitz Dinette (Si night), 
14 Vorl< St. Portland. 
773-2337. 
ZooIz 
Rec Room (open 8 pm-
1 am), 31 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-8187. 
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"Alabama Rain" Mad Horse Theatre Company pre-
sents Heather McCutchen's story of 5 sisters and 
their world of magic and magnolias. At Mad Horse 
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave, Portland. Feb 13-23. Thurs 
7:3.0 pm, Frt & Sat 8 pm, Sun 5 pm. Tlx: Sat night: 
$2.0 ($18 seniors/ students); other nights : $18 
($16 seniors/students). 797-3338. 
"The Beat Little Whorehouse In Texa." The 
Portland Lyric Theater pre~ents the comical musical 
about a small town scandal. At Portland LyriC 
Theater, 176 Sawyer St, So. Portland. Feb 21·March 
9. Fri & Sat 8 pm, Sun 2:3.0 pm. Tlx: $11-$13. 799-
1421 or 799-65.09. 
"Guys and Dolls" South Portland High School pre-
sents the musical "Guys and Dolls ." At Mahoney 
Middle School Auditorium, So. Portland. Feb 14-16. 
Fri & Sat 7:3.0 pm , Sun 2 pm. 1Ix: $6 ($4 stu-
dents/ seniors). 767-3266. 
"'Lettice and Lovage" Acorn Productions presents 
Peter Shaffer's British comedy about the unlikely 
friendship between two middle aged Englishwomen. 
At .oak Street Theatre, 92 .oak St, Portland. Feb 13-
23. Thurs-Sat 8 pm, Sun 5 pm. Tlx: $12 (Thurs is 2-
for-l). 775-51.03. 
'riday 14 
a.toh the '-- l/A Arts presents the aU.femaie Irish 
music ensemble. Atl.£y,;ston Middle School Auditailnl, 75 
Central Ave, I.£y,;ston, at 8 pm. roc $14 & $16 ($12 stu-
dents/seniors). 1-800639-2919. 
Schubertlade SChubert lieder with Eva Virsik, piano, 
Bonnie Scarpelli , soprano, Peter Allen, baritone. AI 
Starbird Performance Hall, 525 Forest Ave, at 7:30 
pm. Tix: $15. 775-2733. 
The USM Chorale and Chamber Singer. Mark 
Gibson, USM's 1997 artist In reSidence, directs a 
performance of Orff ' s "Carmina Burana " and 
Schubert·s "Mass in G.· At Corthell Concert Hall, 
USM Campus, Gorham, at 7 pm. Tix: $4 ($2 stu-
dents/seniors). 780-5555. 
Wednesday 19 
Voluntary Relatives .oak Street Theatre presents 
folk band Voluntary Relatives, In Its World of Music 
series. At Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St, Portland, 
at 8 pm. Tix: $5. 775-5103. 
Winter Concert The Portland Chamber MUSic 
Festival presents a concert featuring The Laurel 
Trio. At Ludcke Auditorium, Westbrook College, at 
7:30 pm. Free. 797-7261, ext 218. 
• 
prevle~ 
Westbrook UU Coffeehouse Feb 22. Featuring chil-
dren's entertainer Rick Adam and singer/ songwriter 
Glen Torrico. At Westbrook Universalist Church, 719 
Main St , Westbrook, at 6 pm. Cost: $3 ($2 
kids/$1a family max). 839-4159. 
The Wallflowers March 1. At UNE Campus Center, 




Ballroom Dancing for High School Students Feb 
16. A Ballroom Dance Party for high school students 
only. At Maine Ballroom Dance Studio, 614A 
Congress St, Portland, from 6-8 pm. Free lesson 
from 6-6:3.0 pm. Light refreshments/chem free. 
773-0.0.02. 
Round Square. Square Dance Club hold a class 
dance, Feb 15, at Wentworth School , Scarborough. 
Rounds at 7 pm, squares at 7:3.0 pm. 775-0154. 
Swing Dance Feb 15. At Centre of Movement, 19 
State St, Portland, from 8-11 pm. Cost: $5. 839-
3267. 
USM Dance Festival Feb 13 & 14 . The USM 
Department of Theatre presents faculty, guest 
artists and students in a variety of styles of dance 
directed by dance instructor Emily .ojala and USM 
student Wendy Getchell. Thurs and Frl at Russell 
Hall, USM Campus, Gorham, at 7:3.0 pm. Tix: $8 
($6 seniors/$4 students). 780-5483. 
"Nine" Portland Players presents Arthur Kopit ' s 
musical adaption of Fellini's film " 8 1/2.' At 
Portland Players, 42.0 Cottage Rd, So. Portland. Feb 
14-22. Fri & Sat 8 pm, Sun 2:3.0 pm. Tix: $13 ($10 
opening night). 799-7337. 
"Persephone" and "Initiation" Shoestring Theater 
performs "Persephone,' the story of the Greek god-
dess of fields and harvest, and Baraka perform 
"Initiation: sacred temple dances celebrating Initia-
tion and transformation. Feb 14 & 15 at Agape, 657 
Congress St, Portland, at 8 pm. Tix: $8-$15 (sliding 
scale). 775-01.05. 
Indiana on my mind 
Contact Improvisation/Open Movement Dance 
Groups meet Mon, Tues and Wed from 8-11 pm. 
Cost: $4. At Ram Island Dance, 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland. All ages and abilities welcome. 775-4981. 
Contemporary Dance with Esduardo Mariscal 
Thursdays from 7 :15-8:45 pm. At Casco Bay 
Movers Dance Studio, 151 St. John St, Portland. 
871-1.013. 
Contradance with Crooked Stovepipe Band every 
third Fri at 8 :3.0 pm at the Presumpscot Grange, 
1844 Forest Ave, Portland (across from Tortilla 
Rat). All dances taught. Singles always welcome. 
Cost: $5. 774-3392. 
Contradance with The Sea Slugs the first Sat of 
each month at 7:3.0 pm at Saco River Grange Hall, 
Salmon Falls Road, Bar Mills. Cost: $4 ($2 kids/ 
$1.0 family max). 929-6472. 
Contradance with Whirled Peas and John MCintyre 
the first Fri of every month at 8:3.0 pm at State 
Street Church, 159 State St, Portland. Cost: $5. (All 
dances taught). 774-1873. 
Dancing From the Inside Out is an ongoing class in 
expressive dance and creative movement. Come 
move in a safe supportive space. No experience 
necessary, open to all. Sat 9-11 am, Wed 4.6 pm. 
At Maine Ballroom, 614 A Congress St, Portland. 
Cost: $1.0. For more info, call Jesse Loesberg at 
773-2362. 
Dancers Wanted Esduardo Mariscal is looking for 
performers to participate in his ongoing community 
dance-theater project. Must be physically fit. 871-
9056. 
Family DIInce Chemfree and furHilled danci'll for the _ 
1imi~ and for siIllIes the 5th Sat of the monIh. Bri'lll<U 
flMlrite music on tape or CD to guarmtee a cmce that will 
please yoU. At. the Swedenborgjan Church, 302 Stevens 
Ave, Portland, from 6-1.0 pm. Cost $5 ($3 kIds/$la fa"nily). 
772~77. 
Maine Ballroom Dance Studio 614A Congress St. 
Portland, offers classes in swing, foxtrot, waltz and 
Latin dance, as well as a dance party every Saturday 
night, from 8 pm·midnight. 773-00.02. 
Mainiac Swing Dance Society presents a night of 
danCing the 1st Fri of every month. AI Presumpscot 
Grange, outer Forest Ave across from Tortilla Rats, 
from 9 pm-midnight. Swing dance lesson at 8 pm. 
Cost: $6.828-1795. 
~ DIInce Center 383 Warren Ave, Portland, is 
open every ~ for dancirg. Feb 15: "West Coast Swirg 
\\IorI<shop," with Teddy~, director of Dance Manhattal, 
from noor>6 pm. Feb 16: Valentine's Po~uck Party with 
countJy dancirg. from 6-9:30 pm. Cost $3. Ballroom 
band sounds Wed & Fri at 8 pm (lesson . 
Oldies nlightThurs at 7:30 pm. Countoy danci'll nth with ...-.. 
"Renee" Embassy Players presents Hank Beebe's 
musical story pf a Holocaust survivor who triumphs 
over the horror of her past to love again. At ACTS, 
341 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Feb 21·March 16. 
Fri & Sat 8 pm, Sun 2 pm. Tix: $1.0 (SB seniors/stu-
dents). 761-2465. 
Robert Indiana's bald, lettered, laga-esque paintings have prompted mare than a few 
critics to ask, 'Is this art?" While that questian 
may have its justificatian in the self-pramating 
third Tuesday o!.!,,%l. v.:~_ 
~~~~~~~-"~--
Meditative Bally Dance Want to leam to shimmy 
and shake? Then take belly dancing classes With 
Josie at 25A Forest Ave, Portland , Wed 6:45-8 pm 
(any level) or Tues 6:30-8 pm (intermediate level, by 
invitation only). Workshops also available. For more 
information, call 828-6571 and ask for Josie. 
"Tiny Alice" Vintage Repertory Company presents 
the story of a wealthy seductress, a greedy cardinal 
and a deal for $1.0.0 million. At .oak Street Theatre , 
92 .oak St. Portland. Feb 27·March 16. Thurs-Sat 8 
pm, Sun 5 pm. Tix: $12 (rhurs is 2-for-l). 775-
51.03. 
"Valley Song" Portland Stage Company presents 
Athol Fugard's story of 17-year-old Veronica and her 
grandfather, and the hopes and fears of post-
apartheid South Africa. At portland Stage Company, 
25A Forest Ave, Portland. Shows Feb 13-23. Tues-
Frt 7:3.0 pm, Sat 5 & 9 pm, Sun 2 & 7:3.0 pm. Tlx: 
$18-$29 (discounts for students and seniors). 774-
.0465. 
auditions/etc 
Auditions Dark Water Theatre Company seeks two 
men and two women to join the cast of 
"Durang/Durang" for a second run. Auditions are by 
appointment only during Feb and March. 8!?.2-3728. 
Perfonnlng Arts for Children The Warren Memorlal 
Library is taking registrations for the 1997 spring 
sessions of "Warren Kids. " The Sat sessions begin 
March 1 with two age groups: 10+ meets from 1:30-
3 pm, and ages 6-9 meets from 3 :3.0-5 pm. 
Sessions run through March 22. Cost: $15 (finan-
cial assistance available). 828-4654. 
Volunteers Needed .oak Street The~tre Company 
has volunteer opportunities in a vanety of a.re~s, 
from set construction and painting to poste.' distrib-
ution and front of house. Volunteers receive com-
plementary tickets . For more info , call MIchael 
Levine between 2·5 pm. 775-5103. 
thursday 13 
Frank Glazer and Duncan Cumming Feb 13. Frank 
Glazer and Duncan Cumming playa program of four-
hand music at one piano. At First Parish Church , 
425 Congress St, Portland at 12:15 pm . Free. 




its willingness ta break the rules. 
"Decade: a new shaw of Indiana's wark at 
the Partland Museum of Art, is a portfolio .of 10 
silkscreens that repraduces some .of his mast 
important paintings fram the 1960s, when he 
first appeared an the scene. These bold, primary-
calared prints exhibit many .of Indiana's majar 
influences, fram the wark .of Ellswarth Kelly and 
Straight outta Vinalhaven: Robert Indiana 
Marsden Hartley ta raad signs and cammercial 
advertising. Alsa apparent in the warks of "Decade" is Indiana's fondness far using repetitian and 
rearrangement ta commemarate and celebrate peaple and places. The warks are .often better 
understaad knawing where, haw and with wham Indiana was spending his time, but what remains 
clear is his fascinatian 'Nith all things American. 
"Robert Indiana: Decade" shows Feb, 15 
through April 13 at the Portland Museum 
of Art, 7 Congress Sq. 775-6148. 
upcoming 
Karen Baacham, John Boden and Carol Elowe Feb 
2.0 . The three musicians play "Trio for B-flat 
Clarinet, F. Horn and Piano· by George Rochberg. At 
First Parish Church, 425 Congress S:' ~ortland at . 
12:15 pm. Free. Sponsored by tne Portland 
Conservatory of Music. 625-4439. 
portland String Quartet Feb 21. The Portland 
Museum of Art and the Lark Society kick off their 
'Concerts in Context" series with the PSQ perform-
ing American music of the 18th century to comple-
ment the Museum's decorative arts collection . At 
PMA, 7 Congress Sq, portland , at 7 pm. Cost: $5. 
775-6148. 
• ZOE MILLER 
others 
Auditions Gross Motor Productions holds auditions 
for its upcoming performance/installation "Stralght-
acting" under the direction of Kwabena CHAN 
AnsaPiisqehSis and Joe Breggia. Performers should 
prepare a biological narrative (real or Imagined) of 
one paragraph to one page long and be ready to 
move. Some singing. For more info, call 541·9.0.03. 
Ballroom Dance Social T.he Gorham Dance Club 
hosts a ballroom party and social , Saturdays from 8-
11 pm at the Center of Movement, 19 State St, 
Gorham. Potluck supper at 7 pm. Cost: $5. 839-
3267. 
New Dance Studio 61 Pleasant St, Portland, offers 
modem dance classes for adults and children (ages 
4-17) Faculty includes Usa Hicks, Gwyneth Jones, 
Dani~1 McCusker and Paul Sarvis. For a free 
brochure, call 780-0554. . . 
Star of Sea Dance Kids learn the baSICS of tap, Jazz 
and ballet, Wednesdays from 3:30-4:15 pm (4-6 
years) and 6:15-7 pm at Riverton Community 
Center, 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. Cost: $15 per 
month . Sponsored by Portland Parks and 
Recreation . 874.8455 . 
1t 
Black HIstnry Month at USM Feb 15: A Day of G~I 
Drumming and Dance, for kids and adults, at USM s 
portland Campus Center, from 1·8 pm; Positive 
RepercusSionS Concert. At USM's Portland Campus Center, 
from 8-11 pm. Cost: $3 (kids under 16 free) . Feb .21; 
~ lectUre "Multicultural Diversity: The Next Frontier, 
by Yolanda Ki~g. At Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM 
Campus, portland, at 8 pm. Free. Feb 24: Lecture, 
"TusI<egee Airmen • by Jim Sheppard. At USM s Portland 
Campus Center, at' 7 pm. Feb 25: Screenirg of Julie Dash's 
"QaI.WrterS of the Dust" and discussion with Tzmna Prater, 
at USM's Portland Campus Center, 7 pm. Feb 27: cabildo: 
AfroCuban Da1Ce and Song, at USM's Portland Campus 
Center, at noon; Coffee House teaturi'llthe H)de F'Ia)<lrs 
(R&B/ Soui/GospeI) at USM's Portland CamPUS Center, at 
8 pm. R:Jr more info on events, call 780-5521. 
.JewIah Am fest Feb 1!>16. ~ Bet Ha'am pre-
sents its secord annual festival featuri'll folrfilms present-
ed over two weekends. Feb 15: "The Garden of the 
RnDContlnis" at The M<NieS, 1.0 ~ St, Portland, at 
7 pm. Feb 16: "Chicks in White Satin" and "Forbidden 
Marriages In the Holyland" at 1 pm. Unless otherwise 
noted films show at Congregation Bet Ha·am. 81 
~ St, So. Portland. Tix: $1.0 for festival pass; a la 
carte: $7 for Feb 16, $7.50 for "The ~ '! the Anz>-
Continis: $4 for "Chicks in Wh~e Satin / FortJldden 
MaTi<€BS in the HoIy1and." 8790028. 
CaNTINUED ON PAGE 26 
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ALL SWEATERS & ONE PIECE - ALL SNOWBOARD BOOTS 
Burton 
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ALL SNOWBOARD CLOnilNG 
Burton Columbia Nordica 
20% OFF 
ALL TUBBS SNOWSHOES 
-·GLOVES 
Grandoe Qore-T ex Glove!!! & Mitten5 Rt'g 
Grandoe Leather Glove5 Rt'g Salt' 19.99 
FOR SELECTION. PRICE, CONVENIENCE AND HASSLE FREE SERVICE COME TO 
JOE JONEB 
SKI and SPORTS 
JANTZEN YOUR SKI & SNOWBOARD SUPERSTORE 
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OUR TOWN 
BY THORNTON WILDER 
JANUARY 30_ LAST WEEKEND
! 
FEBRUARY 16 
Thurs/FriiSat at 8pm 
Sun at 3pm 
Tickets $10/$12 (ttl Thu," .nd Sun 2 fo, I 
14Sc 001 St., Brunswick 
For Information and Reservations 
call: 729-8584 












Original Pieces' Eclectic Finds 
Located across from the State Theater 
610 Congress SI. Portland ME 04101 
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LANG!JAGE STUDY-TRAVEL 
PROGRAMS IN LATIN AMERICA 
• For adults, Families, Students 
• 35 Programs/16 countries 
• Learn Spanish fast! 
• Rainforests, beaches, ruins 
• Rates start $350 - 2 weeks 
~ ii;1II!I--:;t;; 
AmeriSpan Unlimited 
THE BRIDGE BETWEEN CULTURES 




- Sculpting the Torso with 
Pandora Lacasse-
10 Weeks Feb. 19 - Apr. 23 Wed. 6-9 
- Terra Cotta Sculpting 
with Margaret Ryan-
8 weeks, Feb. 17 - Apr. 7, Mon. 6-9 
Workshop 
- Glazing with Mawolica 
March 1, 8, 15, & 22, 
Sat. 9-12 weekly class. 
~ --------- , -
\, "- -
thursday 13 Looking for an adventure? Check out "Up the Tambopata: Expel'" 
encing the Heart of Amazonian Peru:' a slide show and presentation by Eduardo Nycander 
of 
Peru's Tambopata Research Center. Whether you'd like to take the plunge and visit Peru
 with the Maine 
Audubon Society in September or just live vicariously, the photographs are sure to take y
ou on a journey. 
At Maine Audubon Society Gilsland Farm Environmental Center, U.S. Route I, Falmouth, 
from 7-8:30 p.m. 
Free. 781·2330. saturday ·15 If the latest trend toward country rock has you jonesing 
for a night of twangy guitar and earnest 
songwriting, then you 're in luck, because 
native Mainer Don Campbell is in town. 
Campbell's band of local musicians will bring 
you cuts from his latest album "Flowerchild 
with the Blues," as well as Campbell's own 
ode to the Million Dollar Bridge, "When 
You "Go." At Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., 
at 9 p.m. Lynn Deeves opens. Tix: $8. 
773·6886. sunday 16 There's no 
better way to end a weekend than by getting 
your frustrations out to the heavy sounds of 
Sam Black Church. And you'll even be 
home in time to finish your homework. At 
Zoott, 31 Forest Ave., at 5:30 p.m. Shed and 
Earth Crisis open . Tix: $8 . 773·8187. 
monday 17 You've watched the 
antics of the Nickelodeon network on TV -
the crazy, gooey obstacle courses of I, flowerchild: Don Campbell, Feb. 15
 
"Double Dare," the endless sliming on shows 
like "What Would You Do?" - and now you have your own chance to join in the mayh
em at "U Pick 
Nick." When Nickelodeon comes to town, audience participation isn't just suggested, it's required.
 At 
the Civic Center, Portland, at I & 4:30 p.m. Tix: $11. 775·3458. tuesday 18 If cabin fever's 
got you down, why not throw on a parka and take a winter ecology walk with Maine Audub
on 
Society? This all·ages exploratory walk will help you discover how nature adapts to the se
ason. At Gils land 
Farm Environmental Center, 118 U.S. Route I, Falmouth, from 8:30 am·3:30 pm. Each w
alk lasts an hour 
and a half. Cost: $3.50. Reservations required. 781·2330. wednesday 19 Lars Von Trier 
may not be a household name at the moment, but don't let a little obscurity prevent 
you from seeing 
"Breaking the Waves," winner of the Grand Jury Prize at the 1996 Cannes Film Festival. 
Von Trier's film tells the story of a devout young Scottish woman who finds 
passionate love with a Scandinavian oil· rig worker, but who must rethink her 
entire life when he is gravely injured. At The Movies, 10 Exchange St, at 
5 & 8 p.m. The film shows through Feb. 25. Tix: $4.25 ($3 on Wed.). 7.72-9600. 
thursday 20 Don't even think about scarfing lunch at your desk again! 
Get out of the office for a noonday concert by Karen Beacham, John Boden and Car
ol 
Elowe. The three musicians play "Trio for B-flat Clarinet, F. Horn and Piano" by Geo
rge 
Rochberg. At First Parish Church, 425 Congress St., at 12: 15 p.m. Free. Sponsored 
by the Portland 
Conservatory of Music. 625·4439. friday 21 Art, one could argue, can be appreciated in a whole 
new way when you get acquainted with its time period. The Portland Museum of Art and
 the Lark Society 
want to aid in that process with their "Concerts in Context" series. The series kicks off with 
the 
Portland String Quartet performing American music of the 18th century to c
omplement the 
museum's decorative arts collection. At PM A, 7 Congress Sq., at 7 p.m. Cost:
 $5 . 775·6148. 
saturday 22 Are you looking for a way to spend a night with the family that doesn't involve 
TV or video games? How about the Westbrook UU Coffeehouse with children 's 
entertainer Rick Adam and singer/songwriter Glen Torrico? At Westbrook Universalist 
Church, 
719 Main St., Westbrook, at 6 p.m. Cost: $3 ($2 kids/$I 0 family max). 839-4159. 
FEBRUARY 13, 1997 
"So I've bought the flowers and 
chocolates, I made dinner 
reservations ... now what? 
lAMES DURST 
)OUllll·\· ... 110111 11ll' Ill',111 
IN CONCERT 
Valentine's Day 
8:15pm Friday, Feb. 14th 
Snow Date· Feb. 15, 8:15pm 
25 
Uames is] a time machine, taking me back to the era in 
which we all believed with such a vengeance in peace and 
truth and beauty. 
Uniry ~ntl!r of Greater Ponland 
54 River Road, Windham UUS[ outside Westbrook) 
2.7 mi les north of SDWarren mill, un left 
$10.00 advanCe" donation, call to re~rvc1S 11.00 ar the: door 
Chi ld care prOVided and required SS/Child 
Call 893-1233 fo r info & rsrv 
T-HE--MAD HATTER'S 
997TEA PARTY 
Tattooin.g, Art Exhibits , 
od, Music & Much More! 
FEBRUARY 14-15-16 
At The Ramada Inn & Conference Center Admission Charge ...-------....::........., I 
Congress Street at 1-295 Portland Maine Mad Hatter Associates 
P.O. Box 716 
DON'T BE LATE FOR Old Orchard Beach 
















~i--'f -Ii , ~4-':v p.m.; ~ 
G '$ k. Q : UP 
,I,t pin fo dhmer 
~ld 0 lers l/iore or after 
\~ h ,ame 
~~ting g {people, good food 
"~ij goo 'nks for 20 years. 
S II Serving the 
'"----'l'=rtv.teamers in Portlllnd. 
The Pearl of the O!d Port 
• open 7 days • 
FuOmenu 
llam-Miilnight 
5 Portland Pier 
772-4828 




Our quality fudge is a 
unique and delicious gift: 
e Thank - yous 
• Congratulations 
• Customer Appreciation 
• Anything! 
CHECK OUT OUR DAILY 
LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
Two Soups Every Day 
and try a Beals Ice 
Cream Pie or Cake 
'i~tr i '~  .. OJd Fashioned 
~ Ice Cream, 
Yogurt & Deli 
366 FORE S1REET, OLD PORT 
828-1335 
(iN THE MARINER'S CHURCH BUILDING) 
JOIN OUR GREEN MOUNTAIN COFFEE CLUB 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22 
Open Poetry Reading Feb 17. Oak Street Theatre 
and the Cafe Review presents a night of poetry read-
ings hosted by Steve Luttrell. At OST, 92 Oak SI. 
Portland. Open sign·ups 7:30-8 pm, readings begin 
at 8 pm. 775-5103. 
"U Pick Nick· Feb 17. Nicke lodeon brings its 
games and fun to a live show. Audience participa-
tion required. At the Civic Center, Portland, at 1 & 
4:30 pm. Tix: $11. 775-3458. 
Tho Return of the Jazz Breakfast Sundays through 
March 23. The Portland Museum of Art invites you 
to bring your friends and the Sunday paper for a 
morning of jazz. At PMA, 7 Congress Sq, Portland. 
from 10:30 am-noon. Music is free with admission 
($6/ $5 seniors & students/ $1 youth). Breakfast 
available a la carte from the museum cafe. Feb 16: 
Scott Oakley and Jim Lyden. 775-6148. 
Tho Paddy Noonan irish Variety Show Feb 23. 
Featuring the Paddy Noonan Band, Red Hurley and 
comedian Noel Vs. Ginnity. At Portland High School. 
284 Cumberland Ave, Portland, at 2 pm. 747·2273. 
rt 
openings 
Coffee By Design 620 Congress St, Portland. 
Opening reception for "Where It's At: The Power of 
Love. ' an installation by Richard Lee, Feb 14 from 
noon·5 pm. Shows through March 1. Works by 
Portland artist and poet Woody Dana show through 
feb 9 . Hours: Mon-Fri 7 am-8 pm, Sat 8 am-8 pm. 
Sun 8 am-7 pm. 772·5533. 
Connections: Objects 8< Images, Inc. 56 Maine St. 
Brunswick. Opening reception for group show of 
gallery artiSts. Feb 13 from 5-7 pm. Hours: Tues-Sat 
10 am·5 pm. 725-1399. 
Robert Clements Gallery 81 West Commercial St, 
Portland. Opening reception for "The Kissing Show.' 
a collection of 100 photos by nationally known pho-
tographers, Feb 14 from 5-8 pm. The opening fea-
tures a kissing booth staffed by famous 
Portlanders, a valentine photo booth , roses and 
hors d 'oeuvres and beverages donated by local 
restaurants. Cost : $14. Proceeds benefit the 
Peabody House. 879-0042. 
now showing 
Agape Center 657 Congress St, Portland. "Divine 
Feminine in World Mythology,' paintings by Sandra 
Stanton. shows through March 1. Hours: Mon·Fri 
10-2 pm and byappt. 780-1500. 
Art Star 578 Congress St, Portland . Works by 
Catharine Draper show through Feb 27. Hours: 
Thurs & Fri 4-7 pm, Sat noon-4 pm. 774-2097. 
Barbara's Kitchen & Cafe 388 Cottage Rd, So. 
Port l and. Paintings and ink drawings by D. 
Cavanagh show through Feb 28. 767-6313. 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art Walker Art 
Building, Brunswick. The museum is open to the 
public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 10 am-5 pm, 
Man-Sun 2·5 pm. 725-3275. 
• "The Inferno" Monotypes by Michael Mazur for 
Robert Pinsky's verse transl~tion . Shows through 
March 16. 
• "Precedents and Postmort ..... • Shows through 
March 16. 
• "Splrttual Sleht and Insight: Visions In Prints" 
Shows through March 23. 
Center For Maine History presents a three·part 
exhibition on the history of Maine Native American 
carving anfd basket making, "Growth Rings: 200 
Vears of Baske try, Ca rving and Wabanaki 
Enterprise. " "Trees and Tradition : Brown Ash and 
Maine Native American Basketmaking" and "Spirits 
in the Wood: Penobscot and Passamaquoddy Root 
Clubs. ' 489 Congress St, Portland. 879-0427. 
Community Chiropractic of Maine 222 St. John St, 
Portland. "Alignment: works by Dave G. Hall. Dana 
Nelson, Lori Austill and Marilyn Blinkhorn, shows 
through March 31. Hours: by appointment. 774· 
2663. 
' Davldson 8< Daughters 148 High St, Portland . A 
group show featuring Joe Novak, Harold Garde, 
Dave G. Hall and Anne Weber, shows through Feb 
22. Hours: Thurs, Fri & Sat 11 am-6 pm. 780-0766. 
Foghom Gallery 4 Clinton St, Portland. Intemational 
folk art, Oaxaeary wood calVings, black pottery and 
crafts of indigenous peoples. By appointment. 781· 
2563. 
Foreslde Cafe 201 U.S. Route 1, Falmouth . 
Paintings by Kate Merrick. Ongoing. Hours: Sun· 
Thurs 7 am-3 pm, Fri-Sat 7 am-7 pm. 781-4931. 
Free Street Tav.me 12B Free St, Portland. Prints by 
Judith Clark show through March 2. Works by Aaron 
Saucier, Vanessa Wylie and Steven Manolopoulos 
show through March 2 . Hours: Mon 11 am-4 pm, 
Tues-Sat 11 am-10 pm. 774-1114. 
Gallery Music 21 Forest Ave, Portland. "Trees , 
Rocks, Water: paintings and works on paper by 
Lavendier. Hours: Mon·Sat 9:30 am·5 pm. 775· 
1304. CONTINUED ON PAGE 29 
Heart attack . . . r Feb-
As if there weren't enough reasons to dislike February. (Is It Feb-~O?-ary 0 
YOO-ary?) It's because of this silly month that a perfectly fine .song like Thu
ty Days 
Hath September" gets all screwed up at the end (with or Without leap yea
r). And 
what's up with Groundhog Day, anyway? For these reas~ns alone, February would 
merely suck. But thanks to Valentine's Day, February bites and leaves som
e nasty 
bruises. . I I d 
fl 
It's no secret - I'm no fan of Valentine's Day. On therr own, ove can y, ow
e;s, 
love letters and romantic dinners. I even love hearts (I m 
quite attached to the one I've got) . What I 
detest, however, is the utter silence, disre-
gard and cruelty of a holiday that treats 
queerS as though we were invisible. If 
you think I'm suffering from an 
attack of hyperbole, then I can 
only assume that you ' re hetero-
sexual or an unusually fortunate 
fag. 
Lessons of intolerance and 
oppression begin at an early age, 
which is why most queer youth 
greet Valentine's Day as yet 
another masquerade. It's a time to 
keep up appearances by sending 
Valentine's greetings to members of the 
opposite sex, while realizing that the true 
objects of affection go unrecogn~zed. ~ny 
counter claim that queer youth are free to publicly partake of the V ~lentme s tradition 
. is delusional. Dunng a time of ques-
queer are 
Every queer adult I know has horror stories to relate around Valentine's Day.
 And 
yet, almost every one of them can't wait to now participate in this abysmal tr
adition. 
Step into Drop Me A Line and take a gander at the plethora of queeri
entated 
Valentine 's Day cards - they're so cute I almost found myself buying a fe
w. I've 
heard all the arguments about transfonning past pain by reclaiming a valid 
holiday, 
blah, blah, blah. But none of this speaks at all to the reality that queer kids are s
till hav-
ing to deal wi th. 
I'm not a hard-core separatist. To the degree that I am, however, is reflected i
n my 
belief that the queer community doesn't need to embrace the cargo culture of
 the het-
erosexual establishment. I'm not prepared to accept that heterosexuals have e
aten the 
fruit of the tree of wisdom, thus making them inherently right on any number o
f issues. 
Just because we queers live in their world doesn't mean we have to play by the
ir rules. 
In fact, I'm quite convinced that so much of the heartache and tenuousness to 
a lot" 
of gay male relationships is the result of our trying to fit a heterosexist exp
ectation 
around our queer selves. We're in such a rush to establish commitments and r
elation-
ships that prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that we're no different from hete
rosexu-
als, that "we can love, too" or "we can have long-tenn relationships, too." Sinc
e when 
did breeders write the book on queer sexuality and relationships? Granted, it's w
hat we 
ended up observing by default as youth. But that makes it correct? Last time I 
looked, 
hetero divorce rates were nothing to brag about, and the crushing bulk of sexu
al abuse 
and domestic violence occurs within the heterosexual domain. And yet so ma
ny of us 
queers are ready to emulate. 
That's all well and good, I suppose, and if it works for you then goddess bless
 you. 
But I don't see the inherent rightness of the breeder approach . I revel in my dif
ferences 
from most hets. I don't believe marriage is a sound concept. I don't find monog
amy or 
sexual exclusivity to be the only way a meaningful relationship(s) can be cons
tructed. 
What's wrong with three partners? Four? Eleven? And while romance has it
s place, 
why should I be expected to pledge eternal devotion when all I want is some 
exercise 
in the sheets? To be quite honest, I'd rather pay cash for sex than be awakened 
by a dis-
traught phone call from a guy who expected me to marry him because I spe
nt a few 
hours figuring out how to make him come. 
So if you still feel compelled to celebrate this Hallmark holiday on February 1
4, at 
least have the courtesy to not assume the sexuality of the person you feel moti
vated to 
bestow a Valentine upon. Even this simple act can bring new meaning to the
 expres-
sion, "Have a heart." 
Rick MacPherson won 't be sending Valentines. His loved ones have been alerted in a
dvance. 
-
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YES! 
IS OUR FAVORITE WORD 
WE CAN FINANCE EVERYONE 
GET THE CAR OR TRUCK YOU WANT TODAY 
call Mr. Conley 781-4020 
FALMOUTH 
Say ~~!T ~ c.YDu/' 
the warmest way, give a 
Gift Certificate to your 
30 ~arket Street - 'Portland's t9ld 'Port - tf eI 774-7491 
It's a President's Day Sale 
and You Are There ... 
Even though he didn't sleep here, 
would George Washington have slept 
better on our dreamy soft linens? 
Would the Lincoln Bathroom 
be as famous as the Bedroom 
if Mary Todd had used our towels? 
Find out at tbe Off-White House 
sale with 10%-45% off all linens 
through Feb. 23 only. 
We're also electing to have a 
capitol winter clothing sale with 
15%-45% savings on organic cotton 
& polar fleece clothes. 






HARDWARE. HOUSEWARES, PERSONAL CARE 
111 COMMERCIAL ST •• PORTLAND 1780-1314 
-.. 
...... , 
28 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
Winter Clearance Sale 
20% to 70% off 
& 
New Spring Arrivals 
34 Exchange Street 
Portland 772-0219 
Chronic sinusitis, bronchitis or ear infections? 
IS ALLERGY THE CAUSE? . 
Appointments available to treat 
Food-Mold-Dust & Pollen Allergy 
David S. Hurst, MD 
Certified in Both Allergy 
and Ear, Nose Et Throat 
Surgery 
Rt. 133, Fannington 
77B-3535 
222 Auburn St., Portland 
87B-551O 
"Patients should be 
Symptom Free and Drug Fre~" 
"Food is an important part of a balanced diet" 
-Fran Lebowitz 
EAT GOOD FOOD AND THINK GOOD THOUGHTS. 
LIFE'S SIMPLE THINGS. 
484 Stevens Avenue, Portland • 772-3961 
Big World Productions and CRC of Bates College 
presents 
Ani DiFra·nco 
Sunday, March 16th 
Gray Cage, Bates College 
Lewiston, ME 
7:30pm (doors open at 7) 
Tickets $17 
Bull Moose Music-All Strawberres locations-Bates Student Aetivities-Bowdoin-Colhy 
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Granny Klilams 55 Market St, portland. Sculptures 
by Stephen Pullan IV. Ongoing. 
Hole In the Wall Studloworks 1544 Roosevelt Trail, 
Raymond. A group show of gallery artists, including 
Cynthia Morse, Lori Austill, Evelyn Winter, Dave Hall 
and Lou Mastro, shows through March 31. Hours: 
9:30 am-5:30 pm daily (closed Tues). 655-4952. 
ICA 0 MECA Institute of Contemporary Art, 522 
Congress St, Portland. " David Ireland: An 
Installation and Residency Project.' 775-5152. 
Icon 19 Mason St, Brunswick. New paintings'by 
Fredertck Lynch show through Feb 26. Hou(S: Mon-
Frt 1-5 pm, Sat 1-4 pm. 725-8157. 
The Spring Point Museum at Southern Maine 
Technical College, Fort Rd, So. portland. "Portland 
Harbor, 1865-1900: Making a Living in Stormy 
Times." Ongoing. Hours: Wed·Sun 10 am·4 pm. 
Admission: $2 (kids free). 799-6337. 
Thos, Mose. Cabinetmakers 415 Cumberland Ave, 
portland. Aerial landscape oils and watercolors by 
Eric Hopkins show through March 15. Hours: Mon· 
Sat 9 am-5 pm. 774-3791. 
Java Joe's 13 E,change St, Portland. Work by 
Matthew Hall shows through Feb 15. Hours: Mon-
Thurs 7:30 arn-ll pm, Frt 7:30 am-midnight, Sat 9 
am.midnight, Sun 9 am·l0 pm. 761-5637. 
The Jones Museum of Glass and Ceramics Douglas 
Hill, Sebago. Cost: $25. Reservations suggested. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm, Sun 1·5 pm. Cost: $5 
($3 students). 787-3370. 
June fitzpatrick Gallery 112 High St, Portland. A 
group show by gallery artists: William Manning, 
Vivien Russe, Noriko Sakanishi , Greg Parker, Jim 
Wilkinson and Richard Wilson, showS through 
March 1. Hours: Tues-Sat noon-5 pm. 772-1961. 
Kaleidoscope Gallery Route 25, Gorham. Fine art, 
pottery, SCUlpture, jewelry and crafts by local 
artists. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 arn-5 pm, Sat 10 am-4 
pm . 839-6926. 
Kutz 86 Middle St, portland. "Prints and Collage" 
by Alison Hildreth shows through Feb 22. Hours: 
Tues-Sat 10 am-6 pm. 773-9717. 
Maine Writers .. Publishers Alliance 12 Pleasant 
5t, Brunswick. The poetry Quilts e,hibition, shows 
through Feb 28. 729-6333. 
Margarita's Restaurant 242 St. John St, Portland. 
Original watercolors by Bonnie Brown. Ongoing. 
Hours: 4-11 pm daily. 874-6444. 
Front Gallery North Yarmouth Academy, 123 Main 
St, North Yarmouth .• A Selection of Works: 1991-
95,' workS by Richard Garrigus, shoWS through 
March 7. Hours: Mon-Frt B am-4 pm. 846-9051. 
Perfetto's Restaurant 28 E,change St, Portland. 
"Almost Edible," paintings by Kate Merrick, ongo-
ing. Hours: Mon'Sun 11 am·l1 pm. B26-0001. 
1006 Forest Ave, Portland. 
arn-7 pm, Sat 10 am-2 pm. 878-5040. 
__ Museum of Art 7 Congress SQ, Portland. 
Hours: Tues. Wed, Sat 10 am·5 pm, Thurs-Fri 10 
am.g pm, Sun noon·5pm. Admission: $6 adults, $5 
students/seniors, $1 youth 6-12 years. Museum 
admission is free 5-9 pm every Friday evening. 775-
6148 or 1-800-639-4067. 
• "From Monet to Matisse: Th'l Origin. 01 
Modemism" A complete overview of French art from 
early impressionism through Neo-Impressionism to 
Fauvism. Ongoing. . 
• "A Legacy lor Maine: Selections from the 
Elizabeth B, Noyce Collection," including works by 
F,U Hugh Lane, Albert Bierstadt, Childe Hassam, 
George Bellows, Rockwell Kent and Andrew Wyeth 
from the recently deceased philanthropist'S 
bequest to the museum. Ongoing. 
• New Acquisitions: 1996 Artists include Will 
Barnet, John Hultberg, Neil Welliver, Paul D'Amato, 
Jan Groover and Chansonetta Stanley Emmons. 
Shows through March 9. 
• "The Shores of a Dream: Yesuo Kunlyoshl'. Early 
Works In America" A collection of fanciful, often 
humorous works by Japanese-American artist 
Yasuo Kuniyoshl . The Ink drawings and oil paintings 
were completed by Kuniyoshi between 1921 and 
1925 while at the Hamilton Easter Field art colony 
In OgunQuIt, Maine. Shows through March 30. 
• The Hamilton Easter Field Art Foundation 
Collection Showing in conjunction with "The Shores 
of a Dream" exhibition. The collection includes 
works by Peggy Bacon, Stuart Davis, and Marsden 
Hartley. Shows through March 30. 
• Robert Indiana: Decade "Decade," created in 
1971, IS a portfoliO of ten silkscreens of Indiana's 
most important paintings from the 1960s. Shows 
Feb 15 through April 13. 
Portland Pottery 118 Washington Ave, Portland. 
Ong~lng show of unique and functional ceramics 
and Jewelry by Lisa Bonarrigo, teachers and stu-
dents. Hours: Mon-Fri 9-6 pm. 772-4334. 
Portland Public Llb.ary 5 Monument Square 
Portland. "Stone Workers of Maine,' an e,hibit of 
woodcut prints by E. Hudson Hamilton, shows Feb 
3·28. Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri 9 am-6 pm, Tues & 
Thurs 12-9 pm, Sat 9 am·5 pm. 871-1700. 
Renaissance Antiques 221 Commercial St 
Portland. Ongoing show of works by John Dehlinger: 
Wilder Oaks, Terry Wolf and other Maine artists. 
Hours: 10 am·7 pm daily. 879-0789. 
Salt ,Galle.y Salt Center for Documentary Field 
Studies, 17 Pine St, Portland. Student work from 
the 1996 fall term shows through Feb 22. Hours: 
Wed & Fri 2-6 pm, Sat 10 am-l pm. 761-0660. 
Sklillns Greenhouse Rte. 88, Falmouth Jurted show 
of work by local artists and photographers shows 
through Jan 31. 781·3860. 
USM Art Gallery 37 College Ave , Gorham. 
"Vestigial Offerings,' new work by Harrtet Pappas, 
shows through Feb 21. Hours: Tues·Sat 1-4 pm. 
780-5409. 
USM Osher Map Ubrary 314 Forest Ave, Portland. 
"The CartographiC Creation of New England" shows 
through April 27. HoUrs: Wed 1-4:30 pm and 6-8 
pm, Thurs & Sat from 9 arn-12:30 pm. 780-4850. 
Will's Restau.ant 78 Island Ave, Peak's Island. 
Paintings by Lenny Hutch. Ongoing. 766-3322. 
oth er 
"Activating Your CreatlYIty" Share your creative 
process and products (of whatever form!) in a safe 
and supportive environment. If you wish to share. 
plan on 5-10 minutes. Meets the first Wed of the 
month, at Agape, 657 Congress St, Portland, at 
7:30 pm. Suggested donation: $5. 780-1500. 
Art SoIree Mainely Frames & Gallery holds gather· 
ings of social and intellectual e,change for artistiC 
and literary people every Frtday at 534 Congress St, 
Portland, from 5-8 pm. 826-0031. 
Artists Apply portland Public Library, 5 Monument 
SQuare, portland, invites artists to submit work for 
one.month e,hibition in the Lewis gallery. 871-
175B. 
Artists Wanted For Maine Festival Artists, espe-
cially young artists, Interested in being a part of the 
Maine Festival, held July 31 & August 1-3 at 
Thomas Point Beach in Brunswick, contact Maine 
Arts at 772·9012 or 1-800-639-4212. 
"ATHENA: A Journal for positive Women" seeks 
submiSSions of poetry, photography, short stories 
and drawings on the topic of spirituality, by women 
with HIV/AIDS. Sponsored by the Maine Women's 
Fund. Send submissions to: ATHENA, The AIDS 
Project, P.O. Box 5305, portland ME 04101. 774-
6877. 
Boredom Buste. Art Week Feb 18-21. The Portland 
invites kids ages 6-8 and 9·12 to 
10 arn-12:30 pm and 1-3:30 pm. Cost: $15 ($10 
members). 775-8148. 
Call For Work Art Star, a new gallery at 578 
Congress St, top floor, Portland, seeks submis· 
slons of work for future shows. Contact Eugene 
Cole at 774-2097. 
Creative Resource Center 1103 Forest Ave, 
Portland. Offers free art activities for kids of all 
ages. "Heart People. Pictures," Thursdays in Feb, 
from 3:30-4 pm. limited space. 797-9543. 
Healing Through Arts A group integrating art heal· 
ing and spiritual development meets the last Sun of 
the month from 7-9 pm at Studio 311, 20·36 
Danforth St, Portland. 780-1681. 
Internships The Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St, 
Portland, seeks interns to coordinate exhibitions 
and for general gallery management General work 
description can be tailored to suit applicant's inter· 
ests. 775-6245. 
MECA Open House Tours Come visit Maine College 
of Art's studio space the first Tues of every month 
at noon. At MECA, 522 Congress Street. RSVP 775-
5098. 
"Niches In Photography" The Danforth Gallery pre-
sents its February photography forum for the aspir· 
ing professional and/or serious and/or curious 
photographer. Feb 13: Photography For Advertising; 
Feb 20: Photojournalism; Feb 27: Fine Art 
Photography. Thursdays at the Danforth Gallery 34 
Danforth St, Portland, at 7 pm. Cost: $5/$3 ~em­
bers (per program); $15/$10 members (entire 
forum). 775-8245. 
Open Slide Night The Union of Maine Visual Artists 
invites artists, craftspeople and anyone interested 
to attend an open slide night the second Friday of 
each month at 7:30 pm at Jay York Affordable 
Photo, 58 Wilmot St, Portland. Bring slides for dis-
cussion/feedback. 773-3434. 
Portland Ca,p!era Club holds weekly meeting, Mon 
at 7:30 pm at the American Legion Hall, 413 
Broadway, S. Portland. Monthly events include 
B&W, color print and color slide competition 854-
3763. . 
Portland .Chamber 01 Commerce Is looking for 
Maine artists to share their work. 772-2811 en 
223. ' . 
Pottery Classes for kids and adults offered at 
Sawyer Street Studios, S. Portland. Costs and 
times vary. 767-4394. 
, Randy Bean Fund Created in honor of long·time 
member of Maine Arts Sponsors Association 
(MASA) Randy Bean, to assist an artist in attending 
the annual MASA conference. Contributions may be 
sent to: The MASA Randy Bean Fund, P. O. Box 
2352, Augusta, ME 0433B. 626-3277. 
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W Balentine's Dalj Fridalj Feb. Iii 
, 
~; Dinner for Two $49.95 + tax & tip, Including: One--Half Bottle 
V Carafe of Wine, Seafood Provencal or 
~ Grilled Porte bella Mushroom Appetizer 
Wild Green, Roasted Peppers and Goat Cheese Salad 
B~ A. ~S Key Lime and Tequila Sorbet I Pan Roasted Long Island Duck Breast with Walnut 
and Brandy Plum Sauce or 
Lobster and Scallops in Alfredo Sauce 
with Sundried Tomatoes and Scallions on 
Sweet Red Pepper Angel Hair Pasta 
and Your Choice of our Homemade Desserts 
Beer Tasting with Brewers 
l\Iike Bral) & Rob Tea[h on monl1ag's 
Rllhe ~ighl in laples, HIe. 302 & 3S laples, Maine "Real beer, Real food, 
"0 S I ali ur on s ve 
because of you" 
Your Plasma Donation . 
Helps Make the Difference! 
Plasma is an essential fluid of life and is used to make 
medicines to treat people with life-threatening diseases, 
A national Plasmapheresis company is currendy seeking 
suitable, healthy people to participate in a quality plasma 
drive in our community, You can earn $130 a month and , 
couples up to $260 a month by donating life-saving plasma. 
$20 N.cw D.onors on your 1 st 
donatIOn WIth coupon. expires 2/28/97 
PORTLAND BIOLOGICALS 685 Congress St .• Portland· 772-5715 
l 1 
1 I 




320 fORE oTREET 
PORTLAND. MAINE 04101 
207.774 . 5882 
A Special 
Purchase ... 
of rugs from India. 
These are hand-knotted wool rugs 
with soft shadings of colors that a 
lot of people are looking for: rust, 
sage, cocoa, soft blue, maize, rose, 
nav-y, b un °r sco{cn,---l'trJo l .,1"0" , 
taupe and forest green. 
A Sampling of Sizes and Prices: 
4 X 6.1 $310 00 
6 X 9 690 00 
8 X 9.10 995 00 
8.10 X 11.4 1270 00 
9.1 X 12.1 140000 
2.7 X 8 265.00 
2.8 X 10.1 345 00 
Other sizes available. 
Quantities limited, so come soon 
for best selection. 
Oriental rugs at unbeatable prices 
Since , Y 1\ i. /1974 
HARD CIDER 
F ARMOriental Rugs 
45 M iddle Rd., Rt. 9 
F almouth, M aine 04105 
Inf~rmation: (207) 775-1600 
In M a ine: 1-800-660-RUGS 
N ationwid e: 1-800-346-6617 





Quality Is Part Of The Bargain 
ern 
Sale Ends February 23. 
Ellsworth Freeport Nashua North Conway 
Portland 
Concord 
Depot Strett 258 D.W H,~h,.ay Route 16 
542 ("ngre". Street 
55 Fon Edd\' Road I )() H,w, Street North Conway> ~H Portland, ME 
Concord. i\H EJ),,,orth. ~IE Frttport. ME Nashua. ~H (207) 772.5100 
(603) 225·6575 (207) 667.7753 (207) 865.4057 (603) 888':>;!64 
(603) 356-2100 
The Earth is our ashtray!p part .. 
In the last edition of CSM, I detailed my qu.st to find the recycling bins closest to 
my house. But what does the bigger picture look like? What are some of the I ...... 
underlying Portland's solid waste management and the search for cost·effective recy-
cling? 
City Hall wasn't much help with my questions, since the person knowledgeable 
about recycling issues had recently left, nor was the person I called at the Public 
Works Department, who was quick to refer me to R.glonal Wa.t. Systems, which 
has handled Portland's solid waste since 1978. 
Eric Root, the director of materials recycling at RWS, supplied me-with a number 
of reports, and the data was telling. In 1978, RWS' waste coIlection, which came from 
four cities (including Portland), was 48,000 tons. Last year, for an area encompassing 
20 communities, that amount had swollen to 180,000 ton •. Said Root, "Despite all 
the rh.torlc from the local and federal government about waste reduction, it 's not 
happening. " 
~d whatever happened to curbside recycling? A RWS report on the 1990 curb-
side collection program implemented for nine months in 1990, which included sample 
neighborhoods of 800 homes in Falmouth, Portland , Scarborough and South 
Fifty-six percent of the 
Portland, generated the foIlowing con-
clusions. The cost of collecting curbside 
recyclables from participating house-
holds amounted to about $157.33 per 
ton; a simultaneous drop-off program 
resulted in a cost of around $12.50 per 
ton. Each public dollar spent on curb-
side collection yielded just under 13 
pounds of recyclables, while each dollar 
spent on drop-off sites yielded 160 
respondents in a recent 
study said they would 
recycle if their c;.ity 
implemented a pay-pe .... 
bag system of trash 
pick-up_ 
pounds . According to Root , when 
solicited homeown.rs in the program were offered recycling on a private basis at a 
reasonable fee , fewer than 10 percent were interested. 
A table of RWS year-to-date recycling totals in December 1996 revealed that 
11 ,538 tons of solid waste were collected in Portland, but that only 821 tons had been 
dropped off at recycling bins, a 7 percent recycling rate. IncidentaIly, it cost about 
$85 per ton in 1996 to transport garbage to RWS for incineration, which works out to 
almost $1 million dollars per year just for Poitland. 
A February 1996 study of recycling practices in the Greater Portland area (includ-
ing Scarborough, South Portland and Westbrook), conducted by Marci S. Whittaker· 
Manson at USM's Muskl. Instltut., is also revealing. Among other things, the 
study concluded that f.mal •• were 50 percent more likely to be responsible for 
household trash decisions than males, and that women were more likely to recycle. 
(Among 18-29 year-olds, though, males made up two-thirds of the recycling group.) 
As might be expected, people with higher educations and higher incomes were far 
more likely to recycle, with educational level being a much greater influence than 
income . The top three reasons given for not recycling included the extra time 
involved, inconvenience and lazln .... Surprisingly, the study found that there was 
not a significant difference in the level of environmental awar.ness between recy-
clers and non-recyclers. 
According to the study, 80 percent of respondents were aware that their city had a 
recycling program, but 77 perc.nt had never regularly recycled their household 
waste . At the same time, though, 56 percent of the respondents in Whittaker-
Manson's study claimed they would recycle if their city implemented a pay .... r-bag 
.y.t.m, a method which has been successful in many American cities. Under this 
plan, residents are charged for trash pick-up according to their usag., thus providing 
an obvious financial incentive to recycle. 
Here's some recycling ideas you can try . Buy used items, dOllat. your cast·uifs and 
avoid Impulse shopping. If you can't recycle your magazines and books, donate 
them to your local library, laundromat, etc. Reuse envelopes, set up a mini-recycling 
station under your kitchen sink and combine recycling with grocery shopping to make 
it part of your routine. Pressure the City of Portland to consider a pay-per-bag garbage 
collection system, which would cost taxpay.rs less in the long run. Educat. your-
self, your employers and your friends; as the global web tightens, one person's garbage 
multiplied by billions is a terrifYing thought. But it can also be an .mpow.rlng one. 
Annie Seikonia urges readers to recycle their issues of CBW 
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Colby College 
INSTITUTE~ 
LEAD E R S HTP 
Wednesday, March 26, 1997 
Join us this March fo r a productive day of plenary sessions and 
workshops fo r Maine business leaders on 
STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS 
Speakers include: 
Dr. Roger Blackwell , From [he Edge of [he World 
Dr. Jerry H arvey, "Leadership and Those A naclitic Depression Blues" 
See our websi te at http://www.colby.edu/spec.prog/conf.work.htm l 
for more details or contact us at the address be low. 
Cost: $l65 per person, $ l45 after the third registrant from [he same company. 
For informat ion : Special Programs, Colby College, 4730 Mayfl ower Hill, 
Watervi lle, Maine 0490l -8847; phone: 207-872-3386, email: kdjorgen@cnlby.edu 
Ethos Percussion Group 
SAT., MARCH 1 - 8:00 
Portland High School Theater - $18 
Whethe r pe rformi ng contemporary or 
trad itional percussion from South America, 
India, Africa, and the Pacific Rim. or works of 
Gershwin and Bach, Ethos shakes and rattles 
to the delight of audiences across the country. 
.~ 
PerformanceXtras 
PreCurtain Ta lk, Professional Development 
for Teachers, Master Class. 
Bing! Bang! Boom! 
Sat., March 1, 1:00 pm. 
A performance for children and thei r parents 
Call (or PerformanceXlras deta ils. 
Call PCA 772-8630 or (800) 639-2707 Fronner 
Are you searching for that 
special someone? 
Try the personals! 
To place your ad call 775-1234. 
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Rediscover the Romance ... 
THE BARKING SQUIRREL 
Deering Oaks Park • Portland • Dine in or take out • 774-5514 
RAOUL'S ROADSIDE ATTRACTION. Enjoy lunch or din-
ner in our funky, casual atmosphere, comfortable enough 
to bring a date or dine alone. Sandwiches, appetizers, 
vegetarian items and homemade desserts. Mon·Fri 
11:30am-lam. Sunday in our downstairs Pub 4pm-lam. 
MC & Visa accepted. Parldng. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 
77~886. 
ROSIE'S. Full bar. Free popcom. All major credit cards. 
Full menu. Rated -The Best Restaurant (Tavem' by 5 
newspapers. Daily specials 11:ooam 'til 1:00am. 330 
Fore St., Portland. 772·5656. 
RUBY'S CHOICE. The best choice for fresh ground beef 
burgers, qualilly toppings on homemade buns. Nowata 
new, more convenient location! 127 Commercial Street, 
Portland. 773-9099. 
RUSKI'S. Best breakfast in the cilly served all day. Six 
page menu available anytime. Portland's oldest continu-
ously running tavem • since 1880. All major cred~ cards. 
Open at 7:00am Mon·Sat, 9:00am on Sunday. 212 
Danforth St. , Portland. 774-7604. 
STONE COAST BREWING COMPANY. Featuring a full 
service nonsmoking restaurant with a menu that has 
something for everyone. From a quick burger, sandwich 
or one of our chef's selections -of fresh seafood or char· 
broiled sirloin, Serving lunch and Dinner 11:30am-l0pm 
Sun-Thur and until 12am Fri & Sat. For something special 
tl)' our spectacular Sunday Brunch Buttet w~h live Jazz 
from llam-2pm. Next to the Civic Center and the Old 
Port, w~h plenty of free parking. 14 York St., Gorham's 
Comer, Portland. 773-BEER. 
SEAFOOD 
DOCK FORE. Great food in a friendly, casual atmos· 
phere. Homemade soups, chowders, lobster stew, sand-
wiches, fresh dough piuas, stea~. and seafoodl Check 
us out for lunch, Happy Hour, or for a relaxing dinner. 
Sunday Brunch 11:30-2:00. All major credit cards accept· 
ed. 336 Fore St., Portland. 772-8619. 
DOWN·EAST VILLAGE RESTAURANT, The Down·East 
Restaurant is known far and wide for its excellent cui-
sine. We offer a range of beautifully prepared selections, 
including fresh seafood, which makes up a large part of 
our menu. YOU 'll find the atmosphere of the dining room 
reminiscent of Yarmouth's shiJH>uilding days gone by. 
Breakfast, lunch and dinner served daily. Tuesday 
evenings, Jan. through May, we celebrate w~h an ever 
changing authentic ethnic buffet menu. (Cocktails, beer 
and wine are served.1 31 U.S. Rt. 1, Yarmouth. 846-
5161. 
GILBERT'S CHOWDER HOUSE. Friendly Downeast style 
dining. Seafood straight from Maine waters; Award 
Winning Chowdert Beer, wine & liquor. Check out our all 
you can eat Friday Fish FI)'I All you can eat Shrimp FI)' on 
Mon & Wed all day. Sat 4-Close. All major cred~ cards. 
92 COmmercial St., Portland. 871·5636. 
-. · 1 . liitehen'i 
& Cafe 




Specials for the 
Week ofFeb. 15-21 
sOUPS: cup 2.25, &wI3.95 
T ornato Brandy wi Sundricd Tomatoes 
Cream of Asparagus 
Hevty Turkey Vegetable wi Brown Rice: 
Shrimp & ScaUop Bisque (2 .95, 4.50) 
SANDWICHES: 
Sundxi~d Tomato, Goat Ch~cse &: Spinach 
on Grilled 7-Groin wi Pesro Mayo 4.25 
Grilled Angu. lle<f Sreak Sandwich wi Bounin 
& T ornato on Grilled Italian 4.95 
Smoked Turkrywl Fresh Moua.reUa. ROaStrd Red 
Pepper 8< Dill Mayo on Grilled Rye 4.95 
SPECIAL BENEDICT: 
Po.ached Eggs on English Muffin wi Spinach, 
Tomaro Smoked Salmon & Dill Hollandaise: 5.95 
FEATURED SPECIAL OMELEITE: 
Prosciutto, Fresh Moz:z.uclla &: 
Ro .. red Red Pepper 4.95 . 
EGGS RANCHEROS: 
Served on Chipolre Pepper & Cilantto T oniUa wi 
Fresh Avocado. Vegetable Chile, Homemade Salsa 
& Sour Cream 4.50 
BREAKFAST SERVED AU DAY 
UNTIL CLOSINGAT2P.M. 
OPEN TUES·FRl7-2, SAT·SUN 8·2, CLOSED MON 
BARBARA'S KITCHEN AND CAFE. Chef Barbara 
Winthrop's neighborhood breakfast and lunch place in a 
setting more upscale than a diner. Breakfasts include 
two eggs, two pancakes, bacon, ham or sausage w~h 
coffee, $3.75; two eggs, homefries and toast, $2.25; or 
a large bowi of fresh fruit w~h non-fat yogurt and granola, 
$4.95. lunches range from a $3.95 Greek salad to a 
pasta entree with black pepper fettuccine with red pep-
pers, sun-dried tomatoes, artichoke hearts, grilled chick· 
en or proSCiutto in wMe wine and garlic sauce with bread 
and salad, for $6.95, and a daily variety of sandwiches, 
soups and pastas. Catering for all occasions. Cafe avai~ 
able for private parties. Open Tues . .fri. 7·2; Sat.-5un. 8-
2; Closed Mon. 388 Cottage Rd .. S. Portland. Cafe : 
767-6313; Fax: 79g.5037. 
BLACK TIE. 870 Broadway. South Portland. Discover 
South Portland's most interesting lunch spot! Featuring 
hearty soups and sandwiches, healthy salads, entrees 
and fantastic bakel)' items. Daily specials - always! Dine-
In or take-out. Open Monday·Friday 7:30-3:00. 799· 
7119. 
FRESH APPROACH. The West End is getting fresh. Fresh 
coffee, baked goods, soups, salads, sandwiches & 
desserts can be enjoyed in our in-store cafe. Open M.f 
7am-7pm Sunday 9am-5pm. 155 Brackett St., Portland 
(former Good Day Market location) 77 4-3297 
THE MUSEUM CAFE. At the Portland Museum of Art. 
Tasteful luncheon ~ems, desserts, and pastries served 
in a distinctive setting. Tues·Sat 11:30-3, Sun 12·3. 
Seven Congress Square. 775-6148. 
SWEET ANNIE'S TEA SHOP, Whether you are in the 
mood for a robust sandwich made on BodaciOUS bread, a 
cup of tea from your choice of a wide variety of teas, 
delectable baked goods, antique browsing or a great 
resp~e from the world you will find ~ at Sweet Annies. 
Tea sold by the cup or pound, as well as brewing aCces-
sories for the "perfect cup' at home. Open Tue.fri g.7, 
Sat & Sun 11·5. Closed mondays. 642 Congress St., 
Portland. 773-3353. 
LIGHT FARE 
SMILING HilL FARM ICE CREAM & SANDWICH 
SHOPPE. Enjoy a leisurely lunch on the farm. Over· 
stuffed sandwiches, fresh garden salads, and farrn-made 
chowders, chilis and soups in season. Daily 11·2. And, 
for dessert, choose from over 40 flavors of ice cream and 
non·fat frozen yogurts. Ice cream pies and cakes, 
frappes, floats, sundaes, cones, and a tempting sundae 
bar with over 20 mouth-watering toppings. Daily 11am-
7pm. Only minutes from the Maine Mall and Downtown 
Portland. 781 County Road (Route 1122), Westbrook. 
775-4818. 
DINER 
BECKY'S ON HOBSON'S WHARF. Breakfast, lunch and 
now serving dinner TuesdaySaturday evenings until 9pm. 
Hours: Tuesday·Friday 4am·9pm, Friday midnight· 
Saturday 9pm, Saturday midnight·Sunday lpm, Monday 
4am-2pm. Parking. X 390 Commercial St., Portland. 773-
7070. 
THE PORTHOLE RESTAURANT. Home of the $3.95 All 
You Can Eat Fish Fl)'. located in the heart of Portland's 
working Waterfront, the Porthole offers no frills dining 
and good, honest food. Prices are geared for the working 
ANTHONY'S 
Italian Kitchen 
Would you eat lunch in a place 
you only had to wait 20 seconds? 
Would you eat lunch 
in a place that was voted 
"1996 Best Cheap Eats"? 
Winter Specials 
Soup and 1/2 Sondwich 
Our Homemade Soup 
wilh 1/2 Ihe follOWing : 
Tuna • Chicken Salad • Ham & Swiss. 
Roasl Beef • Sausage, Peppers & Onions 
• BosIon Italian 
$3.99 
1 5 1 !\I\id dls 5 1. , Pon land 
l o ........ er Level . 
(207)774 -8 668 - Fox 7 7 4 -2395 
WRAPS 
FEDERAL SPICE. The original Four·Star wrap-concept 
restaurant serving the best in wraps filled with multi-eth-
nic and heart·healthy' ingredients from the Pacific Rim, 
Carribean, the Continent, and the Americas. All items 
under $61 Everything available to go. lim~ed radius dellv-
el)' 11:30am-2pm M-F. $2 Micro Pints after 5 pm! Open 
Mon·Sat 11am-9pm. 225 Federal St., Portland. 774-
8404. 
CHINESE 
ORIENTAL TABLE. Serving reasonably priced lunch spe-
cials & dinner with a variety of appetizer & entree selec· 
tions including seafood & vegetarian dishes. Entrees 
range from $4.25 · $10.75. Smoking & non·smoking. 
Featured in Maine Sunday Telegram's Taste & Tell sec· 
tion. Gift CertifICates Available. Hrs. Sun 12·9pm, Mon-
Thurs. 11:30-9pm, Fri & Sat 11:30-10pm. 106 Exchange 
St . .77!>3388. 
FRENCH 
AUBERGINE BISTRO - WINE BAR, Now Open! A true 
Parisian Bistro in the heart of Portland. Cuisinier David 
Grant prepares French bistro dishes such as RumpSteak 
with Red leek Bearnaise and Crispy Salmon with 
Spinach Sabayon in a casually elegant atmosphere. 
Discover new enjoyment with David's refreshing 
approach to food & wine. Truly Portland's answer for a 
new dining experience. 874-0680. 555 Congress St. 
LE BISTRO DU LAC. Frank & Jane Leconte inv~e you into 
• their historic Raymond home for horne cooking from the 
heart of France. Thursday nights Crepe Menu, Sunday 
nights Roast leg of lamb. Serving dinner Thursdays 
through Sundays, !>9pm. Reservations recommended. 
207-655-4100. Visa, MC, AMEX. Comer of Rles 302 & 
85, Raymond. 
ECLECTIC 
THE AUDUBON ROOM. Ocean views, elegant & intimate 
atmosphere, fine dining featuring New American Cuisine. 
House specialties include Maine Lobster Bisque, Grilled 
Seafoods, Vegetarian Pastas, Pan-seared Crabeakes & 
Rack of lamb. Sinful, handmade desserts may include 
Pomegranate Sorbet, Cappuccino Ice Cream or White 
Chocolate Macadamia Nut Tart. Open daily; breakfast, 
lunch, dinners from 6:00pm. Reservations recommend-
ed. Off premise catering. MC, VISA, AMEX, Discover. Inn 
by the Sea, Cape Elizabeth. 767-0888. 
THE BARKING SQUIRREL· CAFE IN THE PARK. Deering 
Oaks Park, Portland. Portland's answer to 'Tavern on the 
Green.' S~uated in an historic brick and stone building 
overlooking a pond and gardens. Enjoy breakfast, lunch, 
a candlelit dinner or Sunday brunch next to our huge, 
crackling fireplace. Affordable, homemade, multi-ethnic 
and American Cuisine starting at $1.50. Kid's menu. 
Ideal for holiday parties . Ice skate rentals. Closed Mon 
except holidays, Tue & Wed 7:30am·8pm, Thur·Sat 
7:30am-9pm, Sun 9am-7pm. Parking. 774-5514. 
10 Exchange Street Mall 
761-0751 
How About dinner 
and a movie? 
Burritos. Quesadilla 
Nachos. Rice & Beans 
Monday - Friday 11 am to 10pm 
Saturday Noon - 10pm 
Sunday Noon - 5pm 
BELLA BELLA. Now open for lunch Tues·Fri 11:30am-
2pm. Dinner Tues-Sun from 5pm. Now accepting dinner 
reservations. Specializing In foods from the countl)'sides 
of Spain, Italy, Greece & Morocco. This month's menu 
features fall vegetable ragout & a traditional Spanish 
paella. Vegetarian dishes available for lunch & dinner. 
Visa, MC & checks accepted. Validated parking. Next to 
PMA. 606 Congress St. 780-1260/ 828-1550. 
CAFE ALWAYS. 47 Middle St. , 774-9399. Casually ele-
gant atmosphere and daily changing menu of Modern 
American Cuisine with 'no food rules' such as center cut 
pork chops with pecan orange barbecue sauce and 
sweet potato salad. Also New York sirloin with Stinon . 
sun dried tomato butter. Open for dinner Wed . . Sun. 
starting at 5prn, and sunday brunch 10am-3pm. Gift cer· 
tificates and catering available. Voted "Most Romantic 
Restaurant" by Casco Bay Weekly. Free parking in the lot 
adjacent to the restaurant. CC, Lt, R. 
GOOD TABLE. Casual. Tasty weekend brunch. Full bar. 
Featuring seafood. barbecue & Greek. Cracklin' wood· 
stove, old jau music & a good looking staff. Honest food 
& honest prices. Open Sunday 8am-3pm, Tuesday·Friday 
llam·9pm, Saturday 8am·9pm, closed Mondays. 
MCjVisa. Parking. Rle 77 , Cape Elizabeth. 799-4663. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featuring 50 beers 
on tap. Extensive menu ... sandwiches, soups, salads, 
platters. lunch or dinner In the mysterious Woodfords 
area. MC, Visa, Amex accepted. Parking. 540 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 772-0300. 
HUGO'S BISTRO. Dinner Tuesday· Saturday from 5:15. 
Innovative menu changes evel)' four weeks, featuring 
fresh seafood and interesting vegetarian dishes. 
Provocative atmosphere. Parking. Reservations accept· 
ed. Major credit cards accepted. Major credit cards 
accepted. 88 Middle Street, Portland, 774-8538. 
HUMMINGBIRD FARM. Dine in casual elegance in a set· 
ting Martha Stewart can only dream about. Breakfast, 
lunch, and candlelight dinners in a charming country 
Victorian home. Wide variety of gourmet dishes changes 
daily (no printed menues). Then browse the gift shop, 
and pamper yourself at their contemporal)' hair salon. 
Breakfast and lunch, Wed. through Sun., 8-2; Tea and 
Temptations, 2·5; Dinner by reservation only, Fri. and 
Sat. , 5-8. located a few minutes off Ex~ 4, 230 Rle. 35, 
in the Village of Goodwins Mills, lyman. Dinner and 
Crafts, 499.()149; Salon, 49g.7655. 
KATAHDIN. Daily Blue Plate Specials $9.95 and unpre-
tentious fare like Buckwheat Pasta. Homemade, Good 
Cookin. Monday-Thursday !>10 p.m .. Friday & Saturday!> 
11 p.m .. Corner of Spring and High St. Portland. 
TABITHA JEANS. 94 Free St., 780-8986. Maine's most 
cosmopolrtan restaurant offering an eclectic menu with 
an emphasis on seafood and vegetarian dishes made 
with the freshest irigredients, friendly attentive service, 
an extensive wine list. 16 wines by the glass. Smoke 
free. Parking. 
ZEPHYR GRILL is a brand new eatery filled with art 
objects. large tables and lots of light. ail)' space. The 
cooks are founders of such notable jOints as Alan 's 
Incredible Edibles, Alberta 's and The Good Egg Cafe. 
Here, they're taking that joy of cooking to a new place. 
Check it out . Dinner 5·10 . Closed Mondays and 
Tuesdays. All major credit cards. Free parking at Joe's 
Smoke Shop. 653 Congress St., Portland. 828-4033. 
includes appet ize r. salad, entree and 
dessen . & house salad 
Appetizers: 
• Maine Oysrers on the Ha(f She ll 
• Salmon Dill Mousse with Rye Croutons 
• Housemade Chicken, Apple and 
Tarragon Sausage 
• Warm Goat Cheese with Eradites 
Entrees . 
• Halibut Filet with raspberr ies, 
champagne, and cream 
• Duck Bteast with Madeira Wine Sauce 
and lingonberries 
• Maine Rabbit wi th Porcini mushrooms, pearl 
on ions and creme fraiche 
• Spinach Gnoeei with tomato coulis, 
basH and pinenuts 
A ooriely uf delectable desserts 
Reservations Suggested 
Free Parking • Non.Smoking 
Dinner Served 5.III'm 
~ 58 Pine Street • 77 j·8223 
WOOD GRILL 
RACHEL'S WOOD GRILL. Come enjoy inventive cuisine 
delicately seasoned with wood smoke and cooked the 
way God intended, over flame. Whether you 're looking for 
a quick but memorable lunch or inspired dinner fare 
served in an elegantly unpretentious atmosphere. Stop 
on by, you won 't be disappointed. Serving lunch & dinner. 
Beer & Wine available. Accepting MC & Visa. 90 
Exchange St (Upper Exchange) 774-1192. 
GREEK 
FREE STREET TAVERNA. A local eatery staffed by very 
happy people. Greek family recipes mingle with old 
American favor~es. Choose nonsmoking dining upstairs 
' in a Greek inspired atmosphere or the taverna down-
stairs. live music and/ or events nightly. M.f Happy Hour 
$2 Orafts 4-7pm. Things are happening at the Tavema; 
where have you been? MCjVisa/ AMEX accepted. 125 
Free St., Portland. 774-1114. 
GOURMET TAKE·OUT 
PORTLAND WINE & CHEESE. Delicious homemade 
soups and sandwiches , wines , champagnes and 
cheeses. Large selection of gourmet foods. Gift and pic· 
nic baskets. Party platters, catering and deliveries. MC, 
Visa and Amex accepted. 168 Middle St., Portland. 772· 
4647. 
ITALIAN 
ANTHONY'S ITALIAN KITCHEN. Voted 1996 "Best 
lunch under $5- and " Best Dinner under $10 .' 
Beer and wine available. Open 7 nights 'til 9pm. 151 
Middle St., Portland. 774-8688. 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. Voted ' Best homemade pastas 
and sauces' in Portland 3 years running. Open for lunch, 
dinner. Italian wine and beers. Espresso. Cappuccino. 
Desserts. Bring the family! MC, Visa and Amex accepted. 
43 Exchange St. 60 Market St. Portland. 773-7146. 
G'VANNI'S ITALIAN BISTRO. An "Italian Bistro" in the 
heart of the Old Port. The focus is Italian, but you will find 
a wide variety of American entrees available. The wine 
list is accessible and well ordered. A perfect blend of 
casual dining and atmosphere awaits you at G'Vann!'s. 
Serving Lunch & Dinner. Credit cards accepted. 37 Wharf 
St., Portland. 77!>9061. 
PIZZERIA(DELI 
T. O. N. Y. BALONEY. IntrodUCing the best Brick Oven 
Piua in the Old Port. Featuring a New York style deli w~h 
great Hero sandwiches and Antipastos. Come in and 
enjoy the scenic Old Port while you dine or we will deliver 
to your house in the Portland and South Portland areas ( 
call to see if you are in our delivery area.) You can call 
your order in and have it ready for you when you arrive. 
Credit cards accepted. 40 Wharf St ., Portland. 828· 
1910. 
BAR·B-QUE 
NORM'S BAR BQ. -Portland 's Best New Restaurant" fea-
turing Norm 's Wicked Good Sauce, Smoked Ribs, Fried 
Chicken, Black Bean Soup, BBQ Sandwiches, Catfish 
and daily Tapas. Beer & Wine available . Lunch and 
Dinner Tues·Thur 12·10, Fri & Sat 12·11, Sun 3·9, 
Closed Mondays. No Credit Cards . 43 Middle St., 
Portland. 207·774-6711. 
MEXICAN 
GRANNY'S BURRITOS. 10 Exchange Street Mall . 761· 
0751. Preparing all of your Mexican favorites: Burritos, 
Quesadillas, Nachos & more. 
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Don't miss the great taste and value 
of our daily winter lunch specials! 
Winter Luncheon SpeCials 
149S·1's 
South Portland · Broadway, 799·3090 
Merrimack· Route 3. 429·0262 
Hampton · Route 1, 926·7646 
Dovor • Dover Point Road, 742·3205 
IGUANA BAY MEXICAN RESTAURANT. Exciting Tex· 
Mex/ Southwestem menu in a tropical Mexico setting. 
Great margaritas, specialty tequilas, and terrific appetiz· 
ers. Happy hour Mon-Sat from 4-6pm with free sampler 
buffet. Sunday brunch 11am-2pm. Open every day 11am-
11pm. MC, VISA, AMEX, Discover, Diners Club. 196 US 
Rle 1, Falmouth at the Portland AthletiC Club. 781·5308. 
MARGARITAS. SpecialiZing in delicious "hand..nade-
southern California style Mexican appetizers and din· 
ners, served in overly generous portions! Join us for 
Happy Hour evel)' weekday from 4-7 p.m., with FREE 
appetizers, $1.95 for a 22 oz. draft beer and other good 
stuff! 242 St. John St., Union Station Plaza. Portland. 
Open at 4 p.m. daily. 874-6444. 
MESA VERDE. We are what we eat so we serve only the 
finest, freshest natural foods. Flavorful, healthful 
Mexican dishes. Vegetarian specials . Drink to your 
health at our juice bar. Happy Hour Mon-Fri 3:()().6:oo. 
Fre.s!ljtotices, fruit shakes, smoothies , juice combina-
tionll'.come see what Portland's first and only juice bar is 
all about . Also serving fresh fruit margaritas, rUr)l 
smoothies and other frozen delights. Casual atmos· 
phere. Serving lunch & dinner. Take out available. 618 
Congress Street (across from the State Theatre) 774-
6089. 
TORTILLA FLAT. Seventeen years of serving fine Mexican 
cuisine. Just minutes from downtown Portland. A memo-
rable Mexican experience you .can afford anytime. 
Outdoor screened in deck. Parking. VISA, M/ C, Discover. 
1871 Forest Ave. Portland. 797·8729. 
SOUTHWESTERN 
ZUNI. Southwestern to Caribbean cuisine. Great food, 
outstanding value, ever changing menu. Fresh squeezed 
fruit drinks. Smoke-free environment. Open for Dinner 7 
nights. MC, VISA and AMEX. 21 Pleasant Street , 
Portland. 774-5260. 
ICE CREAM (DESSERTS 
Q'S ICE CREAM, Come get your licks in at Portland's 
own homemade super premium ice cream shop. All ice 
cream is made on the premises - with over 100 varieties 
of ice cream to choose from (available on a rotating 
basis I there is always a new taste sensation to try. 
Baked goods, other inspired desserts, Green Mountain 
Coffee, cappucc ino and espresso are also available. 
Come relax in a warm, friendly atmosphere. Open at 
7:30am Mon·Fri for breakfast. Open til 9:00pm Sun· 




SMiUNG BILL FARM 
ICE CREAM BARN 
Delicious Hot 
Chowders, Soups 




Take home the same 
great food with Farm 
Fresh Milk at the 
DairySFarm 
Market 
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We can help Bour Child reach new heighlS! 
It's a tough world out there and it's getting tougher all the 
time, but today's martial arts school leaches much more 
than self defense. The skills your child will learn 
We invite you to stop by and 
sit in on one of our classes. 
We're confident you'll find 
that Martial Arts training 
builds much more than 
martial arts skills. 
through our disciplined, caring martial arts program 
can have a positive effect on their entire lives and 
help keep them on the right 
track. 
Our school will help your 
child reach heights they 
never thought they could, by 
building self confidence, 
discipline, respect for others, 
and a focused goal that helps 
build character. 
Ask any parent whose child is in our 
martial arts program and they'll tell you the 
positive effects it's had on their child. 
EST A U RAN T 
MEDAL WINNER - PORTLAND 




~. :tIw... ~ •• 11:30-3 
DAILY LUNCH, 
DINNER 
& WI N E SPECIALS 
Now OPEN FOR 
SATURDAY 
LUNCH 
FOOD -**** 112 SERVICE _**** 
ATMOSPHERE -**** 
PORTLAND PRESS HERALD 
94 FREE STREET 
IN DOWNTOWN PORTLAN 
780-8966 
Visit us on the weI> 
http://dineportland.com 
all major credit cards accepted 
SPRING SPECiAl r- -, 
I Three lessons-S9. 95 I 
L (;ncludes FREE uniform) ----______ .J 
Fournier's 
Olympic Karate efT. 
550 Forest ave., Portland, ME. 
774-347B(FlST) 




Z. Clark's goes legit 
Bedroom Furniture 




Z. Clark's Furniture 
582 US Rte 1. Dunstan Corner 
Scarb'orough 88'3-2145 
CONTINUEO FROM PAGE 29 
Vlaual Artists and Computer Users interested in 
Joining a group to " inter-and-intra " the New 
Millenium can link up at the non-profit Maine artists 
space, Danforth GalleIY, 34 Danforth St, Portland. 
For more info, call Roland Salazar Rose at 775-
6245, 
Young at Art Judy Faust offers intriguing and unusu-
al classes for kids ages 4-13 at South Portland 
Recreation, 21 Nelson Rd, So. Portland. Cost: $6. 
For a free flyer, call Judy Faust at 761-9438. To reg. 
ister. call 767-7650. 
events 
An Afternoon with Todd Webb Feb 15. Portland 
Camera Club offers a special program with Todd 
Webb. a showing of the film "Honest Vision" and a 
discussion with Webb and the filmmakers. At The 
Amencan Legion Hall , 413 Broadway, So. Portland, 
at 2 pm. Free. 854-3763. 
DeYelopmental Screenings Child Development 
Services of Cumberland County offers screenings 
and free evaluations for kids ages birth-5 who 
reside In Cumberland County. If you have concerns 
about your child's development, please call 874-
80B2. 
Drop-In Discussion Group for married/gay/bisexu-
aI/questioning men, to talk about coming out, dat-
ing, relationships and safer sex. Free and open to 
all men who have sex with men. Wed 7-9 pm, 
through April 9. At The AIDS Project, 142 High St, 
6th floor. Portland_ 774-687T. 
"First Tracks: Stories From MaIne's SkIIng 
Heritage" Feb 13. A lecture and book signing by 
author Glenn Parkinson , who will also exhibit 
antique ski eqUipment from Maine 's past. At 
Falmouth Memorial LibraIY, 5 Lunt Rd, from 7-8 pm. 
Free. 781-2351. 
"Homesick For That Place: Ruth Moore Writes 
About Maine" Feb 13. Jennifer Craig Pixley, a poet, 
essayist and wnting teacher at UM at Orono, gives a 
lecture on novelist and poet Ruth Moore. At UNE's 
Westbrook College Campus, at 7 pm. 797-7261. 
Matloylch Society An educational organization of 
lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and friends meets the 
second and fourth Thurs of the month. Feb 13: 
"Erotic Justice? Erotic Justice!! " Marvin M. Ellison, a 
social ethicist and co-chair of the Religious Coalition 
Against Discrimination, shares insights from his 
recent book, " Erotic Justice: A Liberating Ethic of 
Sexuality. " At Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring St, 
Portland, from 7:30-9 pm. 761-4380. 
New Venture a: Entrepreneurship Training For 
Women A free 10-week comprehensive bUSiness 
training for potential women bUSiness owners. 
Offered by the Maine Centers for Women, Work and 
Community. April l-June 5, Tues and Thurs from 
9:30 am-3 pm. at the South Portland Center of 
MCWWC, 175 Main St, So. Portland. Application 
deadline is March 14. 1-8()().442-2092. 
Pa.t UYes, Dreams and Soul TraYel Feb 19. A panel 
and group diSCUSSion on how to discover your own 
answers to questions about your past, present and 
future through the ancient wisdom of Eckankar. At 
Greater Bookland and Cafe , Mall Plaza, So. 
Portland, from 7:30-9 pm. 781-4534. 
The Piping Ployer Feb 15. Maine Audubon Society 
hosts an enrichment session on efforts to secure a 
viable future for this endangered shorebird. At 
Maine Audubon SOCiety, Gilsland Farm SanctuaIY, 
Falmouth, from 1·3 pm. 781-2330. 
"Problema with your Rhododendrons" Feb 15. A 
roundtable and diagnostic Clinic sponsored by the 
Maine Chapter of the American 
RhOdodendron Society. At O'Donal's Nurseries, 
Route 22, Gorham. Free. 729-9755. 
Poetry reading, Feb. 17. Oak Street Theatre holds 
an open poetIY reading hosted by Steve Luttrell, fol-
lowed by a reading by Maine poet June Tucci. 92 
Oak St, Portland, at 8pm. Reading sign-ups begin at 
7:30pm. Free. 775-5103. 
"Toward a New Sense of Home" Feb 18. Agape 
hosts African shaman Dr. Malidoma Some in an 
evening of discussion. At First Parish Church, 425 
Congress St. Portland, at 7:30 pm. Cost $10. 780-
1500. 
"Up the Tambopata: Experiencing the Heart of 
Amazonian Peru" Feb 13. A slide show and presen-
tation by Eduardo Nycander. At Maine Audubon 
Society Gilsland Farm EnVironmental Center, 
Falmouth, from 7-8:30 pm. 781-2330. 
Yarmouth Historical Society "An Air of Progress: 
life in Yanmouth 1890-1930: an exhibition explor-
ing the changing lifestyles of Yanmouth residents at 
the turn-of·the..:entuIY. At the Museum of Yarmouth 
History, Merrill Memorial Library , Main St, 




The AIDS ProJect seeks volunteers for its 11th 
annual "Spring For Life- art auction, March 15, to 
work 3-5 hour shifts from 9 am-l0:30 pm. At the 
Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spnng St, Portland. Call 
Jill Tacy at 774-6877. 
Esduarcfo Mariscal is looking for volunteers to help 
with his next dance-theater production. For more 
info, call 871-9056. 
Radiate Warmth By Volunteering RSVP, the Retired 
and Senior Volunteer Program for people 55 and 
older, offers meaningful volunteer opportunities to 
warm your heart. For more info, call Priscilla at 775-
6503. 
"Ski to Cure Diabetes" March 7. Help raise money 
for diabetes research by gathering pledges and ski-
ing Sugarloaf/ USA. To register, call the American 
Diabetes Association at 1-800-87().8000. 
"Ski the Night for Sight" March 8. Support the 
Maine Center for the Blind and Visually Impaired by 
gathering pledges and skiing Shawnee Peak in 
Bridgton. To Join. collect at least $25 in pledges, 
plus a $10 registration fee. To register, call 774-
6273. 
Adult Hockey Portland Ice Arena offers hockey for 
adults Fri from 1:30-2:30 pm. Helmets and face-
masks required. At 225 Park Ave, Portland. Cost: 
$4. 774-8553. 
Appalachian Mountain Club Features a variety of 
tnps, workshops and facil ities. 799-5312. 
Casco Bay Bike Club offers many local weekday, 
evening and weekend rides. For everyone from 
beginners to the seasoned rider. Meets the third 
Tues of each month at the Dana Center at Maine 
Med. Trip hotline: 828-0918. 
Free Camp for the Blind Blind residents of Maine 
are encouraged to attend the National Camps for 
Blind Children program at Camp Lawroweld, Weld. 
Contact Camps for Blind Children , 743-<J818. 
H20utfltters Offering indoor pool instruction for 
paddlers of all skill levels and ages. Paddling 
series, open pOOl/rOiling clinics. Kayak polo. Cost 
vanes. 833-5257. 
Ice Skatlne Portland Ice Arena offers public skating 
Mon, Tues, Wed and Fri from 11:45 am-l:15 pm 
and Sun from 3-4:30 pm. At 225 Park Ave, Portland. 
Cost: $4 ($2 youth/seniors). Rental skates: $1. 
774-8553. 
Maine Accessible AdYentures is an adventure 
group for people with and without disabilities . 
Activities Include kayaking, canoeing, archeIY, rock 
climbing, downhill skiing and horseback riding. Most 
events require advance registration. Membership: 
$iS/year ($35/year family)_ 871-2993. 
Maine Audubon Society Glisland Farm 
Enylronmental Center 118 U.S. Route 1, Falmouth. 
New Afterschool Science Series, for third through 
fifth graders, Wednesdays from 3:30-5 pm. Cost 
$7 ($5 members). Preschool Discovery Time: 
'Buulng Bees," stones and activities for preschool-
aged kids, followed by a snack, Weds 10-11:30 am. 
Cost: $5 ($4 members) $3 each additional child ($2 
members)_ Volunteer rally 2nd Thurs of each month 
from noon-l pm. Reservations required. 781-2330. 
Maine Frontrunners is a gay and lesbian running 
club that sponsors a weekly run In Portland, Sat at 9 
am, at the beginning of the Back Cove Walkway. For 
more info, call 761-2059. 
MaIne IlutdoIW AdIIermn Club meetings are It'e first Wed 
of E!IIe!Y month at 7 pm at It'e Unitari<l'l Churth, 524 AI"" 
Ave, Port/ar(I. MOAC offers hikirg, canoeirg, backpackirg, 
mountain bikirg, v.t1itewater mftirg, campirg <I'ld ott-er trips 
for people of all skill levels. Upcomirg: Feb 15-16. snowcave 
weekend. For updated trip Info, call hotiine at 8280918. 
Moxie Outdoor AdYentures offers rafting trips in 
Maine. Discounts to Maine residents. Call for a free 
brochure, 1-800-86~943_ 
Nonm>aga 0utIIttars 58 Fore St, ~ 11, PortI<I'ld, offers 
a vanety of paddlirg: <I'ld sroN shoeirg opportunities for pe0-
ple of all skill levels. 7730910. . 
IlutdoIW ReCi .... tkl" SchoIInhIp The Maine Campground 
CM.rers Association offers a $500 scholarship to Maine res-
Idents v.t1o have already COO1p1eted one i<'''' of study in an 
outdoor recreation program. For an application, \Wite to: 
MECCA. 655 Main 51, lewiston, Me 04240, or call 782-
5874. 
The Portland Rugby Club seeks new and experi-
enced players and coaches. For more info on prac-
tice and games, call Mike DeSalie at B28-4296, 
Peter DelBlaco at 829-4607 or Randy Lott at 846-
4197_ 
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The ·play's still the thing 
Oak Street's "Lettice and Lovage" and PSC's "Valley Song": 
Apples and oranges, and both transporting 
• MARY STAMATEL 
The best plays are the ones that 
prompt audiences to leave the theater 
during a performance - not by head-
. ing for the exits, but by 
entering the world the 
play makes on-
stage_ So it is with 
Portland Stage's 
current offering , 
"Valley Song," the 
first post· apartheid 
work by South African 
playwright Athol Fugard. 





set in a small 
desert vill-
age in South 
Africa's Karoo 
region . So im-
portant is the 
story to Fugard, 
in fact , that 
there's a character 
called the Author 
(Geddeth Smith) 
who figures in the 
action - as if 
being the play-
wright didn't give 
Fugard control e-
nough. The presence 
of the Author seems 
designed to assure us, 
or perhaps even Fugard 
himself, that he is as 
spellbound as ever by the 
country of his birth. But 
even without this self-con-
new social and political realities, the 
Author reacts to the story of Veronica 
and Abraam while talking nostalgically 
about farming and hearing Veronica 
singing as she does her daily chores_ 
Abraam, for his part, wants 
Veronica around to pray for the 
rainfall that is crucial to farming 
in the Karoo. Both men would 
be happier if she stayed in the 
village; neither, it seems, is will-
ing to say goodbye to her. 
Director Kaia Calhoun 
upholds Fugard's original produc-
tion by casting Burke, a young 
African-American woman, oppo-
. site the tall, gray-
haired and white 
Smith. (Fugard 
cast himself in the 
Author/ Abraam 
role when he 
directed the play's 
premiere.) The Au-
thor/ Abraam roles 
demand that the actor 
change character 
often and quickly, 
and Smith does so 
without leaving the 
stage, by means of 
scious figure, the play ~oung and restless: Twinkle Burke In 
would still be capable of Valley Song" 
transporting us on the strengths of its 
writing and acting. 
an accent and a 
knit cap, both 
of which indicate 
the character is 
Abraam. There is 
a little confusion 
at first, partly due 
to the fact that the 
two male charac-
ters are so simi-
lar in spirit; both 
grew and found self-
respect under the 
old system, which 
The story centers around Veronica 
(Twinkle Burke), a talented 17-yeill-
old black girl who has been raised by 
her grandfather, Abraam (Geddeth 
Smith again), and now wants to leave 
her rural home to seek her fortune as a 
singer in Johannesburg. Abraam lost 
his only daughter to tragedy in the city 
years before, and now fears losing his 
sole remaining family _ He's a hard-
scrabble farmer who has made himself 
happy with the simple profundities of 
agrarian life, and thinks his grand-
daughter should do the same. 
The innovating twist is the charac-
ter of the Author, who leaves the city 
and buys the land Abraam farms. He 
wants' to preserve Abraam's old way of 
life, as well as join in it himself. 
Against the backdrop of South Africa's 
they both abhorred, and yet now miss. 
There's a new world out there, but 
Fugard's men seem content to leave it 
to the young. 
u ••• nd I_girt., 
Also enjoyable, though more of a 
mixed bag, is "Lettice and Lovage," the 
new play by Oak Street Theatre's in-
house company, Acorn Productions. 
Unlike "Valley Song," though, the 
seeds of inspiration in "Lettice" aren't 
buried in social upheaval and change. 
Instead, we get a straight-ahead burst of 
inspiration from theater itself: actor, 
audience and playwright drinking from 
the same spring. The play is highly rem-
iniscent of Moliere's "The Liar," and 
offers the same_ essence - theater as the 
lie that tells the truth. 
The play, written by Peter Shaffer 
and directed by Daniel Elihu Kramer, is 
the story of the spinster Lettice (Tina 
Young), a misfit tour guide working in 
Fustian House, one of England's least 
interesting historical houses . As the 
attention of her tour followers flags, 
Lettice peps up the history of the house 
with fantastic innovations based on the 
most skeletal of facts . Elizabeth 1's visit 
to the house is re-embroidered until it 
beco~es a legendary spectacle, complete 
with the dubbing of a knight, feasting and 
~ heroic rescue of the Queen. Lettice 's 
boss, Lotte (Bronwen Crothers), secretly 
joins a tour and then fires Lettice for 
unprofessional conduct, but not before 
she is drawn to Lettice's peculiar power 
to ignite the imaginations of her listeners_ 
The two start a friendship that undergoes 
several upsets - most notably when 













"VALLEY SONG" WILL BE PER-
FORMED THROUGH FEB. 23 AT 
PORTLAND STAGE COMPANY, 
25A FOREST AVE. CALL 774-
0465 FOR TIX AND TIMES. 
"LETTICE AND LOVAGE" WILL 
BE PERFORMED THROUGH FEB_ 
20 AT OAK STREET THEATRE, 
92 OAK ST. CALL 775-5103 
FOR TIX AND TIMES. 
Young 
brought 
the play to 
town so that she could play Lettice, and 
Portland theatergoers reap the benefits. 
Young seduces us with language the 
same way she does the other characters; 
every time she opens her mouth, we 
anticipate being lifted by laughter. The 
actor's timing, both physical and spoken, 
is a pleasure to submit to, and Young's 
Lettice is just transparent enough so that 
we can read her motives even as the most 
outrageous inventions come to her lips. 
It's a roof-razing performance. 
The other aspects of the production 
pale in comparison_ No one gets the 
material Young does, and no one comes 
close to commanding our attention the 
way she does, though Crothers is a sadly 
proper Lotte and Marc Brown has an 
amusing turn as Bardolph, the lawyer 
Lettice is assigned during the ax incident. 
The set, by Tom Fusco, is a rickety-look-
ing structure, and backstage is occasion-
ally glimpsed through it, which distracts 
the audience needlessly. But even such 
lackluster surroundings can't dampen the 
real attraction of "Lettice and Lovage," 
which is Young's relationship with the 
audience. If anything, the play's more 
mundane elements only heighten 
Young's performance, which is nothing 
short of magical. CBW 
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T-Shirts will be worn by Ad Club 
Public Service Volunteers on 
May I, 1997 as they donate 




Design Credits & 2 Tickets 
to 1997 Broderson Awards Show 
CONTEST REQlIIRI:'vlE \lTS 
Design: 12 x 10 inch, 2-color 
Copy: 
"1997 Heart of Advertising'," 
"The Advertising Club of 
Greater Portland" 
Deadline: 3/20/97 
For more inforl1Ultion askfor 
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106·3 
SPECL1L.1Y SHOP FOR WOMEN' 
115PAak ROW 
IIlUNSWICIt, MAIN! 
"AROUND nIl CORNER FROM 
1I0WOO/N COLLEGE. ACROSS 
FROM mE lUG GJEYCHUICor 
729-3_ 
SI'ORB HOURS ,..JG.500 
o 
188 Middle Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
207"773-6422 
1997 
e Patriots win the Super 
All Taxes are abolished. 
WPKM presents its 
:9th An 
10~.3 
POR1LAND'S CLASSICAL RAnIO 
GM.lIUa& &9o"s 
Onturq t;reCo. 
& AUTO SERVICE CENTERS 
185 Kennebec Street. 112 St. John Slreet 
Pine Tree Shopping Center 775·3777 Connects all Portland Locations 
Route 302 Across from Gordan's Marina, Nonh Windham, 892.7528 
-'- "netree IftIII ~ i ) ~~~~es & Ir ~1I.....-"._I11II."""~ electronics 
75 Darling Avenue, South Portland, ME 04106 
'" we'll keep you rolling! 
NEW ENGLAND HI-FI 
A New England Music Company Since 1%5 
424 Payne Road 200 U5 Rout<> 1 
5ca",orou~h, ME 04074 No. Hampton, NH 03862 
(207) 883-4173 (603) 964-8383 
.. 
THE CLAIRE MURRAY STORE 
Hmd Hooked Rugs 
Quills, Kits, Yarns and Gifts 
at IIw Cl,,.,.",, uf ,\Mi" .rut Elm Strm. 
W M.in 5-. P.O. eo. 476 
FNOpO<1. Maino 0403l 
(207) 116S-1612 
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Sea Kayaklng Slide Show Feb 18. Sea kayaking leg-
end and Mountain Travel Sobek manager Olaf 
Maiver shows new and excit ing places to go pad-
dling. Sponsored by So. Me. Sea Kayaking Network. 
At Norumbega Outfitters, 58 Fore St, Portland, at 7 
pm. 767-6139. 
So. Me. Sea Kayaklng Network People of all skill 
levels are Invited to Join the network for some pad-
dling. 767-6139. 
Ultimate Frisbee Co-ed Ultimate Frisbee is played 3 
days a week in Portland all summer - no experi-
ence necessary. 874-2190. 
Wolfe's Neck State Park 106 Wolfe Neck Rd, 
Freeport, holds nature programs Sat and Sun from 
2-3 p.m. 865-4465. 
f il 
events 
Children's Museum of Maine 142 Free St, Portland, 
offers exhibit s, clubs and activities for kids of all 
ages. "Anything Snows Week " Feb 17-21, dally 
activities for kids on vacation . Special events: Feb 
14: Meet two members of the Portland Pirates, from 
2-4 pm; Feb 15: Join the Magic Attic Doll Club !or an 
African adventure, from 1-3 pm. Weekly Fun: light 
and Camera Obscura," Wed and Fri at 11 am and 
11:30 am, Sat at 2 pm and 2:30 pm. "Ohl Zones: 
fun-filled 'make & take' projects, Wed-Sat 11 am-
noon and 2-3 pm, Sun 2-3 pm. Pre-registration and 
adtl iHonal fee s required for some programs . 
Admission: $4 (under 1 free). 828-1234 . 
Swimming Lessons Portland's Parks and 
Recreation Aquatic Divis ion is accepting registra-
tions for swimming lessons for infant/toddlers a.nd 
preschoolers at the Riverton Pool. Tuesday morning 
classes begin March 4. Sat moming classes begin 
March 1. 874-8456. 
Warren Memorial Library 479 Main SI, Westbrook, 
hosts programs for kids. Feb 19: "Rockin ' Reader, " 
kids receive a badge or bookmark when they read In 
the rocker for 15 minutes, from 1-7 pm. Regular pro-
grams: "Books and Babies," Tues at 9:30 am , 
"Read Aloud Time: Weds at 10:15 am and "Tales 





Free 1997 Seniors Health Care Calendar The 
Northeast Health Care Quality Foundation has free 
1997 wall calendars that serve as a resource guide 
providing information on Medicare issues like sUJr 
pie mental insurance. social security. patients' 
rights and where to obtain newsletters and pUbliCa- . 
tions geared toward seniors. 1-800.772-0151. 
Greater Portland YMCA Courses " Y' s Way to 
Weight Management," a 10-week course begins 
Feb 18 at 5:30 pm . Cost: $50 ($35 members) 
includes text. "Healthy Back Program: an 8-week 
course begins Feb 25 at noon or Feb 27 at 6 pm. 
Cost: $35 ($25 members) includes text. At 70 
Forest Ave, Port.land. Register by Feb 10. 874-1111. 
"I Cali Cope" An information and support group for 
persons with cancer and their families and friends. 
A new 8:week session begins Feb 25 and runs 
Tuesdays from 6:30-8:30. AI the Maine Center For 
Cancer Medicine, "180 Park Ave, Portland. 871-
2261. 
Sexual Assault Support Senlces 01 Mldco •• t 
Maine in 8runswick will be offering an evening sup-
port group for adult women SUlVivors of adults sexu-
al assault beginning Feb 18. A daytime support 
gro-up for women survivors of chHdhood sexual 
assault begins March 20. For more Info, call Joanne 
or Sue at 725-2181. 
t 
events 
AARP Meeting Feb 18. The American Association of 
Retired Persons holds its business meeting at 11 
am, luncheon at noon. At No. Deering 
Congregational Church, 1364 Congress St, 
Portland. Cost: $5.50. ReselVations required. 773-
3509. 
Baked Baa" Supper Feb 22. Sponsored by the Blue 
Point Congregational Church. At North Scarborough 
Grange Hall, Roure 22. North Scarborough, from 
4:30-6:30 pm. 883-6540 or 883-3773. 
Bluegrass Jam The Bluegrass Association of Maine 
holds its monthly jam session Feb 16 at the Roost, 
Chicopee Rd, Buxton, from 1-6 pm. Cost: $2 ($1 
members). 879-9292. 
Call for Nominations The Smaller Business 
Association of New England seeks nominations for 
the 11th annual New Englander Awards. To be con-
sidered. a company must show how its innovative 
qualities and performance have led to its success. 
Deadline for nominations: March 28. For Info and 
nomination applications, call SBANE at 617-890-
9070, X236. 
Call for Jazz Award. Nominees The New England 
Foundation for the Arts seeks nominations for its 
5th annual Achievement in Jau Awards, recognizing 
outstanding resident New England jazz artists. The 
program is open to vocalists, instrumentalists, com· 
posers and arrangers. For Info on submitting a nom· 
ination, call Stephanie Ancona at 617-951-0010. 
Call for Photos USM Child Care SelVices celebrates 
kids with its 2nd annual "The Faces of Maine 
Children" photo contest. Winning photos will be on 
exhibit at the Maine Mall, March 2-8. Entry deadline: 
Feb 20. Entry fee: $10. Proceeds benefit USM Child 
Care SelVices. 780-5663. 
Envlromarket Feb 16. A sale of natural products for 
environment, health and personal care . At Verrillo's 
Conference Center, 155 Riverside St, Portland, from 
10 am-4 pm. 934-9877. 
Nlke Girls' Open Basketball Tournament The YWCA. 
Portland hosts a double elimination tournament for 
girls ages 12·15. March 1 from 11 am-8 pm, March 
2 from 10 am-8 pm. The tournament is open to the 
first 8 teams to register. Sign-up deadline: Feb 22. 
Fee: $50 per team. For more info, call Jan Veinot at 
774-3539 .. 
Performers Wanted Maine Arts invites mUSicians 
and performers of all ages to participate in 
Congress Square Events 1997. Send demo tapes, 
video tapes, letters or photos to: CS Events, Maine 
Arts, 582 Congress St, Portland, Me 04101. 772-
9012. 
Pet Walk T-Shirt Contest The Center For Grieving 
Children holds its annual I-shirt design contest for 
the Pet Walk & Children's Fair. Kids are invited to go 
to the Children's Museum of Maine, 142 Free St, 
Portland , to draw or submit entries . Feb 22 from 
10:30 am-2 pm and Feb 23 from 12:30-3 pm. The 
winning design will be decided March 5. The walk 
will be help March 17. 799-1112. 
Russian Exchange Portlanders interested in becom-
ing part of the ninth annual visit to Portland's sister 
city in June, should contact Edna Ellis at 767·2260. 
Sierra Club Meeting Feb 13. with guest speaker 
Jeff Reardon from Trout Unlimited. At Friends 
Meeting House, 1837 Forest Ave, Portland. 761-
5616. 
Southworth Planetarium Feb 14: "Through the Eyes 
of Hubble" astronomy show at 7 pm, "Think Pinkl" 
Pink Floyd laser show at 8 :30 pm. Feb 15: "Follow 
the Drinking Gourd" kids' astronomy show at 3 pm, 
"Tour of the Solar System" astronomy show at 7 
pm, "Think Pink'" Pink Floyd laser show at 8:30 pm. 
Feb 16: "Follow the Drinking Gourd" kids' astrono-
my show at 3 pm. Vacation week matinees: "Follow 
the Orinking Gourd" kids' astronomy show Feb 17-
19 al 10:30 am and. Feb 20-21 at 1 pm; "Sgt . 
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band " Beatles laser 
show Feb 17-19 at 1 pm and Feb 20-21 at 10:30 
am. At 96 Falmouth SI, Portland. Cost: $4 ($3 kids). 
Sat & Sun matinee: $3. 7~249. 
USM Softball Clinics The USM Softball program 
holds clinics Marc~ 15, for grades 3-6 from 8:30 
am-noon, and March 16, for grades 7-12 from 8 :30 
am-4 pm. At Hill Gymnas ium, USM Campus, 
Gorham. Cost : March 15, $30 ($25 advance); 
March 16, $55 ($50 advance). 780-5430. 
Valentine'. Coffeehouse Feb 15. Songs, poems 
and stories in celebration (or warning) of falling in 
love. AI Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens Ave, 
Portland, at 7:30 pm. Requested donation: $5. 772-
8277. 
others 
Abu .. In Intimate Relationships A support group 
for women who have previously or are presently 
experiencing abuse in their intimate relationships. 
Free and confidential , childcare provided. 874-
1973. CIW 
r--------------, 
: $1.95 ~ Pints: 
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Come one PARTY! _ 
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Cran](yl 
Your friends think so. 
Get off your butt + check out the 
Wellness Directory. 
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SAME GREAT FOOD 
SAME GREAT PIACE 
Now WITH 
NEW SPACE! 
- MULTI-ETHNIC WRAPS 
MON-SAT AFTER S 
$l.SO Microbrew Pints 
Heart Healthy Menu Selectionlll 
A Great Selection of Vl!g~arian Fare 
Try OlU' Yolm [riel and OlU' Cajun Eriel 
Au. MENu ITEMS UNDER $6 
OPEN M-SAT. 11-9 
Limited Radius Delivery 1I~-2- M - F 





* Tues, Wed, Thun at I, :&, a 3pm 
Sat f4 Sun at I • 3 pm 
dllling school vacation 
$3.50 open to public 
* Call * 
775 • 48.8 ext. 25 
to reserve a romantic 
sleigh ride for two 
or for large groupS. 
We accommodate 
groups of up to 25 * people persleigh 
* 
* ~'* 11"41\101 
'77s· ...... 7111: Co_t)" Rd. (Rte u) 
WatItrook/Scarlooroup line 
YOu'd think a movie featuring the total destruction of an idylliC 
town by an exploding volcano, -
with its attendant earthquakes, lava 
flows and enormous flaming pro-
jectiles, would be a gripping 
roller-coaster ride. Guess 
again. Marred by under-
whelming special effects, 
"Dante's Peak" doesn't 
even manage to be enter-
taining. 
The first of II disaster 
flicks set for release this 
year, "Dante's Peak" begins 
with a special effects sequence 
that looks surprisingly cheap, as 
lava bombs rain down in slow motion 
on a Colombian town, killing the fiancee of 
volcanologist Harry Dalton (Pierce Brosnan). The 
tragedy causes some unconvincing soul-searching by 
Dalton, who is soon sent to investigate minor seismic activity near the Pacific 
Northwest town of Dante's Peak, ranked second on Money magazine's list of 
best places to live. There he meets the town's lovely (and single) mayor 
Rachel Wando (Linda Hamilton), who he woos when he's not investigating 
bubbling lakes and scorched sqUirrels, sure signs of looming disaster. 
The fun begins when the volcano finally blows, but the results are mixed. 
now playing 
ABSOLUTE POWER The latest 
effort from actor and cool-tempered 
director Clint Eastwood is a thriller 
about the cover-up following a mur-
der close to the president. Starring 
Ed Wood, Judy Davis, Scott Glenn, 
Melora Hardin and Gene Hackman 
as commander in chief. 
BEAUTICIAN AND THE BEAST Fran 
Drescher takes her "Nanny" high-
jinx on the road as a beautician 
from Queens who finds- herself 
tutoring the kids of an Eastern 
European dictator (Timothy Dalton), 
BEVERLY HILLS NINJA Chris Farley 
is at it again, falling all over himself 
with disheveled hair and sweat fly-
ing. He plays the star of a 
Japanese ninja institute who grows 
up to be bigger and clumSier than 
anyone expected. Watch him nearly 
demolish Beverly Hills with 
Nicollette Sheridan and Chris Rock 
in tow. 
THE BLACK STALLION BaSed on 
the well-known children's story, 
Carroll Ballard 's 1979 film charts 
the friendship of a little boy (Kelly 
Reno) and a beautiful horse who 
are stranded together on an island, 
BREAKING THE WAVES Lars Von 
Trier's latest film , winner of the 
Grand Jury Prize at the 1996 
Cannes Film Festival, tells the story 
of a devout young Scottish woman 
who finds passionate love with a 
Scandinavian oil-rig worker, but 
who must rethink her entire life 
when he is gravely injured. 
DANTE'S PEAK Pierce Brosnan is 
dull and Linda Hamilton is wasted 
in this dud of a disaster flick, about 
a reawakened volcano in the Pacific 
Northwest. The special effects, 
which looked so cool in previews, 
fizzle. Reviewed this issue. 
D3: THE MIGHTY DUCKS The third 
in the "Mighty Ducks" series, "D3" 
takes the Ducks to a new school 
where they have a new coaCh, What 
will they do without their beloved 
coach, Gordon Bombay (Emilio 
Estevez)? 
THE ENGLISH PATIENT Based on 
Michael Ondaatje's acclaimed 
novel, the film traces two love sto-
ries, one in late-'30s Cairo between 
a count (Ralph Fiennes) and a 
British aristocrat's wife (Kristin 
Scott Thomas), the other in mid-
'40s Italy between a Canadian 
nurse (Jul iette Binoche) and an 
Indian minesweeper (Naveen 
Andrews), 
EVil A Madonna Sings her lungs 
out as Argentina 's most beloved 
icon, Eva Per6n. Music by Andrew 
Lloyd Weber. Also starring Antonio 
Banderas. 
THE GARDEN OF THE FlNZI-CONTI. 
NIS A beautifully shot love story set 
in tragic times, Vittorio De Sica's 
1971 film focuses on an aristocrat-
ic Jewish fam ily living in peaceful 
seclusion in WWllltaly. Starring the 
very toasty Dominique Sanda. 
I'M NOT RAPPAPORT A trickster 
who changes identities like most 
people change underwear (Walter 
Matthau) and a former boxer and 
building superintendent (Ossie 
Davis) become chums in this 
screen adaptation of Herb 
Gardner's stage comedy. 
JERRY MAGUIRE Writer-director 
Cameron Crowe offers us the story 
of a 3D-something sports agent 
(Tom Cruise) who gets his butt fired 
for taking the moral highground, 
but who manages to find his way to 
the top nonetheless . 
The head-on shots used by director Roger 
Donaldson to show the landslide and lava 
flow scenes are awe-inspiring, creating 
a you-are-there effect as debris 
hurtles toward the screen , 
Unfortunately, Donaldson 
shot many of the film's 
roller-coa~ter disaster 
sequences in a manner 
that makes you feel like 
a neutral observer 
watching someone else 
battle a flood or dodge 
falling power lines. Much 
of the fun of this kind of 
movie is the visceral thrill of 
feeling like you're the one trying 
to outrun a lava flow, but 
Donaldson's construction manages to 
make poor use of the effects while undermining 
the rush of being scared out of your wits, 
- To add insult to injury, the screenplay is filled with its share of numb writ-
ing. Brosnan's performance is surprisingly bland, while Hamilton is wasted-
when the lava hits the fan, her primary duties consist of being dragged behind 
Brosnan while fleeing danger or clutching one of her two children to her 
bosom. Bottom line: a few good effects, but that's about it Rent a documen-
tary on the Mt St Helens blast instead. 
METRO After scoring serious 
laughs with "The Nutty Professor: 
Eddie Murphy goes back into cop 
mode in th is action-packed, San 
Francisco-based hostage comedy. 
Murphy's negotiator tries to help a 
rookie cop (Michael Rapaport) deal 
with a sticky situation and save the 
city. 
MICHAEL John Travolta plays 
another "touched" individual in this 
feel-good story about an everyday 
angel. William Hurt is the tabloid 
reporter who wants the real scoop. 
101 DALMATIANS Glenn Close no 
doubt draws on her previous evil-
wench roles to bring to life the 
queen of mean, Cruella DeVil, in 
this live-action remake of the clas-
sic children's tale. 
THE PEST The charming and ever-
versatile John Leguizamo plays a 
con-man who presses his luck and 
lands himself in a whole heap of 
trouble. Co-scripted by Leguizamo. 
SCREAM Wes Craven pokes fun at 
his own genre in a postmodern 
thriller about a serial killer set in 
suburban Cal ifornia. Drew 
Barrymore heads up a cast of 
babes that includes Neve Campbell 
and Courteney Cox, 
SECRETS 8& LIES The latest offer-
ing from English director Mike Leigh 
("Naked") weaves together stories 
that examine the thorny triad of 
race, class and family. 
SMAU WONDERS A documentary 
about an inspirational Harlem 
music teacher and the headstrong 
students who didn't give up when 
their budget was cut. 
STAR WARS Revamped and remas-
tered, George Lucas' masterpiece 
returns to -theaters to swallow up 
some more cash - or, uh, rather, 
to inspire a new generation of Jedi 
masters. The force, apparently, is 
DAVID KOCIEMBA 
still with us. 
THAT DARN CAT Disney revisits its 
glory days with a remake of the 
1965 Hayley Mills caper picture, 
about a fetching feline, her tomboy 
owner (Christina Ricci) and some 
bungling burglars. Also starring 
Doug E. Doug. 
TREES LOUNGE Steve Buscemi's 
debut as writer and director centers 
around a 3D-something slacker 
(Buscemi) who spends most of his 
time hanging out in a Long Island 
bar. Out of work and recently 
dumped, he gets by on his nack for 
charming banter. 
SHINE The true story of Australian 
co.ncert pianist David Helfgott 
(Geoffrey Rush), who made a come-
back 20 years after suffering a 
massive nervous breakdown . 
Director Scott Hicks set out to 
explore "a life that was on the 
edges of expression , ' and the 
resulting portrait of shattered 
artistry and triumph is both senti-
mental and vivid. 
VEGAS VACATION Clark Griswald 
(Chevy Chase) is back, and this 
time he's chosen the penultimate 
American destination: Las Vegas. 
Randy Quaid and the perennially 
toasty Beverly D'Angelo, who just 
seems to get better with age, are 
along for the ride again. 
ZEUS AND ROXANNE A family film 
involving the friendship that grows 
between a dolphin (Roxanne) and a 
dog (Zeus) and the adventures they 
create for their people. Starring 
Kathleen QUinlan and Steve 
Guttenberg. 
SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE FRIDAY THROUGH THURS-
DAY, FEB 7-13 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED 
OWING TO SCHEDUliNG CHANGES AFTER CBW GOES 
TO PRESS, MOVIEGOERS ARE ADVISED TO CONFIRM 
TIMES WITH THEATERS. 
NICKELODEON, TEMPLE AND MIDDLE STREETS, 
PORTLAND. 772-9751 .. 
TIMES NOT AVAILABLE WHEN CBW WENT TO 
PRESS. 
GENERAL CINEMAS, MAINE MALL, MAINE MALL 
ROAD, SO. PORTLAND. 774-1022. 
FOOLS RUSH IN (f>G.13) 
1:30, 4, 7:30, 9:50 
DANTE'S PEAK (PG-13) 
1:40, 4:15, 7:15, 9:50 
THE BEAUTICIAN AND THE BEAST (PG) 
1, 3:15, 5:25, 7:40, 9:55 
STAR WARS (PG) 
1, 3:45, 7, 9:40, 
IN LOVE AND WAR (f>G.13) 
1:45, 4:20, 6:50, 9:15 
METRO (R) 
1:45, 4:20. 7:10, 9:45 
BEVERLY HILLS NINJA (f>G.13) 
1, 3:05, 5:10, 7:25, 9:30 
HOYTS CLARK'S POND, 333 CLARK'S RD., 
SO. PORTLAND. 87g.1511. 
THAT DARN CAT (PG) 
1:40, 4:30. 6:55, 8:50 
VEGAS VACATION (PG) 
1:20, 4:10, 7.15, 9:35 
SHINE (PG-13) 
1:10, 3:40, 7:10,9:30 
ABSOLUTE POWER (R) 
1, 4, 7,9:45 
THE PEST (f>G.13) 
1:45,4:15 . 
ZEUS AND ROXANNE (PG) 
4:20 
EVITA (PG) 




1:30, 7:20, 9:50 
JERRY MAGUIRE (R) 
12:50, 3:50, 6:45, 9:40 
THE MOVIES. 10 EXCHANGE ST, PORTLAND. 
772-9600. 
TREES LOUNGE (R) 
FEB 12-16'WED-FRI 5, 7, 9'SAT 1, 5, 9'SUN 1, 5 
THE GARDEN Of THE FlNZI-CONTlNIS (R) 
FEB 15-18'SAT 3, 7'SUN 3, 7, 9'MON-TUES 5, 79 
BREAKING THE WAVES (R) 
FEB 19.25'WED-TUES 5, 8'SAT-SUN MAT 2 
FlAGSHIP CINEMAS. 206 U.S. ROUTE 1, FALMOUTH. 
781-5616. 
THAT DARN CAT (PG) 
12:10, 2:10, 4:25, 6:45, 8:50 
VEGAS VACATION (PG) 
1, 3:05, 5:05, 7:15, 9:35 
SHINE (PG-13) 
1:20, 3:40, 6:55, 9:15 
ABSOLUTE POWER (R) 
12:50, 3:45, 7:10, 9:40 
DANTE'S PEAK (f>G.13) 
12:55, 3:30, 7, 9:25 
THE BEAUTICIAN AND THE BEAST (PG) 
1:10, 4, 6:45, 9:10 
STAR WARS (PG) 
12,2:25, 4:50, 7:30, 9:50 
EVITA (PG) 
1:05, 3:55, 6:40, 9:30 
THE ENGLISH PATIENT (R) 
1:15, 4:30, 7:45 
JERRY MAGUIRE (R) 
12:45, 3:50, 6:50, 9:35 
KEYSTONE THEATRE CAFE. 504 CONGRESS ST, 
PORTLAND. 871-5500. 
I'M NOT RAPPAPORT (PG-13) 
6, 9 
SMAU WONDERS (G) 
12:30, 3, 5:30, 8 
THE ENGLISH PATIENT (R) 
6 
SECRETS Be UES (R) 
9:30 
101 DALMATIANS (GI 
BEGINS FEB 15'1, 3:30 
THE BLACK STAWON (G) 




The All-Americ~brew Showcase 
every thursday in Feburary 5 to 9 pm 
Thursday 2113 Redhook Ale Brewery, Portsmouth, NH • Inlroducing RedhookCask 
Conditioned E.S.B. Lead brewer Scott Donham will also be pounng Ballard BItter IP A, 
Double Black Stout, ESB and Winter Rye. 
Thursday 2120 Shipyard Brewing Co" Portland, ME • ~ Pugsley & Co. will be guest bart~ders 
pouring cask conditioned Old Thumper, Pltlude, Shipyard Export Ale and Goat Island LIght. 
Thursday 2127 Otter Creek Brewing Co., Middlebury VT • The Vermont team will be In 
town pouring their copper ale StOVepIpe Porter, and Mud Bock. 




Wine (9 Cheese . 
• Re&aumnlli1 6hop • Counnel f oocls • Cat.erins • for all OxB.sioru; 
FREE DELIVERY 
,n downtown Portland 
on orders of $15 or more 
168 Middle St., In Portland's Old Port· 772·4647 or FAX ~72.5294 
Hours: Mon-Sat til 6pm. Fr; til 7pm· We now carry Black Crow Breads. 
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BAKED MEAT PIES 
Norm's own recipe, Topped with 
red pepper sauce & served with 
mixed greens. $4.50 
STUFFED POBLANO 
PEPPERS 
Sweet peppers stuffed with rice, 
vegetables and cheese. $4.50 0 
GRILLED QUESADILLAS & 
BLACK BEAN SALSA 
Cheese quesadillas served with 
homemade black bean salsa & 
topped with fresh cilantro, $3,95 
with BarBQ porl< $5.95 
call ah.ad for ta.ty take·out 
W-TH 12-10, F & ST t2-11, Sun 3-9 
CLOSED MONDAY & TUESDAY 
43 Middle SI Portland, ME 774-EF1 t 
I! " :, , ' 
t',1 1 
~ I : :,: 
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FIrst 15 words - 59.00/wk., 
additional wds @ 25~ ea. 
Moine n",.. & C.co Bay Weekly -
$12.50/wk., elCtra wds @50$ ea. 
Buy 3 wk., got the 4th "" 
Wheels & K_ 0001- $25/run '1,1 
ilsells (15 words: vehicles and boats 
only) Call for delails. 
Internet Cla .. lfteds - as low as 
$25 for 6 months for 50 words! 
Display Ad Rat .. , Webverthlng and 
frequency discount info available 
upon request. 
get it to us 
o.adIl .. : Mon .• 3pm pre-paid 




P.O. 80, 1238 
Portland. ME 04104 
Hand:561 Congress SI. 
fine print 
Classffied ads must be p.aid tOr in advance 
wrth cash, personal check. money order, VISa 
or Mastercard. lost & Foond items listed free, 
Classfled ads are oorHerundable. MT shall 
no! be liable for MYt typographical errors, 
omissions, or eh~s In the ad which do 
no! affect the value or CMtent or slbstllntially 
cnange the meanir« of t!'le ad. Credit will be 
issued when viable error has been determined 
WIthin one week of publication. Readers are 
a.:Msed that an attempt was made to velft)' 
the authentICity of all ads, but lhat such 
venflCatlOfl is not always possible. The 
Bener BuSIOeSS Bureau may haYe more 
Information on the compal1les advertJsirc 
in this publicalJon. 
BULLETIN BOARD 
BARAKA! Middle Eastem Dance Ensem-
ble. Lecture/demonstrations and celebra~ 
tions. Josie Coote 828-6571. 
SLEIGH/HAY RIDES. Over the river 
& lhrough the woods. Includes the use 01 
log cabin, Groups or romantic rides fortwo. 
Horsef .. thers Stable. 83~2243. 
LOST BETWEEN COfFEE BY DESIGN and 
Annie's Teas, green shawl wI feather pat-
tern. Great sentimental value. Please call 
780-0018. 
.tIELP WANTED 
Part Time or 
Full Time 
We're seeking serious minded 
people who need extra income, 
fleXible hours. We will train. 
Eorn,ngs opportunity of $400.00 




Shalom House, Inc. 
Building Manager 
Par~-ti'."~ (25 h~) .posi~on for 6-bed rooming house 
for Indlvtduals liVing WIth mental illness. Hours to be 
worked are afternoon to early evening to include one 
weeken.d day. ~pecific ~our~ can be individually 
customIZed. SkIlls reqUIred ·lnclude general house-
keepin~, minor maintenance, ability to provide support 
and skIll development for residents. Applications 
may be picked up at the address below or send letter 
of interest and resume to: 
Shalom House, Inc. 
400 Congress Street, 3rd floor 
Portland, ME 04101 
EOE 
For additional info, call Caroline Carroll at 874-1080. 
FAX: 775-1615 
VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
. DO YOU. ant to make a 
difference In your community? 
WMPG is looking for a listener representative to 




Experience with a non-profit Board 
is helpful but not necessary. 
The Com~itment is ~ monthly Board meeting & 
opportUnity to serve In committees that hel p to 
shape the vision & future of WMPG. 
To request an application, call 7804424 & leave you 
name, address & telephone #. Or stop into the station 
dUring bUSiness hours to pick up one. 
The Deadline to request applications is 2/24/97 
ean 775-123* .IJJ 
plna 1pJlIA .ad! IN 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
REHABILITATION AND RESIDENTIAL CARE 
CUSTOMER SALES PERSON 
. Have yo~ considered a career in Human Services but didn' t know how to "get your foot 
In the.doo~? Goodwllllndustnes of Northern New England, Maine's largest provider for rehab!lltatlOn services, can help you get your foot on the first step of the rehabilitation career ladder. We provide on-the·job training in many exciting areas of rehabilitation and 
resldenltal care. At G~odwill we are proud of our great work environment, professional support and progressIVe philosophy. Our large and diversified agency offers an excellent opportunity for career growth. 
A leading wholesaler of industrial products is seeking a 
qualified individual for the full time position of counter 
sales. The successful candidate must be a customer 
oriented, team player who possesses basic math skills, 
good communication skills and a desire to serve the 
public. Basic knowledge of industrial, mechanical and 
electrical products is a plus. Please apply in person at: 
The Leen Company 
366 West Commercial Street 
Portland, ME 04102 





lortabIemeeIi1g.mtal<i1gaboutsonsitivehealth .m __ witha""'V!iWyofpro-




.-" wotJd iI<e a ""'"'*' LNestnck experienoe 
prelerred. Call (207)549-5120 or fax 
~to(207)549-7881. 
FUNDRAISING:New Portland-based 
nonprofit seeksexperienced fundraiserwill· 
ing towork on commission basis. 772..sooo. 
INTERNET SAWY? Covenant House 
latin America (Portland) seeks voiunteer(s) 
to help increase hits on our website 
, http://W\YW,casa~alianza,org .. USA Today 
-HoI Site-. Measurable results may bring 
paying posHion. 773-4234. 
PART·TIME JOBS. MBNA 
NEW ENGLAND Is expanding in 
Portland. To keep up with our expan~ 
slon, we need to hire new Customer 
Contact people. *$7.00/hr plus incen· 
tives for a salary that can average over 
$9,OO/hr. *Convenient eveni~ sched· 
ules.16-19hrs'/wk. CALL TODAY 
FOR AN INTERVIEW! 
(2071791·0400. MBNA New 
Engrand is a subsidiary of MaNA 
America, the world's second-largest 







$1 ,ooo's POSSIBLE TYPING. Part time. At 
home. Toll free 1-800-218-9000 ext. T-5496 
lor listings. 
$1000'5 PO&;IBLEREAOING BOOKS. Part 
time.Athome. Tolifreel-8OO-218-9000ext. 
R·5496 for listings. 
$11251WK-HOMEBASED.NOTMLM.90% 
commission. Start-upcostunde<$I500. Gali 
1-800-995-ll796 X8931. 
BUSINESSOPPORTUNITY. No trai"ing. up 
to $30.000-S38.OOOIyear. part time. For 
more inlormation cali 874-0693. ask for 
Amara. 
COASTAL YARN DESIGNER seeks exp&-
rienced machine knitter. Selling at shows, 
festivals, galleries. Growth potential 
845-2587. 
EARN $300-$700 WEEKLY PIT processing 
mail at HOME. Send SASE tc: B.S.M. P.O. 
Box 51M, Groveland, MA. 01834. 
EASY MONEY!! EARN $loooWEEKL Y stuff-
ing envelopes at home. No experience, Free 
details. Send SASE: P.O. Box 2514, South 
Portland, ME. 04116. 
Currently we are looking to fill several On-Call positions. Individuals will be provided the opportumty to work in one specific area or cross-train across programs. Successful candIdates for these positions will be self-directed, motivated individuals who gain 
salts factIOn from empowering others to make changes in their lives. 
Goodwill of Northern New England will host an Information Session regarding all of our On· Call, Full and Part Time positions that are currently available. The Information Session will be held on the .~ollowing dates: 
• ' 
Thursday, February 13, 1997 from 5·7 p.m. 
Tuesday, February 18, 1997 from 11 a.m.·} p.m. 
For location and directions to the Information Session call: 
Conny Markman at (207) 774·6323 Ext. 434. 
10'-1_ 
Human Resources Dept. 
Goodwill Industries of Northern New England 
P.O. Box 8600 
Portland, ME 04114 
EOE 
Community Mortgage, Inc., a subsidiary of Concord Savings Bank, 
is seeking an experienced mortgage professional to join the team as: 
MORTGAGE ORIGINATOR • S.W. MAINE TERRITORY 
Qualified candidates would reside within the territory and be able 
to provide a minimum of 2 years mortgage production statistics. 
An Industry· competitive compensation and benefits package Is 
offered. In addition to office space, the latest technology in laptop 
origination is available as well as sub-prime programs. Interested 
candidates should forward their resume to: 
COMMUNITY 
MORTGAGE, INC. 
A Concord Savings Bank Company 
Equal Housing Lender 
EOE F/V/M/ H 
ATTN: Margaret A. Flint 
Vice President· Human Resources 
43 North Main Street/P.O. Box 739 
Concord. NH 03302-0739 
(603) 224-1100 
FAX: (603) 224·1093 
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BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
APTSIRENT BODY & SOUL ANIMALS ITEMS FOR SALE 
Cf3rides to (/Je 
GALLERY & CUSTOM FRAMING - Mid-roast 
class A space & location along a busy 
tourist area. Grossing $152 .000. Contact br0-
ker-representative John Bonadio: 
(207)942-2861. 
1 BDR. HARDWOOD FLOORS. OUIET 
BUILDING. Laundry on-site. Intown Port-
land. 55251mo. 826-8014. 
EFFICIENCY, IN BUILDING LAUNDRY. 
quiet. $3251mo. 828-8014. "town Portland. 
SACRED BODYWORK: Massage, Breath. 
Sound, Cranial·Sacral, Mariel. Birth yOU' 
desired self now. Kristina/David, 829~5411 , --
STOP SMOKING NOW! Fulili your New 
Years Resolution with proven. all natural 
herbal product. Call 1-800-320-8832 ext. 
2206. 
Lindo Butchart 
52 Chap.1 St. 
So. Portland 
799·2402 
CHLOE & ZOE: Beautiful Calico sis-
ters, about 4~5 months, rescued from under 
adeck. They'd like to stay together as Chloe 
is somewhat shyer than Zoe. Both spayed I 
w/shots. Call775~6684 ext. 80 or 772·9663 
to adopt. 




"'0111(1"» (lnd NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY! $500 to 
$900 weekly/potential processing mortgage 
refunds. Own hours. Cali 1-800-80 1-4435 
ext. 507. 
MUNJOY HILL, Victorian Mansard~large 
sunny2 bdr. apt. top Hoor. $S8OI",,,. Includes 
heat, water. N /S. Available now . 
(207)737-2187. 
SOUTH PQRllANDGAY -fRIENDLY BUll.!). 
ING. Walk to Willard Beach. Large 2BDR. 
3rd floor, Par1o:ing. $6251mo. includes H/HW. 
Sec. & Refs. 856-1724 evenings. 
SUN BIRD READING5- 35yrs. experience. 
Tarot & past life readings. Appointmerrts only, 
883-6198. 
THESIX-POINTEDAUGNMENTBEGINSthe 
new age at 12:35pm on Thursday, January 
23. Begin a new circle with me for the thir· 
ty.$i)( moons and beyond. Synergy is more 
important than credentials. Cali Ttrann 
@(207)499-7666. 
ITEMS FOR SALE 
DESPERATELY SEEKING PER-
MANENT & FOSTER HOMES lor rescued 
cats. If you are loving and patient and have 
somee)(tra room, pleasecaH Friends of Feral 
Felines at 775-6684 X80. 
(1( '("( !Si)()/'/( f:) (1/ 
1'f(ll.;Qllobl( pI l re l-; 
·Si:( .'1 -I ~;j{) 
SATELLITE TELEVISION is thetastest grow-
ing consumer industry in America. Add 
home-marketing and personal develop-
menVtraining andyou have the hottest busi-
ness wave of the next decade! Am looking 
for five associates for my expansion team 
thismooth. fulVpart time, Hard working? Inler~ 
ested In personal improvement? Desire big 
Income potential? Call 1-800~530-8432, 
~---
VENDORS/DISTRIBUTORS. Nat-
ura! products marketplace~ Environmental 
health~ Personal care. Reasonable rates. 
(207)934-9877. 
WORK FROM HOME! A proven tech-
niquethat will make you hundreds. even thou-
sands a week. To get started now. ptease 
sand $1 0.00 to BJC Products, 1 t 62 Stafford 
Rd .• Lake Chartes IA. 70611. 
POSITIONS 
WANTED 
(yOUNGISH) GRANDPA NANNY! accom· 
plished educator. teacher. author, handy-
man (carpenter, cabinetmaker, painter, 
mason) gormet cook, housecleaner, chauf-
fer, organizer, diaperenarian. Official Port~ 
land (Kwanis Club) SANTA. 1996. Great with 
Kids, dogs. cats. canaries, Plenty of Refer-
ences. Call 774-1931. (featured in this 
month·s Kids, Ink Magazine!1 Hurry. wont 
last! 
CHRDCARE 
LEARN INFANT MASSAGE. Pro-
mote wellness while having fun with your 
baby! Classes: 828-6571. 
ROOMMATES 
AWESOME DOWNTOWN 2BDR NEEDS 
Wf to enjoy sun, security. sanity. Laundry. 
hot-tub. cat. $3251mo .• + 1l2utils. 87t -7825-
Jenna. 
CLEAN & SOBER ROOMMATE 
WANTED to snare spacious 2BDR. NIS, 
no pets. $300/mo. +1/2utils. 761~5678, 
CLEAN. QUIET. RESPONSIBLE. GAY 
FRIENDLY Female wanted to share 3BOR. 
home with fireplace near Willard Beach with 
nice L couple & dog, March 1. S325/mo. + 
utils. Discount for dogcare, 767~1668. 
GAY -FRIENDLY HOUSEMATE WANTED IN 
Southern Maine. 112HR to Portland. Rec . 
room. laundry, large yard, no pets. S60/wk, 
~7)_4_99_-_0096_ eves::. _____ _ 
HOUSEMATE WANTED - HOME ATMOS-
PHERE. Rural Gomam. 5mi. to Mall. BDRM, 
BTHRM, garage, amenities. UR: neat, con~ 
siderate. bright. 18-34 GM.IM: eclectic. INTI'. 
working swing. $425 /mo.lnegotiable. 
(207)839-7017. . 
M/FROOMMATEWANTEDtoshare2BDR. 
2 bath apartment with NlS professional male. 
Right on Eastern Prom. Off~street parking. 
$450/mo. includes H/H.W, Dogs O.K. 
775-6906. 
MATURE N/S FOR SUNNY SPACIOUS 
2BDR. Brighton Med. area, Parking, lots of 
storage, porch, WID hook·up, Must like cats. 
$325/mo. + 112 utilities, 772-6815. 
TEMPORARY N/S MALE ROOMMATE TO 
SHARE 2BDR condo. 3-6 months. $25O/mo. 
772-8224. 
USM AREA. CLEAN, QUIET. RESPONSI-
BLE 3rd to live with 2 guys in large 3BDR 
apartment. S2051mo, +, Call 773·1868. 
VERY LARGE 1BDR. apartment 
intown Po'rtland. laundry, quiet. hardwood 
floors, high ceilings. $575/mo. 828·8014. 
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN FOR 
LESS? {Hotlitle#8 1677)2BDR townhouse w/ 
economical heat. fireplace, WID included. 
Only $38.9OO! Gali EO SUSLOVIC @ Marl< 
Stimson Realtors. Off.:761-94oo Ext. 142. 
WINDHAM- M/F. 15/mln. to Portland. Off 
Rt. 302. Quiet country setling. Large sun~ 
deck & pool. Off street parking. $100/wk, 
all utilities included. WID, smoking OK Call 
892-9227,9am-9pm. 
ROOMSIRENT 
SUNNY ROOM, SHARED BATH, ",fur-
nished. quiet, no smoking. $651wk. utilities 
included. 871-1390. 228 Brackett. Port-
land. 
HOUSESIRENT 
OUTSTANDING, SUNNY 2BDR HOME with 
garage. 1yr lease, deposit, & utilities. 
$7501mo, Great neighbottlood for children. 
Pine Tree Shopping area. 773-7859. 
USM/FESSENDEN STREET. 
Large 3BOA. 00 heat. wood stove. hard wood 
floors. WID. fully applianced. private yard. 
no pets, $9751mo. +utils., lease/security 
deposit. Steve- 883·5505 days, 878-8394 
evenings. 
OFFICESIRENT 
LARGE TWO· ROOM SUITE, convenient 
location, on-site par1<ing. S4501mo.lncludes 
utilities. FMI: Jeanne 799·8648. 
ART 
STUDIOSIRENT 
ARTISTS STUDIO: ARnSTSONL Y BUILD-
ING in Portland. All inckJsive rent. $1 00. $150, 
and S300/mo. Very creative/supportive 
atmosphere. 878-3497, 
BODY & SOUL 
An Alternative ~or 
Teenoaersl iim7Mtl o Ir.di vidual 
~ Basketball 
~""'" cuur..selli'·;j J £ Therapy I Q. Call RO~ Nelles ,., 
~j j AJ:~:;!X:ir;· 
:.-~ Enh"ncentent 
207.625..+525 • COOlish 
t11!1 .(kill 1m ' {(III bfl4il 
BE IN TOUCH. GIVE THE GIFT OF LOVE 
AND HEALTH. Ilona Silverman CMT.. 
871-1610. GiH certifICates. 
CAN'T FIND THE WORDS? Courtney wili 
say it for you! Phrases for every occasion. 
·WiII you marry me?" ... ~You're fired''', -I'm 
gay". etc. M-F. 10am-6pm. (207)87~7449. 
COMPUTERS. TELEVISIONS . 
MICROWAVES produce etectromagnetic 
fields that drain your energy!. Simple tech-
noIogytransfonnsdangerous EMFs into lile-
enhancing energy. Free info 829-5411. 
TOWARDS A MORE POSITiVE GAY IDEN-
TITY Evening and daytime therapy groups 
with Fred Wolf, M.Div., and Chris Behan. 
LCSW. $45.00. Insurance reimbursable. 
Sliding scale fee may be available. Family 
Institute of Maine. Call for more information. 
773·665.~8_. ____ _ 
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITA· 
TION TECHNIQUE(TM): Awaken 
your full potential.lnductory lecture 7:30pm 
Monday, Feb. 3 at the Yannouth Commu· 
nity House. 57 East Main SI. Also, Feb. 4, 
7pm al The Holiday Inn by the Bay. Also . 
7pm evef'j Wednesday at Maharishi Vei.Jlc 
School. 575 FOfesl Ave .• Portland. FMI cali 
774-1108. 
WOMEN'S HEALING GROUP: Co-laciIHat-
ed group for women seeking greater depth. 
understanding, humor. & happiness in their 
lives. FMI: Lynda @883-5597, or NK:ole 
@767-3848. 
YOUR MIND CLEARS, YOU BECOME CALM 
with the ·Symphony of Palms" touch lorm. 
Pocket size. Includes guided med~ation tape. 
30Iday money back guarantee. c.. .. ted by 
massage therapist Eliott Cherry, Patent 
pending. $24.95. +s t .5OIIax.(207)T72-2442. 
SERVICES · 
A & A PROPERTY SERVICES. General con-
tracting/maintenance. Remodeling, bath~ 
rooms, kitchens, finished basements, roof· 
ing, decks, additions, interior/extenorpaint· 
ing, vinyl siding, complete mobile home set~ 
up & servk:e. NojobtoobigorsmaU. Prompt 
reliable service. Insured. 871·0093. 
FOR SERVICE PROFESSION· 
ALS youcantrustlodogualityw0"lo.don·t 
I~tto look in Ihe BUSiNESS .. ER· 
VicES DIRECTORY every week! 
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE. 
Efficient, reliable, reasonable rates. 12 years 
e)(perience. References. Free estimates. 
207-741-2010. 
I"LLClEAN YOUR HOUSE! Responsiblecol-
~estudent available Tues. · Thurs. $20.00 
Hourfy. Gali Denton 774-2923. 
KELL Y'SDOMESTlCSERVICES. 
Housedeanning, cooking. running errands. 





Call Attorney Sandslead 
761-6680 
Reasonable Rines 
Cl1ents Treate(i WIth Respect 
BADCREDIT?GETPERSONALlOANS~ 
TO $5000, Also available, debt consolida· 
tion, mortgages. refinancing, and business 
equipment leasing. Good or bad credit. 
1-800-290-8034 ext. 734. 
BAD CREDIT? PERSONAL LOANS $500 to 
$5000. Also available, debt consolidation, 
mortgages, refinancing, and business equip-
ment leasing, Good or bad credit! 
.. s,.,....; 
_. ~ iTI-·· 
--·l ~ .. rlv ~.Iu 'an,\! ~,... ,s.~op urban catsitters M E M B E R In.home visits NAPPS !"",,"m !t((1 B.·irk Tail()/' Shop 
I 
-1.50 PaJJI'f R.fJ(ld !)ro/'I>(lI'(~I.f!h \It 
: ., for city kitties while ,e/:888-26-J6 
you're away NATIONAL AssociATION liiiji==iii~1 761 9651 ~PROFESSIONAL
- PET SITTERS I 
INSTRUCTION 
Become A Certified Massage Therapist 
(D .. ,N!.1..... In 10 Months Over 600 Hrs of supervised instruction day &: evening schedules. Programs in ~ ; sports massage, Shiatsu or Bodylmind 
0Cl, ,., Classes start January & September 
FSTABLISHED 1981 C II ' , COMTAA a For A New 97 -98 Catalogue 
ACCREDITED 
LlUNSEDBYME (207) 832 - 5531 DEP. OF ED. 
P.O. Box 24, 99 Moon Meadow Lane, Waldoboro, ME 04572 839·5531 
Learn the Healing 
Art of the Future 
Professional·Level Polarity 
Therapy Training 
• Certifica~io:l Programs 
Designed for Busy People E'SldbUshed /900 
Ipswich, MassachusetlS • 160- and 650-Hour Courses 
o 
5083560980 • Evening and Weekend Schedules 
l Portland I Maine 207 8288622 APTA Accred;"d Plenty of (Tee parking U d De fEd · M "' M . '~~DV~~NiM~rrn~IFITENi).c~a_ue .. · .. pr.'·io~.~~"m~'I'~' ,MrS~·'~'-~;"1",.e li BA_RTEND WITH UNIVERSITY BARTEND-
ING. 50% student discount. On campus 
dasses starting soon! 1·800~U-CAN·MIX for 
Information. 
LEARN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE OR 
POLARITY THERAPY. Professional Level 
Trainings, Polarity Realization Institute. Port~ 
land. 1-800·497 -2908. 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
f.l:1!I 15 Years Experience with H&R Block 
'T-SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED. $3.50 IrOOl 
Fruit of the Loom. Hats $2.75, mugs and 
more, Full line of embrodery. Free color cat· 
aIog . 1-800-242-2374. Berg Enterprises. 
40. 
APARTMENT SIZE SEARS KEN-
MORE washer and dryer. less than one 
year old. S3501palr. Call 797-2510. 
FOR SALE: WOMEN'S SIZE 9 
DOMINON ROLLER SKATES 
with bone wheels. WMe_ back stop. Paid 
5180. wil sell IOf $10018.0. Call 828-5432 
ask lor Jenn~er. 
COORS FROM SEPTIC STACK VENT? Our 
product Sweet Stack eliminates this prob~ 
!em. InstaU yourself in mtnutes. Envirom· 
mentally sale. $49.95 + $6.00 S&H. Free 
brochLXe. 1-8OO·358-ll342 24hrs. 
RARE SULTANS' SCARF. Conquer 
nature. Extremely versatile, sexy, hike· 
camp· beach wear . Large cotton, 
Black/white, blue/white, redlwhite. $13.95 
post. paid, Newman, Box 5242. Portland, 
ME. 04101. 
RECYCLEDTONERCARTRIDGES&SAVEI 
Cartridges from$45.oo, including piclrupand 
delivery. Guaranteed, DIscounted toner for 
copiers available . We buy empties. 
1~800·676-O749. www.nationattoner.com. 
ROUND TRIP TICKET anywhere ,n 
USA including Alaska, USVt, Bahama's. 
$525.00 727-5698. 
SNOWBOARD FOR SALE. Burton Air. Good 
for beginner or intermediate, comes with bind~ 
ing. 590.00. 774-2923. 
SUPER NINTENDO- 2 Ctrts .• 18 
games $150.00 obo. metanie 775·1234 ext. 
234. 
TAYLORWATERSTOVE5-OIJTSIDEWooD 
fired hot water furnaces. Heat your entire 
home & domestic hot water from a wood 
fire outside your home. 1 ~800~545--2293. 
WANTED 
DOES YOUR FAMILY HAVE ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ AN 0 LD N I NTE N DOG AM E • GENIE collecting dust? Would 
you like to unload that dust collector? 




 RICHARD ADAMS 799-5908 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
~er stickers. magnets. keychalns.golf shirts. gym bags. fSece.sweats.l ~ ~ ~ Come in and visit .. ~ 
0-~ our retail store ~ 
t First Quality 
~ Closeout • 13 Tees & Sweats • • 
• Custom Bcreenprlnttng 
and Embroidery 







WANTED TO BUY- FISHING CREEL 
BASKETS (OLD). Good to excellent 
condition. Tackle catalog with creel 
information. All makes/models. Top 
cash paid. 1-310-503-5950. 
BED & 
BREAKFASTS 
WEST END- Responsible MIF. NlS. Spa-
cious 2BDR. apt. Yard. quiet S1. $275/mo. 
+ utilities. Jeff 773~3202. 
GIVE YOURSELF THE GIFT 01 healing mas-
sage, Paggy Brewster. NCMT 741-2839. 
Conveniently located in So. Portland. 
1-800-290-6034 ext. 734. ! ! CREDITCARDPROBLEMS?Onelowmonth- .!!. WE PRINT ON • Iy payment. Cut interest. No harassment. i EVERYJHINGl ~ 
ATTENTION SUGARLOAF SKIERS & 
SNOWMOBILERS. River Port Inn, RT 27 
Kingsfield, offers GREAT room rates-
$45/55 for two. FREE continental break~ 
fast included. Daily, weekly, and month· 
Iy rates available. Delu)( 2 bedroom loft 
apartment available· sleeps 6 with pri· 
vate bath. kitcben, and cable. Contact 
Theresa @ (207)265·2552 for reserva~ 
tions. 
WEST GORHAM: MODERN COUNTRY 
HOME. Pet lover only. $3OO1mo. +112 utili-
ties. Weekdays 9am-2pm 839-5059. 
WESTBRDOK GAY MALE. 30·s with pets 
has room for rent in rarge 2BDRM apart~ 
ment. WID, newly renovated, Quiet build~ 
ing. $2501mo includes all. 856-1724. 
WILLARD BEACH. 1 N/S tor 3 BDR. house 
share. Spacious yard, garage, water views. 
Lease, security r~eqUifed. No pets. 883--3891. 
POLARITY PRACTIONER-IN-TRAINING: 
Student seeking to refne new skills and share 
the benefits of this awesome transforma~ 
tional tool. Would you like a free session? 
Please call Laura at 774·8792. 
PROPRIOCEPTIVE WRITING 
RETREAT I",womenwhosel~ehas '-' 
touched by cancer. "PW" is a simple med~ 
itative-folTT'l of writing anyone can learn. Tran-
quil waterfront setting. Febuary 22, gam· 
5pm . $75.00 . Call Ginny Keegan: 
(207)865-1677. 
No fee. Counseling available. Non·pfOfit 0/de. SI?IIBJqwn • SleQ81 •• ess8,D lu,d. sDnw 19AI?J,. SJ9Uueq. SJRpUBI80. 5'~ agency. NACCS 1·800-881-5353 ext. '47. 
GETAWAYS 
BAHAMA CRUISEII5 OAYS/4 NIGHTS, 
Underbooked!! Must sell!! $299/couple. 
Limited Tickets. 800-935-9999 X4553. 
I! '. 
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... ArutJety. ~nion, SubnarKe AbuJe 
... Rrfltlonshlp Problems, SoUl' 
Dysfunctton. Etc. 
.. Crfllivity 81odu:, JungNin Drum 
Int~~tatlon 
Over 2S years of Experience 
Allln,urance Plan, Accepted 
Evening Hours Available-
Sliding Scale 
Initial Consultation Free 
Dr. Martin Maraulis 
PhD. Licensed Cr.nlcal Psycnologist 
780-0500 
22 CUS/NAN ST. • PoImANo 
..... 
• Therapeutic Massage 
• Polarity Therapy 
• Reflexology 
• Bach Flower Remedies 
• Colon Hydro-Therapy 
781· 2132 
Shiatsu IAcupressure . Therapeutic Massage. 
Trager. Polarity. Naturopathy /HomeOpathy. 
Rubenfeld Synergy. Holographic Repaneming 
• Rolfing IRolflng Movement - Holistic Healing . 
4 MILK STREET 
f'oRTuNo. ME 04102 
Difficulty Setting Goals 
,~ Everyone Experiences ,:!E 
~ some Difficult Times_.. f~ 
(,I • Communication )!t-
iE Problems 
Ci • Relationship Issues I 
• Medical Illness . ' 
Chronic Pain 




• Anxiety f 
Pauline A. Salvucci, r 
[.MIT i"" 
Family Care A'\.c;ociates. PA. ,.. 
Jl Cape EI izahelh :; 799-8596 10 Iii .. 
I ~ t 'h ... 
'" ~ Recognizing the Problem-
~ Finding the Solution. 
Inf~rtility 
7herapeutic Jl.1assage 
Karen ·Austen, M.A.. M.S .. L.M.T. 
Licensed Massage Therapist 
• 7 Days A Week, All Holidays 
• Same day appointments 
• Gift Certificates available 
• Regular Basis Discount 
• SWeedish • ACupressure. Deep Muscle 
Freeport ... 86S-0672 
(207) 772-9812 
BEfRIEND YOUR ,OUl 
.-'ZI<UNDALINI YOGA 
. !itTHE YOGA Of AWARENESS 
\ :ij ON-GOI NG CLASSES ,t, ! ~;~ IN PORTLAND - FREEPORT 
(.~l\ 
-.:.: 
The 7Jod/l ..Jirm I" 
Bodysculpting through Weighllraining 
In our 7th yoor of operation 
• Beginning through odw.nced 
weight training 
• Spom speci~c weight training 
Leal. An>ncwitch. IA. MA. CPT • 
284-5376 
~ Anne E. Knights OIT_CltT. 
. ,.. ShiAw I AOJp"""rt I Sw<rIish 
Help Mainrain a Healthy Body 
Mind and Spirit ' 
222 5 .. John 51. 






Exploring the Art of 
T' AI CHI CH'UAN 
~~' ~ LARRY LANDAU 
,: • II: 967-5965 
~ o{~ 
~ == ., 10EXCHANCEST/303 
Porliand.ME Toll Free 851 -4493 
Pam Easton 
Reiki Practitioner 
1 st viSit $20.00 
Relaxation. Healinll Energy. Pain Relief 
Some openings ~\ fr i}."", 
now available in lfJ'" '\ 
on-gomg 11: ~ 
women's group. • ~ 
CalI 772-1896 ~11-1l'\""" 
Barbara Hare Noonan, M.S. 
Licensed Psychologist 
Practice Since 1970 
Anxiety, DepreSsion, Grieving. 
Panic Attacks, Stress, 
Recovery Issues 
Brief or Depth Psychotherapy 





II \lC\\-RO'>f ~VIIII\\I' 
Dipi. C.G. Jung Inst. - Zurich 
32 Pleasant St. Portland, ME 04101 
772·2779 
"1 r ,(. I III I \11 " 1 ( r1't! 1:'1\ 
NATIO/IM.LU' CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST 
A klping hand on JOur hta/ingjournry 
NEW PORTLAND LOCATION 
--~ 45 Middle St. 
~ Portland, ME 0410 I 
772-0853 ) 
Massage Therapy • Acupressur·e-' ....... AlIo>~ 
• Energy Field Healing. Intuitive Guidance 
• Shamanic Healing & Training 
CONFUSED ABOUT UFE'S ISSUES? 
Intuative guidance offers you a road map to 
understand our souls ·ourney. half-hour smion:$25 
FEBRUARY 13. 1997 43 
If you are thinking about self-improvement. try anyone of the variou'i health practitioners found in the Casco Bay Weekly's Well ness Directory. 
If keeping your business healthy is your intent. then advertise in the Weekly Wellness Directory. Call 775-1234. 
Shear Elegance 
Hair Design & Day Spa 
Amaro E.I 
formerly of Hair Deslgne .. 11/ 
• Non-Surgical Face lift • Massage. 
• Hair. Nails & Waxing· Paraffin Treatment· 
222 St. John St., Portland 874·0693 
Licensed Alcohol & Drug Counselor 
• Motivational Enhancement"'" 
. Solu tion Focused 1tv 
Want;la Axelsen-JohnsoD, M.S.W . 
• Parenting Education . 
(207) 774-2922 





S:30-7pm • $12.'" 
casco Bay Movers 
871-1013 
Come Discover Yourself 














Betsy Hood, LCPC 
828-1512 
C,, ' " 
Julie Chandler· Small M.Ed. 
l.A.D.C. 
licensed Alcohol & Drug Counselor 
Athletes 
Adorescents • Children 
Greater Portland CounseUng (enter 
Initial Intake free with Ad 
Ca ll Today 78"4226 
AFin{J lbt Quid Within 
~ Donna Todd, B.S_Ed. 
Nationally Certified Massage Therapist 
• Deep Relaxation 
• Relief orMusc1e Tension 
874-0810 
Gift Certificates Available 
Past Lives, Dreams, 
and Soul Travel 
Discover your own 
answers to questions 
about your past. present 
and future through the 
ancient wisdom of ECK-
ANKAR. 
Panel & Group Discussion 
Feb. 19, 7:30 - 9PM 




Psy choth era pi s t 
773-7993 
• • • • • 
107 WEST ST . 
PORlLANO, ME 04102 




. • Individuals • Grou~ • 
. 
• Self Esteem • 
fliurhttb GiJSI .. Crt;gbt .. , MA. LC.P.C. 
1207) 879-0816 
2 Cu.Iom House Wolf 
Bock to One-
. 




Cheryl Fuller, LCPC 
, it 
/ .. " 
C,,.H& '" Mod~m Dance 
for "(ou~ Da"~r8 
and dulte 
61 PlnNIIt 5t;~ PorUInd ,-.. ,I, 
FOR MEN & WOMEN 
Co-L" by Mal. b F<mal. 
Psychologists 
. Interpersonal issues' 
. Sel f perception . 
. Dysfunctional patterns' 
. Questioning one's choices' 
Pmtnrly sttking tnak partiriptmts 
MERLE BRAGDON, PH_D. 
772-1570 
TOM NEGRON, PH_D. 
772-1164 
,.' 




780 • 1681 
f (! it k .t[i t 1l "f : 
Dr. Renchi Zhang 
L.AC .. Dipl.ACNCCk C.M.T. 
(physician in China for 20 years) 
• ACUPUNCTURE 
• ACUPRESSURE & TUINA 
• MASSAGE THERAPY 
• CHINESE HERBAL MEDICINE 
INSURANCE REIMBURSIBL.E 
FOA: HECK & BACK PAIf, STRess, 
HEADACHES, DEPRESSION, ASTHMA, 
FATlGUE, COUTJS, SMOI(f &: WEIGHT 
CONTROl ETC ... 
* TEACHING ALSO 
1) TAl CHI CHUAH 
THE MOST POPULAR STYLE IN CHINA 
4 Sheffield St. 
(comer of Sheffield St. &: Brighton Ave.) 
Portland. ME. 772-5368 
NEW SESSION FOR 
CHILDREN BEGIN 
MONDAY MARCH :3 
,. 
Holistic Healing 
Integrates the best of 
psychological theory al.J 
energy-healing techniques. 
It is a gentle, pleasant way 
of healing that supportS a 
natural healing process. 
Holistic Healing ... 
o RedUCC5 stress and promotes a 
$tate of Rclaxation. 
o Relieves pain and assists the 
body in cleansing it5e:lf of toxins. 
o Balances mind, body, emotions 
and spirit. 
o Pro'\'ide:5 access [oJour own 
lnncr Wisdom an Creativity. 
Call [oday [0 schedule an 
appointmem or to request 
additional information . 




Factory Warranteect Starting at 
$12.95 
Tire Warehouse 
Portland, 195 Riverside Dr, Scarborough, Route One 
828-1822 883-5308 
'93 OODGE GRAND CARAVAN, all whl. dr., 
auto., high milage, transferable warranty, 
good condition, all service records avail. 
$9,5IlOIB0. 622-9979 Augusta. 
1990 VOLVO 740GL WAGON. Automatic, 
170K·HWY, great condition, well main-
tained, new tires, $9750. Thomaston, 
(207)354-2674. 
1993 Eagle Talon. DL, AC, ps, ClUiso, Ti~, 
Green. 66,000 miles. Pi""H tires. $7900. 
767-1383. 
1994 NISSAN AL nMA GXE. 5-SPEED, 
green, eXcellent condition, wen maintained. 
AC, AM/FM cassette, 4DR. $12,500. 
(207)797-6431. 
1995 GRAND AM. Low mileage, low price. 
4DR, like ' new, 3OK. A steal al $8,700. 
799-7919. 
1995GRANO CARAVAN/VOYAGER, PW/PL 
7 passengers, 49K, privacy glass, excellent 
condilion. $14,200 finm (Book 515,900). 
(207)846-5128. 
1995 vw Jena, 24,llOOmi, dealer main-
tained, alann syslem, must .... $12,BIlOIBO. 
Call 846-8996. 
2 ATV's. SEWNG 1 SUZUKI4x4. 600mi" 
$2.795. Yamaha 2X4 300mi.. plow. 
$1 ,795180. (207)324-1993. 
BRONCO 1987- V6, wei maintained, new 
tires, exhaust, clutch and brakes. $3,000. 
865-3326. 
BUICK SKYLARD, 1995- Excellent condi-
tion , 4dr" AT, AC, PW, POL, AMlFM stereo 
cassone, bright red, $9,500. 285-7145. 
CHEVROLETS-l0TaI1oePick-<lP.1988_V6, 
automalic, gold + wh~e. $2995180, Call 
773-2480. 
COAVEmCONVERTlBLE,l9BJ.400smaII 
blocl<, 4-speed, excellent shape 27K. Blue 
with white top . $176,500 . 
783-33361783-3729. 
DETOMAS PANTERA GT5, 1977- Yeliow, 
wlblack leather. Owned since new. $29,999. 
783-33361783-3729. 
OODGE RAM318, 19B1-112Ioo, slandard, 
stlckered, no rust. Cap and spare motor. 
SBoo/B.O. B65--3326. 
EAGLETALON 1990 TURBO. AWD, loaded, 
leather interior, redlblack exterior. Very nice 
condition. T orriIic in snow. $65IJ(). 773-7296. 
FORD BRONCO, 1990- Full size, 4x4, 
loaded, Eddie Bower edition. 55K1miles. 
Excollenl Cond~ion. $12,500. 829-3883. 
RV'S 
HONDA ACCORD EX, 1991- Imaculale 
inside and out. Books for $8,700. asking 
$8,000. Call B71-1138. 
TOYOTA4-RUNNER, 94'.47K, Ssp, Power, 
ASS, Custom Wheels, Air, Cruise. 
$21,000iB0. (603)383-6759. 
1995 POlARIS XlT. LOW MILAGE, ski 
skins, saddle bags, & cover. Asking 
S4OOO/BO. Call 839-4106. 
HONDA CRX 1988. Good condrtion, 155K 
highway miles. AMlFM cassette, red . Must 
sell $1900. 846-0887. 
VOLKSWAGON BUS 1959 Wesnalia camp--
ing box; "The oldest. rarest, running spJitty 
in Maine!" $2,600 7Bl-4019 797-9772. 
94' ARTIC CAT THUNDER CAT RACING 
SlED·2IlOthp,40ca1ls.1IXXJccs,camquad. 
Clutch, digital read out. 54 miles. 
$7000,(207)73&-4191 (Manawamkeag). HONDA PRELUDE, 1983- 5 speed, air, 
power sunroof, runs great, new sticker. 
$1,8IlOI8.0. 797-4389 after 6pm. 
VOLVO P181973- Sportc .. -Jon, 4 Speed, 
w/O.D. 31K. $5,995. 783-33361783-3729. 
JAGUAR XJ6 1987- Pearl whrte, sadie inte-
rior. All facto'Y options, BOK, $6,995, 
783-33361783-3729, 
MERCEDES 2400, 1983. 170Kmiles,Auto_ 
matico Driven daify, great condition inside 
and out. $3,9IlOIB0. 871-1075. 
MERCURY TRACER, 1993- Siandard, leal, 
$51K, 4dr, Sony AMlFM, cassseHe. EXCel-
lenl condition, fun. $5,750. 799-3989. 
MGB CONVERnBLE, 1974- Maroon/black 
top, 4sp., complete engine restoration. 
Absolute show piece, stored winters. $5,995. 
783-3336/783-3729. 
OLDS CUTlASS, 1987- 4 cyi., automalic, 
4dr., AlC, 900d condition. $25001B.0 . 
773-8888. 
OLDS FIRENZA, 1986- New tires, exc.llenl 
exhaust system, great for parts or repair1 
$200. B71-5801. 
SABB 9000 TURBO, 1993- pilalana gray, 
leather, excellent condition. B2Kmiles. Ask-
ing $19,500.(207)288-4000. 
SATURN SL1, 1991- 4<11'., 5-speed, while. 
One Owner. With car phone. $4,995. 
783-33361783-3729. 
SATURNSL2,l994-5speed,bIac!<,4dr.grey 
cloth. air, stereo, moon·roof, $9995. 
783-33361783-3729. 
SATURN SLW2, 1993- Wagon, automalic, 
air, AMIFM, stereo, dk. blue, blue cloth. 
$8,495. 783-33361783-3729. 
VW VANAGON, 1985- Cclorado 
car, minimal rust, great shape! 20,000 miles 
on new engine, transmission, clutch. Seats 
7, backseat opens 10 bed. Ultimate road 
lrippin' rig. S5Boo. 833-6284, Harpswell. 
MOTORCYCLES 
HARLEY FAT BOY, 1995- $20,000 motor-
cycle winter special, $15,500. Must see to 
appreciate. Dave 828-1658. 
TRUCKSIV ANS 
1992 FORD BRONCO, EXCELLENT CON-
DITION. AC, Automatic, va, tow package, 
75K. Below wholesale: $10,500/BO. 
772-0411. 
CHEVY Cl0 PICKUP, 1966- '112 lon, V-B, 
automatic, 106K1miles, vOl)'goodcondition. 
$1750. Tim (207)934-2673. 
DODGE DAKOTA, 1989-4x4, V6,automa1ic, 
3.9L, Bft, bed wlfibarglass cap. $5900. 
(207) 729--6385. 
DODGE RAM 150, 1990-V8, automatic, LE, 
2Itone, blue. Excellent condition, very clean. 
$8,000/8.0.288-5291 or 627-2684. 
GMC 1/2 TON, 1991- Siandard, 8' 
bed w/cap. Greal shape but high mHeage. 
AMlFM, AlC, $391lO1B.0 . B92-3749. 
RV'S 
AlLEGR021', I990Motorhorne-duaIAC, 
fumace, shower, microwave, 33k. Quality 
and economy. $20,000. (207)236-2578, 
Rockport. 
ARTlC CAT 1995-- ZRT BOO, 196 slud, car-
bides, hyper fax, screen kil, clulch kil, V-
force needs cover. spare belt, 3,600 miles. 
Excellenl condition. $5,000. 72B-4293 
Madawaska. 
BOUNDER 34' MOTOR HOME, 1995-
Loaded, hydraulic levelers. Mint Condition. 
$52,500,839-4697 or 622-0473. 
SHASTA 5TH WHEEL, 1995- 25', AC, 
awning, stereo. cassette, microwave, axe. 
cond~ion. $11,900. 498-2664, Caribou. 
BOATS 
16' DAYSAILERW/GALV. TRAILER. Excel-
lent condition. Yellow/white fiberglass. 




~ow hours). Flag Sails(2), galvanized Irai!er. 
Excellen! condition! $6,500.(508)752-3414. 
29' COLUMBIA SLOOP, full-keel, flush 
deck. Atomic 4 rebuilt, knot radar, auto~ 
pilot, inflalable, 8/0.623-4830 
31' PACEMAKER, SPORTFISHERMAN, 
1966- Recent V8; 3rd owner. $5,000. 
(207)748--0929. 
BOATS 
1988 FOUR WINNS235 SUNOOWNER. 350 
cu. in. Ccbra 1.0J 9.9h.p. Yamaha kicker 
motor, thatispiumbedlltothama,n5Ogalon 
gas tank and is electric start, completely 
controlled from the captains chair. The 
cabin is immaculale with mood lighting, shore 
power, refrigerator, stove. sink, prlvatebath-
room, V-berth, mirroredandcornpletestereo 
system thru-out. Safety features are: a 
Halon fire extinguisher system, depth find-
er-fish finderw~h bottom aJann, ship loshore 
radio, remote control spot light, anchor in 
;ts own locker, btxnpers with color coordi-
nated slips. flare kit, Ufe ring with the boats 
name on it and life jackets included. This 
boat sports a teak swim platform. ladder, 
top, back drop, side curtains., 5.5. rod hold-
ers, gas grill, built in coolerllive will and a 
sporty red hull. The entire unit Sits on a dual 
axlegafvaniZedtrallerwithacustommount_ 
ed spare tire. More fishing related items are 
availabteforaprice. Theentireunit has never 
seen salt water! Serious inquiries may call: 
Otisfield, Maine. (207)74J.6169asking pric&-
$17,000. Must sell due to illness. 
MERCURY2OOXlPTO, 1984--freshPwhead, 
gear·case, cooling system by Bowden 
Marine, clear, cOO;ce 0' controls, prop. 
Everything to rig. inc. $3,950. 8--5 M-F. Paul 




ladies Valentine's Day Special 
Recei.e 1st match (hearll free 
We will also do a 5x7 01 yourse~ -lor 
our viewing boards!!! 
O.er 160 hearts on our photo .. all 
waitinQ to st.rl beatinQ! 
Offer ends 2-17-97 
ACURA INTEGRA GS, 1993-5-speed, 44K, 
leather black, loaded, garaged, immaculate. 
Asking $14,200. 773-4971 Portland. 
GAS TANKS! NEW GAS TANKS in stock 
lor. GMC, Ford, Chevy, Dodge, AMC's 
including COO & freight $99.00 Omports 
$119.00) delivered UPS. Call Greg al 
1--800-561-8265 toll free. 
SUBARUGL4WD, 1982- Consistant, Island 
transportation. Newclulch, noexhaust. Fix. 
able lUSt. $500. firm. 775-0106. 
1994 ARTIC CAT ZR700WlTH COVER. Low 
milos, $3900. Call days (207)655-3037 or 
nights (207)655-3173. 
35'7" SAILBOAT fig sail invenlory, sleeps 
4, galley, recent new Yammar dieset, new 
fuel tank, head, holding tank, propellar & 
shaft. $29,900. 371-21 83 GEORGETOWN. 
SA YUNER 24'- Volvo in/out, LiSI-$10,5OO, 
sell for $3,llOOItrade. Excellent urchin boall 
Moored, East End Beach. 773-0660. 
10-8 Daily Freeport 865-0828 
WTVl-Banqor-York 1-800-478-8625 
Only service ollerinQ a photo! 
i 
~~~~~~~T' 
.• . and othC'c lifC' 5Uppon services 
Tf you'v~ ever cleaned 
up for rhe cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up 
after th.~m ... 
You need me in your life. 
G.A. Tufts t t---Moving Servkes 
local or Long Distanc~ 
OPROFESSIONALODEPEriDABLcj 
°COURTEOU5° 
·797 - 396.4 anytime 





Repoirs - Restorotions 
Walls - Plasler Mouldings 
Smoke &. Water Domage 
JON & SUE'LL DO In 
'SPIRITUAl WORIC(kS IN A 'HYSICAL WOklD'e 
. MOVING 
· PAINTING 
• PET CARE 
· SNOW BlOWINC 
· ROOf SHOVElING 
NO WORRIES - WE'RE INSURED 
n3-4660/831-Q387 
Miriam Otis Allen 
11 06 Highland Ave. 








OUALITY CLEANING IN 
ALL KlNDS OF PLACES 
i 
~ 
General Contracting & Maintenance 
EXCEllE.JI.IT REFERENCES I~ 
Jaspen Towle' 828-8092 ~ 
Remodeling , balhrooms, 
kitchens,finished basements, 
roofing , decks, addilions, interior 
and exterior painting, vinyl 
siding, complule mobil home 
sel-up and selvice. L =oJ 
TRANSCRIPTIO~ & 
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES 
Toll Free Dictation Une 
Pickup and Deli.e'Y 
BROWN & MEYFRS 
846-0420 . I·B00-785-7505 
info 0 brownmeyers.com 
www.brownmeyers.com 
No job too big or small. 





for all Budgets 
PrOYfdlng SeNices from hourty 
Consultation to General Contracting 
• Space Planning. Faux Finishes 





erelltit •• repairs. at 829-S4IJ 
common sense p;.:"a=s ____ --' 
ADULT SERVICES 
N : ] have a special 
tb.at some men don't 
do and some plpen 
print. If you don't 
• problem with it we 
let together this week-
I am very attractive and 
I like oral men with • 
talent. Call and bear 
request. Box # 1218 
I'm looking to meet 
O.~.n ~'ho lives or works 
Ino,ordm.ntoWlo.l'm blond 
blue eyes, firm body 
nice breasts & bebW. 
must be under 30 DO 
hair and wrll spoIIm. 
8 man that in Mft IdDd 
sny. 80, 1# 4546 
I love to ttue men 
the telephone with my 
seductive voice. I'm 2J 
pretty with Ioag legs 
sexy hot m.oudI. I love to 
men call aDd beg me to 
things tUt drive 
wild. 80,114992 
TaIlS'8 green eyes 
Ready for sensual 
Ifantasies with in shape men 
All kind. of 
1P'~itioo, and tbe best time 
bad, I'm very oral and 
giving of myself. Are 
CALL BOX n 3524 
I' M SORRY: if 1 dido't call 
you back. I've gotttn so 
maoy calls and me' so many 
guys it's bard to answer 
them. an, but I'm trying. I'm 
Suzzette 5'6 120 lbs & • 
Iiogerie freak. Black lice 
PJ1*o, .ny .IIk thigh high. _.y hot red lips. , 
_welcome. 80,114359 
ANGEL: 27 yr old Blood 
legal secretary into very 
hanl-cort action with men 
over 2S. J ~m S'S and weigb 
123 pound5. I'm looking for 
men that are taller than me 
and not overweight. I don't 
care iryour married just be 
honest when you call me. 
Reach me in Dol. # 2840 
FROM SWEDEN: Millis., ~: In search of an 
ft'WItXteIy man who would I work as a part time model 
h and dancer. I really like to . Db to spend time wit 
5'8 have relations with Dlen that pretty sexy women. I'm 
wtdI. well portioned body. I are very oral. I just turned 
1IIoe1e....,. fantasy games, 21 my body i> 36d-25--:'5.1, 
tail .. lew sexy tones on the am a shy penon but w eh 
pboDe aDd enjoy nude en- ~et to know you I get very 
C8UIIten. Call my mailbor. wild. Please call so we can 
arlene.e youn. 80, 3587 ,IeIk. 80,1#3795 
SUSAN: Big b •• utiful 
blond. 26 tall S'9 under 140 
lb •. Bu.ty 40dd perfect hip. 
tiny waist. Into hot oral 
action with men that are 
clean & drug free. I like to 
start off taking a long hot 
bath in my Jacuzzi tub. If 
you would like to get wet 
come join me. Box # 2548 
YOUNG BEAUTY: Loves 
seL I'm a very oral female 
who lOVe:!! being in the com-
mand of a strong good look-
ing sexual man. I like 
straight sex but oral in my 
fnorite.l'm into nude 
bodyrubs, and body painting 
with hot oils. BOX # 1896 
PANI'IES & BRA Is"" rl ... tyou .,.,._11111 
_ hit It off om the ....... 
TdI_e "bot you lID _ 
-)'011 .... do Ie •• Ie __ .,.IHI1III....,.cIt.e 
SEXY NYMPH: I'm in Sally 34c-23-35 24 yrs 
r.nU81 .. _ ..... 
_4 .. _ body. lion 
hairy ..... &,111»1 
SEXY BRUNETIE. I'm 28 
with a great body 36-26-34. 
I have long slender legs that 
look gru.t in a pair of lace 
thigh bighs.' wear .ilky 
panties and sheer bras. I'm 
recently divorced aDd look-
inc to have some fun again 
- ofa .. an I can can at old, Very oral and enjoy 
nip! fer pIione seL You can playing with toys. I love 
be of l1li)' ...... I have long to be with a strong wiIl~ 
black --- very -man who knows how to 
pretty. I like .'" _late at treat a naughty girl I 
IIICbt _I'm Ia - play- thick curly hair 
.... with _yodt hue 
Cau ~ 1¥I!183 _eesy eyes. 
CONSENTING ADULT 
LIVE WVE LINE 
1 900 725-2221 
PARTY·LINE 




SEXY BLOND: Buny <It" 
my real name) 40d-26-36 
and just 19. My breasts are 
real, but my best asset are 
my million dollar legs. J love 
to watch men shave my legs 
while sitting in • warm barb. 
.fyou like bubble baths call 
a dtell ewh . " 1# 1 
1 900 993-5331 or credit card 1800 516-4688 
These consenting adults do not charge a le~ !~~, ~nv,p~r~~~~~ or phone meetmg 
,-dl...l~,h"lIdh,-"'...11\ _ ,~ 
$1 EVA's )0« 
• LIVE $1 • 
1-818-758-9769 Stoo/mln. 18+ 
1-900-321-1409 S2,49/mln.18+ 
1-800-637-5683 SlImIn 18+ 
SINGLE? 
Want to lIIeet sOllleone fun 
., exciting In Jour "re,,? 
Coli: 1-906-44]-5780 ext. 854] 
S2.99/mln Mu~ '" 18+ S",,·U (619)645-8434 
J-ON-l - 2-0N-l 
EXPLICIT FANTASIES 
I -'lDO -711S - '2796 
1-IlDO-'lOJ-SII77 
vvvvvv . hijk . c:::;c::)IrY\ 
$2-3. 99IMinute 18+Years 
61N ~H"" UNE 
BATH HOUSE ACTION 
JOIN IN OR LISTEN 
I-fJDO-7I1S-21lT6 
, -1l00-7111-IIB6S 




CREAM OF TH E CROP! 
Wild Party! ]·268·404·5498 
Extreme live ]·664-4]0·]178 
Ultimate XXX 1·268·404·54% 
Girl's! Party 1·758·455·5226 
Striptease! 0]1 ·373·909·0502 
Girls live! 011·995·32·1788 
Virtual XXX! 011·995·32·1806 
Eavesdrop! 011·592·570·234 . 
You Talk! 011·592570·240 
Most Graphic 011 ·582·399·0599 
Sex Ranch! 011·239·9414 
Dirty Stuff 011·592·561·655 
XXX Sex 011·239·9910 
Sex Store 011·239·9420 
Bizarre! 011·239·3237 
GAY! GAY! GAY! GAY! 
live Gay! 1·268·404·5406 
BI -Curious 011·995·32·1824 
Gay Cruise! 011·592·578·229 
Deep XXX 011·582·399·0499 
Gay Room 011·373·990·9799 
VERY LOW LD FROM 
89"MIN18+ 
GCI@1J' ~ [!.@XSffi ~ 
1-800-269-1010 
011·995-32-1958 
c,uu.s SJR1F UVi' 
hItp:1 jwww.strippa_ ••. a:m 
1n®1I ~~'t1 E:l1ll1!!l1l.1I ~ 
011-852·1729-8911 
SEXNET 
For the Sexual Liberated 
WOMEN CALL FREE! 
]-500488-5239 
.23 Toll .. hars .. in KOmI" art'll!! 
Thf' HOliest, Mo.'!t revealin~ 
l)atrliOf~ in Amp.rica. 
Meelsingles & Couples in y~ur 
arf'3 w~o want to shart" thClr 
Stxual Desires with )'nu! 
MEN CALL 
1-900-745-7336 or 1-800-793-48.77 
ml'JvllIR 
$2.'191"" min. 18+ TT SN ENT. LAICA 
W (0)'\1 [E llJJ [RS.§ 
LISTEN IN ON LIVE 
PHONE SEX! 
1-900-745-3138 
, 8+ $2 99/MIN 
HOTTEST GENuINE lIVE I ON 1 
SEX BAlEs 
GUARANTEED No REFUSALS 
'I~:~ liB .. '!, " '" ~ I l ~.~ 11 
011-683-6833 • 011-592-567-239 
min. $o.7s/mm. I 
L ____ -'--'-"-::-::-:--:-:::::_"" 
*-LOOKING FOR ROMANCE-
Match·making made eas~. Call todayl 
1-900-443-5780 X9826, $2.99lTmn 
lB+ Serve-U (619)645-B434. 
'SWINGERS! BISEXUALS! Gel Portland 
names & home phone numbers. Try It,. It 
wO!io.s! 1-900-42O-0420Ext, 161. $2.95Im'n. 
18+ ZMC (702)387-6465. 
AMBER-IByrs.,5'2", l03lbs. bIond,blue 
eyes, wett endowed, seeks hot guys for hot 
lalk & to meet. 1-954-704-7386. 





Bondage & Discipline 
Slaves & Mistresses 
Spanking 
Roleplay Adventures 





Shower, Bubble Baths,Toys 
B&D/S&M Lovel.ine- Intelligent! Honest! 
Reliable! LOVing! Namelhome ~ num· 
bars of dominanVsubmisslve l~dt8S-ETC. 
Events, how to meet others, Live conver-
sation possibilities. 1 -900 ·4~6 ~ 1122 
$2.991min.1B+. Love-NancyAvaM~IerAlbu­
querque, NM. www.peplove.com. 
BEAUTIFUL GIRLS, EXCITING. PAS-
SIONATE,Talklothamli.e.I-9IJO.476-9292 
ext. 9949. $J.g9/min. Must be 18+. Serv-
U (619)645-B434. 
BEST WETTEST, CHEAP 
PHON'E SEX! Wild partyBabes! 
1-809-490-8579. U.S.A.'s '1 Sex Babesi l -B1 8-75B-2465 Gay men only, 
1-809·490·8317. Extremely low LD. from 
.59/cents pet' minute. 18+. 
BISEXUALS & SWINGERS! 
Gays & Lesbians! Party lines! Dyna-
mite date lines with Portland names a~d 
numbersOf' erotic live talk! ONLY $1 .991mln. 
1-8oo-621-12121B+. 
• -m--
FEEL YOUR UFE IS OVER? 
Guess again! Only our psychics know the 
secrets to turn your life a~ound . 
HIOIH67-9999 X2930 $3.991m'n. lB+ 
Serv-u 619-645-8434. 
HEY GUYS)!! YOUR SPECIALGIBLis 
waiting to hear from YOUILBIVeEa~~tk 
paSSionate women, 
24hrsll! 1-900-476-9393 x5452. 
$3.99/min. lB+ Serve-U (619)645-8434. 
LIVE PSYCHICS 1 ON .1 
1-900-562-1 OOOx4677. $3.991m'n. 
1 B+ Serve--U (619)645-8434. 





NEVER BE LONELY AGAIN!!! 
1-9OO-B25-7970 ext. 3070. $2.99/mln., 
lB+, Serv-u (619)645-8434. 
FEBRUARY 13, 1997 45 
76106969 
ROMANCE FOR YOU!!! 
1-900-825-7970 ext. 5482. 
S2.99rmin., lB+, Serv-u (619)645-8434. 
SINGLES!!IUSTEN OR LEAVE YOUR 
OWN MESSAGE FOR OTHERS TO 
RESPOND TO. LOCAL OR NA noNAL 
1-9OO-656-77Bl ext. 6065. S2.99/m,n., 
18+, Serv-u (619)645-8434. 
SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
Updates on sports, finance, soaps. moVies, 
news horos~ . o'p_e§ & trivia games. 
1-900-656-5800 X 1312, $2.99/min. 
lB+. Serve-U (619)645-8434. 
STRICTLY HARD-CORE SEX! 
lB+. Uncensored' 1-900-745-4680 and 
t -BOO-494-GIRL(4475). $2.49+/mln. 
(011-592-561-925). Free pholos. al 
hHp:l/www.lust-n-lace.com. 
UP TO DATE SPORTS, 
FINANCE STOCKS, & MORE, 
1-900-656-5800 ext, 3805, 
2.99/mln., 18+, Serv-u (619)645-8434. 
THII ........ ~ W.~.~L~.~~~~~ 
~N~l.:EL" "0 MAC,1(- I ~~ 
SOON, f~E 1D61< 8EHINt> 
snm::e.i US AS Po- B'" 
;:-LAWED· - e:~EN FR ...... A STR1<TL,( S"TTDlrf-UNE. 
PERSPE(1i~E .. _ 
48 CASCO BAY WEEKlY 
Dtt T1NG SERVICES 
7wo :Jor Lunch 
7Jating Service 
ALTERNATIVE DATING GAY BISEXUAL HIV positive, Herpes. Trans: veslitos. and other catagorios. Singleor mar-ried persons-select yourcatagorios. PO Box 2402. Bangor. ME . 04402-2402. (207)!I47-2383. 24m. 
COMPU DATE DATING SERVICE. PO Box 2402. Bangor. ME. 04402-2402. (207)!I47-2383.24hrs. 
MEETNEWPEOPLETHEFUNWAYTODAYI 1-900-825-7970 ext. tS77. S2.99/min. 1-900-476-9393 ext. 5977 S3.99Imin. Must be 111+. SonI-U 1619)645-8434. 
A RARE AND DIFFERENT GIRL - SWF enjoys concert going. spending lime with friends. and gOOg lor coffee. 5eeI<01g Iong-_ SWM. 20-25. for pIlun. phriendahip. 
and who knows. 1t1238 (3119) 
A SEEKER like AlIce but. less naive; delib-erate 88 the Cheshire cat but, less ~ 
pIecant; more attractive !han the Duchess; more compassionate than tho OueM-SF 5'10",34, expklrer of innerand outerraa~ seeks King of Hearts for tea partioo. Lob-ster Quadrille, hare-brainecl adventtns. tt1323 (3126) 
ADVENTUROUS. HAPPY. offractiva. edt>-cated professional. Independent. SWF 40. Enjoys sailing. kayaking. canoeing. biking skiing. supporting thearts. Seeks playmat~ with an affinty for the ocean. NIS. 4Oish. educated professional. the active type with SOH. adventurous spirit. romantic nature. 
and a wann heort. "'202 (3112) 
WOMEN Ii'MEN 
A TmACTIVE SWPF, 29, outgoing, adven-turouo. petite. Enjoys outdoor sports, din-
'ng out. travel. theater. and the arts. Seek-Ing SWPM. 26-36. NlS, who enjoys same. 1t1204 (3112) 
AVID BACKPACKER- Brur1swick SF seeks trai and ife patItW. Soulful. lit. ready for tT>.JtuaIraopact, affection. compaasion. h0n-esty. --.g. Only N/S. quailiedapplicants, 47-S7. need apply. tt1(961315) 
DlSiLLUSIONEDWITHLOVE-Sean:hinglo< an angel who can renew rrrj faith in kwe coomittment, sincerity. You: 36-46, warm: 
~. honest, attractive. sell-aware NIS NID. Me: 39, warm, intense. attradive: activa.1tI26S (3119) 
DOWN TO EARTH SWF. 38. looks 28. S·2· . NlS, seeks soulmate to share quiet timas. Interests: New age music, movies, $piritu-ality. and photogaphy. 1t1173 (3112) 
Call 775-1234 to place your ad. 
BlWF. 30'5. BRIBR. NEW INTOWN- Enjoys _ riding and dining out. Seeks M. 
25-40yrs. Would you showmearound1 Hope to hoof from you soon . .. ,3,2 (3126) · 
BLUEHIUHEAVENWITHANGEL- Renais-sancelnew age "gem of 8 fem .. Nature and ocean lover I Vf!ItY attractive, sensual, warm-
_~",heelingtmfleld. ISO 
gentle. attractive. heart-centered soulmate (46-56). with energy for giving and teCOiv-ing in companionship and possible L TA. NIS and _lifestyle a must.1tII64 (3112) 
ClASSY PETITE BLONDE DWF. 38, 4'9". seeks serious, sinoere-minded male for possible LTR. Aget100ks uni~ent, but a romantIC heart Is. Greater Portland area pnferTed. 1tII65 (3112) 
DWF, 33. LOOKING FOR COMPANION ....,enjoys-.:ing. courrtrymusic. and ife. Prefer SlDWM, 3O-4S, ...., would ike to take one day a1 a time. Good values more mportant than .good looks. Must be opti-
mstlC and posftrve. with a good sense of oomO<.1t1122 (315) 
FREE FINE AND 50- OF. 5'7'. 1501bs, ISO good man for at least friendship and pos-sibly more: maybe a movie. pley. ooncer1. 
auction, or gin & tonic. Wiling to Invest time K chemis1ry is right. NOI'Ious? Me. too. but . shall we try anyway? 1t1316 (3126) 
GIVE ME A REASON TO STAYI SWF. 24. BlJBl. educaled. romantic. lun-Ioving aUractiva. and busy Rubenooquo ~ looking 10< SWM. 24-34. educated. _I. lunny. cute. and not easily intmidated. PloaseappnlCiatetoomen's beauty. not just • n terms of SlZei Can you keep me in Port-land? 1t1197 (3112) 
HAPPY. LIVELY, SMART- SWPF, optimistic, liberal. artistic profllllllional. enjoys swIm-mng, walks. the outdoors, books movIos theeter. travol. people with cIIarad.r. ~ 
friends and 1wniIy. good conversation. Idees. 
~ater.tand beaches, CI8ative pu..uits. atey-.ng fit, being advGnturous. Seek bright, 
ac<:ompIIehed. secure. """- tIot table male coonterpart. 45-55.1t1310 (3126) 
HELPI SURROUNDED BY: Intellectual inter-esting. Nberal people. DWF. 41. ~ 10 flnd a I",,: ollhose:--no are also single. and valuetheinclusionolpiaytime.1tll08f31S) 
INDEPENDENT, LIBERAL LADY- Tall. oIm. 47, Bangor OWF proIessionaIllkes Maine Cent... fo< the Arts, ive theat.... movies 
books. dining out, sailing. skiing, travel. pets: conversation. some tennis and golf. Seek-ing NIS. llD. heaIIhy • ...-ClOfr4lIriln with humor. emotional maturity. llexibillty. _security. YourkidsOK. ..,,96(3/'2) 
LAUGH WITH ME. .. at the absurdity 01" aliI W~'re in our 40's, juggling interesting work, children we love, a wondertul circle of friends fbut they'roall married). timoforour-selves but, we sUI want to add one more Ihing-e meaningful relalionship. I'm 5'6". 135. grMn sparlding eyes, attractive 1_ 
~_Ihose_aresmiling). livasoulh 
of .PortIand .. Love to be outdoors- hiking. skiing. walking . biking. Yoga and medita-tion are importan1 to me, you don·t have to share that- just respect ~. I ·d like to me«. man :--no is confident but, not egotistical. 
positive.nt~but. with.keenint&­!78tion of the complexity 01 IKe. Prefer lintt contact by PO Box. yOU' I<!tter/photo gets ...... 1t1260 (3119) Personal Advertiser '860, P.O. Box 1238. Portland, ME 04104 
LOOKING FOR MR. WONDERFUL .. not Mr. 
Hunk! But, " 's okay " you are both. I love HOMEFUL C to laugh, cook. dance, read, camp. X<OUf}o IN APE EUZASETH. i keable . try ski. and morel I'm an attractive. edu-al 44. intelligent. aUractive. sensitive. 11th- cated: professional. M loving DWF. 47. lotic. wants accomplished male with wit described by my friends os having a con-~. weatth, an interest in the arts, mar~ taglOUS sense of enthusiasm. Ultimate nage-mindod ... 'I44(3/5) dream: For my soulmate to be my work-I'M FEEUNGADVENTUROUS!Areyou?V""I mate . .. 1309 (3/26) offractive. bIue-eyed bIondo. SWPF. 34, ~lOOK-:-:--IN-G-F-OR-T-------seeks. ana_from SWPM, NIS, 211-40, who All, NIS. EDUCATED. 8th-notable Iotlc, activls~ long-haired peaceful, free IS lor baing handsome and humor- apirit . 33-45. for hiking, backpacking, danc-ous. 1t1160 (3112) ng,conversation. laughter. Wtldemesslov .... I'MlOOKINGFORWARMERWEATHERand ecoIogyminded. human~arien. ScoII_-agoodgentlemanloenjoy~with . We know ing would be Ideal! DWF 35, S·6". slender. wint ... won'llasIforaver.let's start planning long cheatl'XJt hair. artis1Iteacher, garden-Iorspring. 5eeI<01g gentleman between the .... cook. 0uaI<er. from Hancock County. ago of~. NlS. NID. non-drinker. who 1t __ ' _13_' _(3/5_ ) _______ _ wants a componlon to do day-tr!ps, dance, LOOKING FOR ... you? No you down-to-dine In and out. and enjoy good timoo." earth. good-humofed. activa. an explorer? Ihissoundslikeyou,pleasecal.trll82(3/121 5O'5-60's? I'm attractive, many interests. 
Would be a good friend . Personal Adver-tiser '657. P.O. Box 1238, Portland ME 04104 • 
5 WORDS FREE ON FAX FREE THURSDAY (207) 775-1615 
How to place your FREE 
personal ad with Personal Ca1l8: 
• Fill out the coupon aAd mail it to: Personals, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, Maine 04104; or FAX to 775-1615. (If faxing please photocopy first.) Please check approppriate category. Call 775-1234 to place ad over the phone. 
o First 25 words are FREE with Personal Calli), (45 words if FAXED on Thursday), additional words are 50¢ each. Others, Companions & Lost Souls are $251first 25 words for a two week ad. Ads without Personal Calli) are $1 per word plus $25 mail fowarding or P.O.Box charges. 
• Put your personal message on line as soon as you receive your easy instructlons. You may not retrieve responses without itl 
o Retrieve responses to your ad any time. 24 hours a day, through your own FREE 800#. It's safe, confidential, and FUNI How to respond to a personal ad: 
o Read the ads. Circle your favorites. 
o Call 1-900-370-2041 from a touch-tone phone. 
o Following the voice prompts, punch In the 4-digit1tll of the ad you wish to respond to, or you may browse a specific category. The date following an ad is the last date you can reply to the ad. 
o Calls cost $1 .99 per minute. You must be over 18 yrs_ old. • Ads with a three-digit Personal Advertiser , can be contacted through the mail by writing to: Personal AdI/ertiser#~P.O.Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104. 
25-Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative! I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Calle!!> 
Guidelines: 
Free Personals ads are available for single people seeking 
relationships. Companions and Lost Souls require prepayment. Ads seeking to buy or sell sexual 
services will be refused. No full 
~, street addresses or phone numbers will be published. Ads 
containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be 
published. We....-ve the right to edit, refuse or recategorize any ad. Advertlsers must be over 18 years 
of age. 
Category/Rates: 
FREE +WEEK ADS I2!In!ST 251O!!DS, 
0-"- 2 WEEK ADS 
omen .. men 0 COIIIpani0n8 
0-"- Q lost soul, 
FREE a·WEEKADS Qmen .. _ 
Qothen 
Confidential Information: 
r.y.Je cannot print your ad without it.) phone: __________________________ _ 
name: addres-s-:---------------------------
city: .-----------------------state:. ________________ zip: ________ _ 
First 25 words & headline 
with Personal Call®: FREE 
add'i words@50¢each:. _____ _ 
Without Personal Call@ 
all words@$1each.: ___________ _ 
CBW Box or P.O. Box{add $25):. ____ _ 
Total:. ______ _ o VeSt place my FREE Personal Ad in the Maine Times also! 
o VISA OMC expo date:. _________ __ 
#---------------------------
LOOKING TO MEET A GOOD MAN- SWF. 
35, Is IooI<ing to meet one reeIIy good mIlO for 1riendshiP. mII'jbe more· I'm woI1h the 
caIIl1tl302 (3126) 
LOVE. LAUGHTER. UFEI young S7. with a zest for ivingl Slim. attr.lCtive. S·6·. pro-
losaionaI. caIing. romantic.~· feisty. LoYes laughter, conversation, hor\'I8IIr8vol. outdooB- you name ~I Seek-
ing SWPM COIOlIerpert· 1tl091 (315) 
MABUHAYI AIiplna.30. lOO1bs, _kind. patient. marrtage-minded man. I'm CIwioI-.... hom&-Iovin9.andenjoyquietllte. Please axCl§Omy imper10cI EngIish.1tI329 (3126) 
NOW CASllNGFORupc;looeandPenonoi. • .-romantIccomedy. Tall. _eload-
ing men sougn. Must be versatile. 3OIoh. 
bright. furlny, NIS. able to lake dIntc\ion. Your leading lady Is .... ey. claosy, lui-fig-urad rtdheed. lNVO ....- fo< audition· No stoogoo please. 1t1253 (3119) 
QUTOOORSY. DOWN TO EARTH WOOl8I1. 31 . IooI<ing for physically fit mole. 26-38 to joinmoIor.Skiing,~. ~movioo, theatre. dining out. music. 00I1V0I$aIi0n • cooking. -.cIohIP and romance· 1t123O 
(3119) 
TIRED Of BEING WITH A lYPICAl MAlE. _mowrong.Me:SWF.22,S·4· ,BRIBR. 
~Ne, aI. hMWY, ~. ronmntic. bItlbIY, rugs and _ . lIIterT'8tNeand c:Iao-sic roct<. concar1S. dining, pool. movies. _hengingoutwilh-~.-­
ing. acIeVenbJroUS. You: Flrnn:iaIy and omotiONIIY ........ SWM. 23-30, 1Lmy. hon-
eat. cute, hair. good peroonaIIy. commtr _.NIS, nocats,poooibleLTR.1tI294 
(3126) 
WANTED! MR. RIGHT: Pratty young grand-
mother. 39, DWF. is looking fo< that YfrI spociBI man to shin he< life with. Must posos8 many oId-lashioned values, Walk-
ing hand-in-hand on the beach. quiet com-.-nigtlts .t homo. Must also be true romantic. living in 0< around York county. 
1t12S1 (3119) 
WOMAN WHO RUNS WITH THE WOlVES IoOki1g ftr'OOii .... 1D 1Ship.I'm44. Wtdowed momolt_gil.S·3·. 1201bo. NID,ooca-sioneIsmoker. _ consciOUS. and spir- . 
ituaI. You are emotionallY and financially ....... have e positive offitude, and like to _. No QIOTM!O. no valero. tt1114 (315) 
PASSIONATE PARTICIPANT OF UFE. SWPf. 37. NIS. wIIIl...-,ding SOH and eclectic _ , including the outdocn. 
travel. heelngerls. seeksli!t>org&ndwith monof aIrength, balanCe, courage 01. spir-tuaI wan1or. and ~ to laugh during __ .I ... Iightning. You'" 
\IOJM«. 1t1318 (3126) 
DWM.4O·S. ATlRACTlIIE. HONEST. r0man-tic. nexlblo. affectionate. mUll-laceted. ta!-
ented. Ilk .. natur~. dancing. spiritually evoMng, holistic health ""'\ healing seeks kindred oPrIt to walk the )oumOY. 1t131S 
(3126) 
DWM. 41. MEDIUM STATS ACROSS the spectrum seeks down-to-eaJ1h lady fo< quiet _. loud _ . and everythtng in 
_. Pooi!Ne ettiIude a plus. Limited 
time only. 1t1264 (3/19) 
EASY GOING. NON-SMOKING DWM. llD. 
38. 5'10". 170, ~, financially secure· Into hiking. biking. motorcYCiI"!I. camping. ooftboII. ~._.movioo.music, stock CIW racing. and many _ interests. 
tt1292 (3126) 
FUN SEEKER- SWM. 6'4'. 2OOIbs. 50. 
active. enjoys ou1do<JB. beaCheS. good conver.ta\ionB. quiet ....,;ngo. Seek &lim. _iva SWF. easy going. M loving. 101' 
poooible LTR. 1tI305 (3126) 
SWM ISO SF OR OF QUEEN, fUl-ligured women prelened. Entoy camping. dining. comedY. quiet eveningS. AIoO enjoy I'<lg-
ging and kiooing. foqeI'- unimpOrtant. .. ,307 (3126) 
SWM. 38. TALL, GOOD-LOOKING. in procosaoibuildinOa homoandfutln.-' a wann. passionaIe. -.y sensuous woman tooompletetl1ls 1ile1onga-n·1t1291 (3I26l 
SWM. S·IO". CENTRAl ME. poychoIogY degree. Interests: Music. hiking. snow-shoeing. soccer. reeding. ~ You: Honest. heanhy. well-adlusted. SOH, employed. indej>eOOent. caIing. educated. 
21-24. no kids. 1t1245 (3/19) 
WHITE KNIGHT SEEKS companion on his quest for the holy grail. Courtly romance, grand banqUOts. and slaying a few dragOnS ._Iady wIIIl patience. k-' and a 
_oIhumor(SmPSWNIDFfor- wiIh a knacI< for acronyms). What Is the atropeed velocity 01 • coc:orut-Iaden .wallow IIRY-way? CIIp-cIop. clip-Clop. 1t1336 (3126) 
YOUNG. ElIGIBLE BACHELOR. 32, seok-ing_companIonto~tlmetogoth­.. ~,jogging. biking, atc. __ . 
car. job. and 0pMch Impediment. -
caR.1t1313 (3126) 
I!EAlJmA, BAGfT. B FD.W.E. 33jo,_. 
ocr*Bf. S'5". 12C1:ts. WIY_InI-.. IIU. No 0\JgI rI omoking. cmk on ooc;aoion. ~_.IIigO~ ....... b _ 
ttion& dllti t<WIp. t.Uttbodoa ... trll !i9W12) 
IWIl60IIE f()(3I£. 81. 'MlH ApirI< lacerd ....... Iogs_.~_ltitf'" 
_1nI_ trl324 pae) """"""-.1861. P.O. Box 1238, PaIItnd.ME04104 
QJtOSTY 0PNN3 ME IWD-T,.,_ 
IIa.-'SfBWF_-IIIIIW:iVO.OOR-_1IiF1or __ ~" 
........,..,. trl319~ 
~GM.1.35.8'I·.I75,podooIiDt1II. ws. ... 00.-. ......... 150 GM. 3().45, II, ws. .a.-. lor daIilg. poooIlIe ~~"'1nMl GMlmoa..-. trl281~ 
IBAYED~-~ 36, 6'1", .a.-.lIli. _ t'uT'taIU. cP-
., ....".,., .::cut .... - ~ i_ltilO1Eld.~ iI_InI"""'" tr1333~ 
~_WANTBlfor_­
ciWY ...... 35+,~!II1If.-uod.s1a­ble,outgoing. __ lICUIdoimildlnl 
body. CorlaCI D'. Wlormcnir*>. trll06~ 
GAY MAlE NEW TO /ofV.~-~. Good __ CoI,Iat's" trl271 ~~ 
HEALTH ~ ~- E4Jc*j GYM. 46.5'11'. 175, a.-. -. baIcb;I. 
FEBRUARY 13, 1997 47 
'Mel I FNSHSCHX1IlhIIII-my-Iornoll>d<rglor-' Now.r.Iw' ......... 1I1II 
myoologo!J8lUllion InI rmret6/"''' rm 22yo.S'S·.2IXIbo.wil",. ... --InI.., 1:bI-. rmlooki-g"'..-__ in .... 
~1I~.d'I"''''''-'''' one. So ~me e..-. trl141l ~ 
WHJ'STOSAY.-"'-'--W-g,iiiddle £YB'"W'tomIIlamhlr~ .-.n&1. tr1aM~ 
A Y1EARNiNG FOR PASSION? SoraJOUIo _I.-..~Ot:rn,*.M.­FInISNM.Ot:rn,., __ IIiF"' ... 
_tllrdltiP ___ 4().8l,-.g", 
insale, .... ...-.l*BAtrl241 ~~ LlR t.Utlbolnn:iOll'flnl~­
honBIIIy InI ""'"' """""'*'" ...... ErP/lIIII«YdauWylving. ............... Amw:;tM:. S&ISITh'E."'" poII&inI IitBd<2(Io.""'aoinglnllJving. ttmylnl~ Ior~~-= _~ ___ att. trI:Jll ~ __ trl~_236:.:.....:~_~~ ______ -
HOT SEXV SIE-MME- A peIty bIordB. biN. Amw:;tM:. SENSUALlX1f _ ...... 36, _wIII'ki"IIY~ tide, _ _-gnraJIlJII1IIo"Wi'for\n fI<lIc, "''''Ir<I.dIJ1Tat~. v.t~"''' ..... Me:BadU. ....... '-.Youret6/ '*trllf16~2) ~.trl242~~ 
IWICDI- AlJy32yo,S'8".BRIHZ. .... 1nI 
i'taIgonIISOF,35-'iO.for_""'''- • 1i'iW,IIUIi;n1tIt"G,InI, ........ trl312 
PLEASE, LET ME BEYOUR Pl-WYdogl Off-booI proIotsIionOI,.--wIIIl rocI<-n-roll altitude. seeking same· Me: AItt'aCtiYe, 25. You: Intelligent, own ideas. M . tt1268 
(3126) 
RU A pASSIONATE R()t.IANT1C? Conoid-,..0\8? Gantfe, wIIIl • touch 0I1OIJ!IIw*O? _? Have • gAlllt SOH? lei'. gel 
together and play In 1ho snow· We'I-' 001 .. friends and ... _ WIt go! Me: 
AGAiN I DREAMT OF yOU! l .. time for US to moot. 1'osIIon8te, courageous. wioe. inWs'ent. tall. hendsomO SWM, SO. seeks _01_ You __ totaql 
... 1ove--'I<JU .... my...-trl249(3/1~ 
AFIf YQU MY vAlENTlNE1 SIIlf. 111-35. good SOH. beach _ . _ and 10\8 
night talks. Me: SWM. 28. RDIBl. good IIa-
t_, SOH.ll<ecamping. biking, CIW1()8ing. Big 1-' .• ,290 (3126) 
roU<EA~FORmy-bitIItIY iI _1:JtoM 6'. 210, ........ WIY--.... inIttIgort. t'uT'taIU. 'II/Itf, i'Kl. _ 1m 
tiIi'.--.~.~i'Kl. _ill_inIttIgort.....-~­__ IorLTR.1III!iIga. trl2fI6~~ 
!JR.S lOCK I>SS Me: 20, .... bIJd, orjovB _spata,doi_n You 23-24 ..... 
loIk:tJ.jdwlll.good-~"augs,~ 
trll81 ~21 
ISOBESTFREI«lInl~-.Me:33. 8'1", 1~~, BIWR, -.lld.1Bd. You _. tig"""''''''- a •. LoI'I_ _ ..... trll68~2) ~ 
lOA. WM SEB<S BF. B CIIW lor ....... 
ftird lor my ..... She '"" UrwI Ii. Ortt en __ So I yaJro opari •• dId InI rd 
37. 5'10'. NIS • .-Por\1OI'1d only. 1t1119 
(3/S) 
SBF. 4O'S, SEEKSSPlRI1\JAl.MATE. Enjoy ~ trAIIiC, traWl, ... ~
AUTHENTlC NICE GUY.1rtIeIIigd. fit, sue-cosaIU. spirituaIIy_. happy. optiniIIIIC, _,_COfTfIU1i<;aIiv,- l.O()(_ttcoIoOIoing,lIlIT&1Iic.kldlll'-l. S!o'M4Il.--Erjoys~<h1I .u.spata,~"SNF,~­..-,IorLlRtrl231 ~~ 
..... col me. trl296 pae) 
~"",25yo,5""'1n..BA8.. 
WIY_doen.lnI ....... ~"'bI­i1g ..... age~ trl331 ~ . SeekIng .......... who is sean mentally and fIn8nciaIIy. tt1111 (315) 
\Ie. loving SWM, 43, _ 33, BR/Bl, 6'. 165, _. actor, -'let, seeks...-
core. smart. fit • ...........-. optimistic. beautifUlyoo.tngIO'womanwilhtlmeandena'-
9Y 10 share a world of"-possibilities. 
1t132O (3126) 
LO.1Nl. CNW3 wc:NNl1N ~ 50's -_ tIIrdItiP rd honBIIIy. 1'm 5'5". BIWR, 
......,,""""""" ....... InI<JiI'_1II _AIIJI"'_wIIIO_-
trlI811~2) 
l.OCII<tIGFORACCUBlEsn.aM'(orpI-.......... wntwnaGatwnIorCllJCllllll>rWi 
Ul_good<>On1B'/·InI."'*'-' -WlYoutgoi"Q..-....-"'_. _ LlR NIt at InI don' i1IIr1d '" bel f ~~tr1187~2) 
UM IS THE [ftJG 1nI1'-"' .... -
aAtt.~--.---­_"' ... good_25,5V, .... . 
IElPI !.f,W. 38, 5V. 1_ iI 1J8III'-d sale,u •• __ rl11lilllJllClU,doen. _ ........... rdtcrooU--
}QI h7 P.O. Bot< 11043. PaIItnd. ME 04101 
_trll07~ 
SENTIMENTAl BRUNETTE DWPF. 43. 5'10". NIS. NID. outdoOrSY. aIim. SOH, DTE • .--e, caring, _. and corn-,_ with aeIf seeks tall, good penon. 
kind ...... nice _.1tI235 (31261 
SHOW ME THE WAY- GloWIng SWF, mid 40' .. seeking -. warm. NIS SWM fo< dn:ing._~in"'out.CaIdc: 
ctuch, sharing and LTR. Yeo you. - to me.1t1178 (3112) 
BE MY MERMAID- DWM, 46, 5'10". 175. 
1I,1cind, -. gentto,lookIngforllRattraC-live -..n-loVW to join me on • SCUBA 1rIp thec.-,. Snorkel Hyou don'-' wa can ~ out the blue w_, tropical fish, -. and each __ " tan line! Bengor. 
MD<Xlo'Bff'tL(lSOl'tBl-~ frugal. .-.ttoI'. pocIpIIyor, 56, -"'.-~ wIII~ ~"""'-tg, ~__ tr1m~ 
SEXY, PEf11E B FD.W.E.IIIWI. peIty. doen. rdcuiUl~tor.doItn.o.IIouI­__ "'_ ..... _\ntrlI12 
I.OOKNl FORPASSKlN-__ SNM. 45. 
S·I'·.171b,WIY"'~doItn.~ --._Sf8',IE.1ijj>b I.-tyiorlllAt""' ..... oIlpadllotoWllp.tr1300 
~ 
~t.fIM.8'1.,'_ .-It 'Sf .. -.so Ioo._,*" lor rnA8 pIIali6& d 1 7 1m.tII1M1.cIIcJIIi:n.~­_1nI~~li1tr1m~ 
~ tt1244 (3/19) 
N/WGHlVANlNICE-I:JtoM45.OflIniSIIc.-
SLEEPLESSIN POR'l\.AND, tlred0l1ho ..... deI. ..... deI. TaI._.attracthtII.4OiIh. fIIHOvIng.ightomol<_._whoenjoys -.g. _ who would love to try • 
IIIG-HEARTED USTENER- SWM. 24yo, 
5'11', modIun build. looking 101' SIDF, 18-35yo. _ to play pool. go biking. and r908ive..,.,...ges. FMD I'nI. poIIIIibIe L TR. 
1t1289 (3126) 
0IIIIIlJ, "'1D\Iing.ErP/ .......... ..-1nI good<>On1B'/.SooD ...... iady'Mo-_ "'bobol>r&l/*Ylnlnco.lnI--
_"' ........ dbal\ trI:JJI~ 
NOTA[l;SKSX1fE(-~-" tmdad,spiIIIId1!1lO. ......... noI\tU.S!o'M 
.-_1tII89 (3112) 
SLEEPlESS IN WATERVIllE- SWF --ing nice gaU1om8n. ".. eo. Ike danCing. 
crI>boge. travel. golf. ate. SeekIng -one who enjoyS ...... I'm 5'8', ntddish _ . _ eyes. 170. !.of'. meet and 
tak. 1t1267 (3119) 
SPIRITED. ATTRACTIVE SWF, 38. educat-
ed, prol_. - . Enjoys jogging. movioo, -.g. dining 001. homo. travel. pets. SeekS SWM wIII1 alrrilartn-. No oIc<thOIIdnJga/IInOkinQ. MIcI-COUl1tII93 
(3112) 
SPIRITED, I/E1f'( ATTRACTlVE..-aI -. 41, who would "'* baing 0 __ . _tamly, friends. mokIng 
lpoailiveelfactonthewcwld. m.ty,1aq!-
tor. rospoct. W_onthloIasIIc. """"""'" giving mIlO who hall time ... money 101' travel. M, ... the IT'UIUBI _ to apoII each _ . tt1304 (3126) 
TALL. WILLOWY SWF, 31, wIIIl otrong roots. good -"'" ISO _ed, artie--.ctwming, tu-"y,CCJur8!IOOIASiIJ'NM. 35-50. who wII shoW up and tall the truth. 
I'M try to do the same. tt1321 (3126) 
11Cf<LEMYFUNNYBONE. .. cooklOl'ma,ftb 
the small of my bocI<. and 1hia YfrI attraC-
tive, playIU ... affactiona\8 0WPf will ~ In Icind and then somoI H you're. handaOmO.fit.NIS.SIDWM.39-49.S·11" •• ,.,...astng ctwam, •• tolligollcO. emotional 
availability and financial ~, then tak to mo--I'm Iiataning. 1t1261 (3/19) 
BlUE-EYES ARE A llJRN ONI AItt'aCtiYe proIotsIionOI SWM, 38, with • poosion 101' 
hlcing.cookIng.ltiCyctng· golf. ---ingthatspocllll_to_ lfe'._ _ wI1hI1t1256 (3119) 
38,~ ___ ,11'Z'.22O,btoId 
"..,...."df_"'_inlagalnl ... 
1m9I1--trl247~~ 
COMPANIONSHIP AND MORe- PIogr08-live SWPM. 37. 5'10". 1501, NIS, enjoyS 1ho 001_ -. camping. biking, self-ing. travel. alternative trAIIiC, _. NPR. 
atong with -.g. sharing. 0I<Ilfc>rInII and quiet _. SeekIng lit and active, oonII-
-. NIS. SID WPf wIII1_-for COl' tp8I tIot IIIhIp (at ieeatI to .... con-ver.ta\ionB, _ and mora. 1t1250 
(3/19) 
DONOTP0SES5MUCHtu.canoffermora II1anmoney. _. WII_fortherfghl 
penon. 1t1248 (3119) 
DOTHERlGHTTHlNG. .. CAI..L----ago, _"&.tered. bright. ""'"9IIIc-11ove _. orvanIC gartIena. traWl. ~. 
Many poaoionS include nuIc. oooI<Ing. 11-_outdooracllVtlea. ~coostaI WOOl8I101_tnt.-o. 3O-4Oyo. ~ta\8. -. healthy. wIIIlIIR _ laugh and blight eyes, to plant gar-
dans. sail the beys .... drean togoIIt«. DTEandSOH. Stopptuuaallo'atillgandcd. 
Pnlferml<k:oBSt ... atxwe.-lam llexible RU? "'270 (3/19) 
fII!!(E; I.eU\ lRI'E MOCtI ~ nw-__ UtnardNot*ft-PUo)<lll , __ ... artn:I.......atMln. _01 ... _ ..... ·--. 
LoI' ....... InI ....... dd~lnI .... • ... ,~.",."".,.-... .tgIoiaDM'M. 
47,6'1·.24(IJa, Ita trl254 ~~ 
!'IMI'l£IHN'IJSIMF'l£/U'I,"-''''''' tIIIt-i'. t tA .... WUi.lPtlte.mwt. ..... ... _~You47-!i5. trl232~~ 
SNllMAN.NE'I8'lMD.-~ ..--__ ~wIII.
lIJI"'IIoII\~"""'c:twiomIIC.exp. ...... _...." ....... __ cocIt-
~CcJwr,otII\IIIOI ..... -~ ~tobegood.wildand 
-.1t1317 (3126) 
SINGLE PARENT Of lWO looking fo< love and romance. EnjoyS quiet nights, home, dendng,autrymusic.3OyrI. lf1l1.no_ gamaa ... ,246 (3/19) 
SINGLE WHTE BOY TOY- Vampire, tool, u-s,dIIICOdanCingboyseeksmature.1a&-_ pIIIantIvOpicwoman.1tI259(3/19) 
HEY- PLEASE RECYCLE. 
aDER N'IJ BETTEII- 43jo C1NM - ~ Jgart, t8IGM in~_I_1 ... anooIlbUlct 1I't1Y .......... /oqaill ...... 
portn. trl332 ~ 
DE Dl\Y WE VAl. IE Rt9IlS- Today. wa _", .. _bo4!Ki5yo,"*"",-
............. caa:at...." tr1115~ 
1MIC.:Jl's, ~ • __ bllNF _ 
..-trl257~~ 
PCJmNI) f'i'IiA- 43, 5'10". Ifill, till 8M ill 
Iooki1g lor '" will M. 25--46. Now "' .... no sti-QllIIIIf*!. trl2311 ~~ IIM'M,52.SV.160, BlWR,ISO_,40-66 lor _ ... In _ san. i'taIgonI ..... 
-.Paoonoi_ee,P.o.Bot< 1238, 
PaIItnd. ME 04104 
SOMEONESPECItIL TOtnD--"'-_ ill Iooki-g tor. -..;p will ..... 
en _ "'"' aooopt me .. I "" Uoa ... lV. sociII jJIIIDe, _ trlOIIfI~ 
_t<JSSA~I_lr. ~~,,,,,osI_&(JNf. 34, _ ..... "....,,,,bo_wIIIlnI 
l1li my tary. trl298~ 
ADVENTUROUS GWM- This 26yo GWM Ie attracttvo. _Yo fit, and seeking same. I "'*>Y working out. danCing. roed1ripI, and having M . H you .. doWn to earth and have similar interests. ~ cd. 1t1306 
(3126) 
AN11()NEm CHIISTWIBlV-.g1cM1g 
--., will nti-age bVgay men '" ~ .,pm aadlotaa'- rm doen.~. 
.u. _bono_""'· tr12!i5~~ 
foH'( 9<HIY(JJYSOUTn£I£14O' .. "'"'" 15'11·. I4!b}, ___ oIn.goodIn-ing. __ rnA8 ruUing, BIQUIIIII!I. <i'l-
.-~Ior_-","",guys 
IortIIrdItiP InldaIilg. trion ~ 
SM.IOEST (J.J'(. _ "''''mooI_, 
.......... pfor_.....-· torWiPillIIr9>'- rm33.5'7", 13!i1la.<JiI' InI ,dopa dirt YCIl" _ 25--46. .. ClIJCIIIIII>rWi __ lnltunatouI-tr1296 
~ 
SO, IT'SCQMETOTHS-Mid 20" .. '1SO .... guy. 0 ..... '. mIlO, not _~oIItiollllhlp. I've got ......... I lie, you IhouId too. Many_ .............. BNtaIhon-
oaty~. 1tl090 (315) 
STUDENT, NEW TO PORTLAND- SeekS _ lit guy, 18-30, for M."-cuuaI oomponyIexpIoration. rm 24, laid 
back, open. lit, _e. No".-n, no 
1IringS. 1t1134 (315) 
SUBMISSIVE SEEKSDOMINANT - BiSWM. 38, 5'11". IIOla. _ dIJ1Tat SM bI ..... for _ ........... T ... rd - noI. 
0JdlI0m tr1235 ~ 
WANTTOGlYEUPATlNES1ldo.iII ... -"*" ..... tob __ "" ..... odIuo.nII rm4O, 1_.u.doItn.6'I·. ~.2IXIbo. Hofp 
me.u._trll91~2) 
SEXY SHE_MALElTVWANT8)bytl1il3flyo MWM. _~andlUnlly. AIIo _ goy coupfoforal....- Earfy 
/IoN, enc;ourrt .. 01 'P' pIooe. 1t1330 (3126) 
lWO'S COMPNff 1M. who IIIid -'. • aowd? SWM. very - -.-. fit, 30'._ BiF/coupIelO_odIjIfun, DIea'eOI you b ....... tt1231 (3/19) 
LOST SOW 
SWM. 25. BRIBR. in PoI1Iand _ LTR 















48 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking 
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal 
Injury. Premature Birth. And Low Birth Weight. 
